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REQUEST FOR GRANT APPLICATIONS (RFGA): 

Child Care Resource and Referral Services 
 

RFGA #:  JFSR1819178128 
 

 
SECTION I.  GENERAL PURPOSE & APPLICANT INFORMATION 
 

1.1 Purpose 
 

The Ohio Department of Job and Family Services (ODJFS) releases this Request for Grant Applications (RFGA) for 
the purpose of soliciting applications from qualified non-profit organizations to provide regional Child Care 
Resource and Referral (CCR&R) services. This RFGA seeks to select a maximum of twelve (12) non-profit 
organizations, one (1) for each Service Delivery Area (SDA) as described in Section 1.7. The organizations 
selected through this RFGA process will serve as the CCR&R organizations for specified SDAs into which the state 
has been divided. The responsibilities of the selected applicants will include providing services to families 
seeking Early Care and Education (ECE) services and supports, providing professional development and technical 
assistance services for child care providers, and participating in and/or initiating community efforts to increase 
understanding of the early childhood system. The CCR&R services are provided through Ohio’s system of twelve 
(12) SDAs.   
 
Under Ohio Administrative Code 5101:2-15-02, CCR&R organizations shall: 
 

A. Support ECE providers to increase the supply and quality of services; 
B. Assist families in accessing ECE services; 
C. Support community involvement to improve the ECE system; and 
D. Provide ODJFS and the community with reports and information on the current statistics of ECE. 

 
ODJFS will award funding only to qualified non-profit organizations that provide CCR&R services.  ODJFS will use 
the selection criteria established in this RFGA to identify organizations that will serve the twelve (12) SDAs.  
Interested and qualified organizations must submit applications in strict accordance with the instructions 
provided in this RFGA for award of grants. 
 
An organization must clearly identify in its application materials which of Ohio’s twelve (12) SDAs it proposes to 
serve.  Any one (1) appropriately qualified organization may offer its services as the CCR&R organization for 
more than one (1) SDA, but that applicant must complete and submit a separate and complete application 
packet for each of the SDAs it proposes to serve. Each of its applications must be identified with the SDA for 
which it is being submitted, and each submission will be reviewed by ODJFS separately, with the selections being 
made for each SDA from among the applicants that submitted applications for that SDA.  For example, if one (1) 
organization submits applications for three (3) SDAs, it may be selected as the CCR&R organization for all three 
(3) areas, or two (2) of them, or only one (1) of them, or for none. The selection of organizations for these awards 
will be made by ODJFS for each SDA individually based on the organizations’ qualifications, credentials, and 
experience as compared to the standards and criteria established in this RFGA.  There is no limit to the number 
of SDAs for which an organization can submit applications. 
 
For the purpose of this RFGA, the term “applicant” shall be defined as a non-profit business, firm, organization, 
or individual interested in this opportunity. The terms “application” and “response” may be used 
interchangeably to indicate materials submitted to ODJFS by an applicant in order to be considered for award 
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of a subgrant for services described in this RFGA.  The terms “grantee” and “selected applicant” may be used 
interchangeably in reference to an organization selected by ODJFS through this RFGA for grant award. The 
awards that result from this RFGA process will be formalized as agreements (also referred to as grants, grant 
agreements, or subgrant agreements) between each selected applicant and ODJFS. 
 
1.2 Issuing Office 
 
This RFGA is released by and the subsequent grant agreements will be with ODJFS. State level supervision of all 
selected applicants’ activities will be performed by the ODJFS Office of Family Assistance (OFA).  
 
1.3  Background 
 
ODJFS has utilized a system of CCR&R services for nearly twenty (20) years. CCR&R services are critical to 
ensuring that families have access to information about the importance of ECE services, providing education 
services to the community, increasing knowledge of the need for high quality ECE services, and ensuring the 
availability of quality options for families throughout the state.  ODJFS is statutorily required, pursuant to 
Chapter 5104 of the Ohio Revised Code (ORC), to develop and implement a statewide CCR&R service system. 
 
1.4 Overview of the Project 
 
In Ohio, approximately 117,000 children receive publically funded child care per month.  Funding for CCR&R 
services is designed to ensure that systems are developed and strengthened to ensure Ohio's children have the 
experiences that will prepare them for school and life. CCR&R services increase the awareness and knowledge 
of Ohio’s ECE providers, families, and community stakeholders on the importance of children’s early 
experiences. CCR&R agencies also increase the quality of services available to ECE providers, families, and 
community stakeholders. 
 
1.5 Objectives of the Project 
 
The purpose of funding CCR&R services is to provide child care service providers, families, and community 
stakeholders with resource and referral services that will: 
 

A. Increase awareness of ECE options for providers, families, and community stakeholders; 
B. Increase the quality of services provided by programs by making available professional development and 

technical assistance; and 
C. Provide information to communities regarding the importance of quality and impact of ECE. 

 
1.6  Applicant’s Library: 
 
Some websites with additional information on child care services that applicants may find useful include: 

A. http://www.naccrra.org  
B. http://www.naeyc.org 
C. http://www.stepuptoquality.org  
D. http://www.occrra.org  
E. http://www.acf.hhs.gov  
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1.7  Service Delivery Areas (SDAs) 
 
The SDAs are comprised of Ohio counties.  There are twelve (12) Service Delivery Areas in Ohio.   
The SDAs are permanent and will not change.  The areas are: 
 
SDA 1:  Defiance, Fulton, Henry, Lucas, Ottawa, Paulding, Williams and Wood; 
SDA 2:  Erie, Huron, Lorain, Sandusky and Seneca; 
SDA 3:  Ashtabula, Cuyahoga, Geauga and Lake; 
SDA 4:  Medina, Portage, Mahoning, Stark, Summit and Trumbull; 
SDA 5:  Ashland, Carroll, Columbiana, Coshocton, Harrison, Holmes, Jefferson, Knox, Tuscarawas and Wayne; 
SDA 6:  Butler, Clermont, Clinton, Hamilton and Warren; 
SDA 7:  Allen, Auglaize, Harding, Hancock, Mercer, Putnam, Van Wert and Wyandot; 
SDA 8:  Clark, Champaign, Darke, Fayette, Greene, Logan, Miami, Montgomery, Preble and Shelby; 
SDA 9:  Delaware, Fairfield, Franklin, Licking, Pickaway, Madison and Union; 
SDA 10: Athens, Belmont, Guernsey, Hocking, Morgan, Monroe, Muskingum, Noble, Perry and Washington; 
SDA 11: Adams, Brown, Gallia, Highland, Jackson, Lawrence, Meigs, Pike, Ross, Scioto and Vinton; and 
SDA 12: Crawford, Marion, Morrow and Richland. 
 
 
SECTION II.  PROCUREMENT PROCESS INFORMATION 
 
2.1 Anticipated Procurement Timetable 
 

DATE EVENT/ACTIVITY 

February 21, 

2017 

ODJFS Releases RFGA to Applicants on DAS/ODJFS Websites; Q & A Period Opens 
   - RFGA becomes active; applicants may submit inquiries for RFGA clarification. 

March 21, 2017 
 

 
Applicant Q & A Period Closes, 8 a.m.   
   - No further inquiries for RFGA clarification will be accepted. 
 

 

April 18th, 2017 
 
 

Deadline for Applicants to Submit Applications to ODJFS (3 p.m.) 
   - Applicant opening date, beginning the ODJFS process of application review 
Late Applications will not be accepted. There will be no exceptions made. 

May 2, 2017 
 

ODJFS Issues Grant Award Notification Letter (estimated) 
   - Applicants that submitted applications in response to this RFGA will be sent letters 
stating whether their application was accepted for award of a grant. 

July 1, 2017 
 
 

 
Implementation* (estimated, following notification of all grant and funding approvals) 
   - ODJFS agreements are not valid and effective until the state Office of Budget 
Management approves the Purchase Order. 
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June 30, 2019 
 

Project Completion - All work must be completed and approved by ODJFS Agreement 
Manager. 
 

Renewals 
ODJFS may elect up to two (2) separate two (2) year renewals.  July 1, 2019 to June 
30, 2021; and July 1, 2021 to June 30 ,2023** 

 
ODJFS reserves the right to revise this schedule in the best interest of ODJFS and/or to comply with the State of 
Ohio procurement procedures and regulations and after providing reasonable notice.  
 
*According to requirements of Ohio Revised Code (ORC) 126.07, ODJFS agreements are not valid and 
enforceable until the Office of Budget and Management (OBM) certifies the availability of appropriate funding, 
as indicated by the approval of the Purchase Order (P.O.).  The selected applicants may neither perform work 
nor submit an invoice for payment for work performed for this project for any time period prior to the P.O. 
approval date. The ODJFS Agreement Manager will notify the selected applicants when the requirements of ORC 
Section 126.07 have been met.   
 
* * Subject to all applicable approvals, the grant agreement period is expected to run from approximately July 
1, 2017 through June 30, 2019, with a renewal to be in effect, contingent upon satisfactory performance, 
continued availability of funding, and all required approvals, from July 1, 2019 through June 30 ,2021.  As state 
law prohibits ODJFS from making financial commitments beyond the fiscal biennium (e.g., 7/01/17 through 
6/30/19), the agreements with the selected entities will be subject to renewal for the final four (4) year period 
of the project.   
 
2.2 Internet Q & A Period; RFGA Clarification Opportunity 
 
Applicants may ask clarifying questions regarding this RFGA via the Internet during the Q & A Period as outlined 
in Section 2.1, Anticipated Procurement Timetable. To ask a question, applicants must use the following Internet 
process: 
 
*  Access the ODJFS Web Page at http://jfs.ohio.gov; 
*  Select “Doing Business with ODJFS” from the bottom of the page; 
*  Select “RFP’s” from the left side column;  
*  Select RFP Number JFSR1819178128 from the list of competitive opportunities;  
*  Follow the link to the dedicated web page; 
*  Select “Submit Inquiry” near the bottom of the web page; 
*  Follow instructions there for submitting questions; or, to view posted questions and answers, 
*  Select “View Q and A” near the bottom of the web page. 
 
Questions regarding this RFGA must reference the relevant section of this document, the heading for the 
provision under question, and the page number where the provision can be found.  The name of a 
representative of the applicant (or other party), the organization’s name, phone number, and e-mail address 
must be provided to submit an inquiry.  ODJFS may, at its option, disregard any questions which do not 
appropriately reference an RFGA provision or location within the RFGA, or which do not include identification 
of the originator of the question. Questions submitted after 8:00 a.m. on the date the Q & A period closes will 
not be answered.  
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ODJFS’ responses to all questions asked via the Internet will be posted on the web page dedicated to this RFGA 
for public reference by any party. ODJFS will not provide answers directly to the applicant or any party that 
submitted the question.   
 
Questions submitted may be no more than 4,000 characters in length, but there is no limit on the number of 
questions that may be submitted. ODJFS’ answers may be accessed by following the instructions above, but 
rather than selecting “Submit Inquiry,” applicants and others should select “View Q and A.” ODJFS strongly 
encourages applicants to ask questions early in the Q & A period so that answers can be posted with sufficient 
time for any possible follow-up questions.   
 
Applications submitted in response to this RFGA are to take into account any information communicated by 
ODJFS in the Q & A process for the RFGA.  It is the responsibility of all applicants to check this site on a regular 
basis for responses to all questions, as well as for any amendments, alerts, or other pertinent information 
regarding this RFGA.  ODJFS is not responsible for the accuracy of any information regarding this RFGA that was 
obtained or gathered through a source different from the Q & A process described in this RFGA. 
 
Requests for copies of any previous solicitations (RFGAs, RLBs, RFPs, etc.) or for past applications, score sheets 
or grant agreements for this or similar past projects, are Public Records Requests (PRRs), and are not clarification 
questions regarding the present RFGA. ODJFS will only answer those questions submitted which pertain to issues 
of RFGA clarity, and which are not requests for public records. ODJFS is under no obligation to acknowledge 
questions submitted through the Q & A process if those questions are not in accordance with these instructions. 
 
Should applicants experience technical difficulties accessing the ODJFS website where the RFGA and its related 
documents are published, they may contact the ODJFS Office of Contracts and Acquisitions (OCA) at (614) 728-
5693 for guidance. 
 
2.3 Communications Prohibition 
 
From the issuance date of this RFGA, until an actual grant is awarded, there may be no communications 
concerning the RFGA between any applicant which expects to submit an application and any employee of ODJFS 
in the issuing office, or any other ODJFS employee, or any other individual regardless of their employment 
status, who is in any way involved in the development of the RFGA or the selection of the grantee. 
 
The only exceptions to this prohibition are as follows: 

 
A. Communications conducted pursuant to Section 2.2, Internet Q & A Period; 

 
B. As necessary in any pre-existing or on-going business relationship between ODJFS and any grantee which 

could submit an application in response to this RFGA; 
 

C. As part of an interview necessary for ODJFS to make a final selection;  
 

D. If it becomes necessary to revise any part of this RFGA, ODJFS will post those revisions, amendments, 
etc., to the website dedicated to this RFP; and  

 
E. Any Public Records Request (PRR) made through the ODJFS Office of Legal Services: 
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1. Requests from applicants for copies of previous RFGAs, past applications, score sheets or 

grant agreements for this or similar past projects, are Public Records Requests (PRRs), and 
are not clarification questions regarding the present RFGA. PRRs, submitted in accordance 
with directions provided in this Section 2.3, Communications Prohibition, will be honored.  
The posted timeframes for ODJFS responses to Internet questions for RFGA clarification do 
not apply to PRRs.  The PRR must comply with the following guidelines: 

 
  2. The PRR may be filed by a grantee or other party and must be submitted in writing via mail, 

e-mail or fax and shall contain the following information: 
 
   a. The name, organization (if applicable), address, telephone, and e-mail address of 

the requester; 
   b. The specific name and/or number of the past RFGA, application or grant 

agreement being requested; 
 

2. All requests must be filed at the following location: 
 
   Chief Legal Counsel 
   Office of Legal Services 
   Ohio Department of Job and Family Services 
   30 East Broad Street, 31st Floor 
   Columbus, Ohio 43215 
 
Any attempts at prohibited communications by applicants may result in the disqualification of those applicants’ 
applications. 
 
2.4 Timeframes and Funding Available 
 
ODJFS is seeking to enter into an agreement with a maximum of twelve (12) grantees commencing upon 
notification of all grant and funding approvals, and ending June 30, 2019, with the option to renew the 
agreements for an additional two (2), two (2) year periods (a total of four [4] years).  The amount of the award 
will be determined by ODJFS for each SDA.  Section 4.5, Funding Structure, will explain the funding for each SDA 
in more detail.   
 
ODJFS may, at its option, make selections based in part on geographical and demographic criteria in order to 
provide a wide range of services around the state, and in both urban and rural areas.  Applicants are encouraged 
to prepare and submit applications and budgets which are both practicable and capable of creating significant 
improvements in the areas of access and quality for families in their counties. 
 
 
SECTION III.  APPLICANT EXPERIENCE AND QUALIFICATIONS 
 
3.1 Mandatory Qualifications  
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In order to be considered for the awards expected to result from this RFGA, ODJFS requires that applicants 
MUST meet, at minimum, ALL the following qualification requirements:  

A. The applicant must meet the requirements of 5101:2-15-02(C) of the Administrative Code as follows: 
Child care resource and referral service organizations under grant agreement with ODJFS shall have the 
following qualifications: 
 

1. Be a community based non-profit organization. Non-profit status may only be demonstrated 
by providing a copy of the Federal 501(c)(3) tax status determination letter from the Internal 
Revenue (IRS) in order to be eligible for consideration for funding under this project.   

2. Be an organization that has delivered ECE services in the last three (3) years; 
3. Be either best practice certified or receive best practice certification within twelve (12) 

months from the initial RFGA application date; 
4. Be an organization that has as part of its mission the provision of services to all socio-

economic groups; 
5. Be accessible and responsive to all families and ECE programs in all counties of its SDA; 
6. Be competent in providing culturally appropriate services to the linguistic and ethnic groups 

in their communities.  Competency must be demonstrated by letters of recommendation 
from groups within their SDA that have attested that they have worked with the applicant;   

7. Employ staff with education, expertise, or experience as required by ODJFS; and 
8. Be capable of meeting the specific requirements as defined in the grant agreement. 

 
B. The applicant must provide a written statement stating that the organization is a community based, non-

profit entity that does not provide direct child care services (e.g., child care programs, etc.).   
 

C.   The applicant must have three (3) years of experience in delivering: 
 

1. Technical assistance and training to all types of ECE providers; 
2. Parent referral services; and, 
3. Leadership at the community level regarding the promotion of ECE.  Examples may include, 

but are not limited to, publications, membership in community and professional 
organizations, and offering workshops. 
 

D. Provide the organization’s latest audit or submit the last annual financial report, if an audit has not been 
required. 

 
The applicant must demonstrate their ability to meet the above criteria with documentation, statements or 
other documents from third parties, or other means of demonstrable proof.  Except for 3.1.B above, a statement 
of self-attestation will not be considered acceptable proof of mandatory qualifications.  
 
Applications which do not meet all the above qualifications will be disqualified from further consideration. 
 
3.2 Organizational Experience and Capabilities 
 
Applicants are to address, at minimum, the degree to which their organization meets all the following 
qualifications and demonstrate the following credentials:  
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A. The applicant organization is to, at minimum: 
1. Demonstrate three (3) years of experience in delivery of technical assistance and training with 

providers, families and community stakeholders; 
2. Describe the organization’s capacity to undertake the scope of work (see Section 4.1, 

Scope of Project Work) based on an organizational structure with adequate facilities, staffing, 
fiscal controls and other resources; 

3. Describe the organization’s experience in seeking out and collaborating with ECE partners in 
ways that would meet the goals of this project; 

4. Describe the organization’s experience implementing services to families and in particular 
providing families with information on the availability and quality of ECE options; and 

5. Describe how the organization is accessible and responsive to all families, cultural and ethnic 
groups and ECE providers in all counties of the SDA. 

 
B. A detailed description of the applicant’s experience collaborating with stakeholders.  This description 

shall identify all expectant collaborators and a process to add or modify collaborators; 
 

C. A narrative that defines how the applicant’s organizational structure supports a project of this size and 
scope; and 
 

D. A narrative explaining the applicant’s plan and process for an annual Needs Assessment that will be 
performed on the SDA(s) the applicant is expecting to serve. 

 
3.3 Staff Experience and Capabilities 
 
The applicant must demonstrate significant pertinent expertise through the staff it proposes to assign to 
leadership roles for this project. Profiles and resumes of individuals proposed for positions must be included to 
demonstrate those individuals’ qualifications. Proposals must, at minimum: 
 

A. Identify and assign a Program Manager. This individual must be a paid employee with, at minimum, an 
Associate’s Degree and at least three (3) years’ experience in the last five (5) years working with 
programs serving families and children. Documentation must also be provided to clearly illustrate that 
no less than fifty percent (50%) of the Program Manager’s work hours will be dedicated to this project 
exclusively; 

 
B. Describe the expertise the organization’s staff members possess regarding developmentally appropriate 

practices and high quality ECE, technical assistance strategies, and the delivery of professional 
development for adults; 

 
C. Identify and describe the expertise and education of the organization’s Fiscal Manager who at a 

minimum must hold a bachelor’s degree in a related field, and have two (2) years’ experience working 
with federal and/or state grants; 

D. Identify and describe the expertise and education of the organization’s Data Manager;  
 

E. Identify and describe the expertise of staff that will be responsible for training and technical assistance 
to: 

1. Administrators, infant, toddler, preschool and school-age staff; 
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2. Infant and toddler professionals; 
3. Preschool professionals; and 
4. School age professional staff. 

 
F. Provide an organizational chart of key staff, including any subgrantees and community partners, their 

relevant work experience, and the duties they will perform in this project; and 
 

G. Identify, by position and name, those staff considered key to the project’s success.  
 
NOTE: It is the affirmative responsibility of the applicant submitting an application to remove all personal 
confidential information (such as home addresses and social security numbers) of applicant staff and/or of any 
subgrantee and subgrantee staff from resumes or any other part of the proposal package.  Following submission 
to ODJFS, all proposals submitted will become part of the public record.   
 
 
SECTION IV.  TECHNICAL WORK PLAN & PROJECT OUTCOMES 
 
4.1 Scope of Project Work 
 
Selected applicants will be responsible for the work described below:   
 

A. Needs Assessment: Grantees will need to complete annual Needs Assessments for their assigned SDA(s).  
The Needs Assessments will be due on August 20th, 2017 for the first year of the grant.  Thereafter, the 
Needs Assessments will be due every June 20th.  No extension of deadlines will be given. The assessment 
shall include the following items:  

 
1. Grantees will identify issues within their community; 
2. Grantees will be required to outline how they plan to improve the issues affecting their 

community;  
3. Grantees will be responsible for coordinating the planning phase for its SDA that will result in 

the completion of a comprehensive assessment; and 
4. Appendix A is a list of questions that selected applicants will be required to work into their 

annual Needs Assessments.  Grantees may add additional questions to the model listed in 
Appendix A.  ODJFS reserves the right to amend the Model in Appendix A for future budget 
biennium if the ODJFS chooses to renew any agreements. 

 
Needs Assessments shall take into consideration input from the following sources:  Community leaders, 
providers, families, advocates in the SDA(s) on child care issues, and local county agencies (e.g. County 
Department of Job and Family Services [CDJFS]).  Grantees may identify other factors in the community 
to solicit input.  Grantees will need to report all sources of inputs for the annual Needs Assessments. 
 

B. Outreach:  Grantees will need to provide outreach to the regions they are selected to serve.  Applicants 
will need to demonstrate in their Operational Plan, as outlined in Section E., below, how they will meet 
the following : 
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1. Outreach and services to eligible families with limited English proficiency and persons with 
disabilities and facilitate participation of child care providers with limited English proficiency 
and disabilities in the subsidy system; 

2. Outreach to eligible families of the services offered by other agencies or sectors of the state.  
Applicants shall implement the service components listed in 45 C.F.R. 98.33(b) and JFS Form 
01224.   

3. Outreach and services to providers to help them identify and serve children experiencing 
homelessness; and 

4. Outreach to families with children experiencing homelessness.   
 

Applicants may add additional outreach activities and services to the list above.  Those additional 
activities and services shall be identified in the Operational Plan.   
 

NOTE: JFS Form 01224 is in process of being approved and may not be available at the time of release of this 
RFGA but will be available and in effect by the time of grant agreement.  Refer to Appendix B to see all of the 
rule changes in 45 C.F.R. 98 as published by U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for 
Children and Families; 
 

C. Training: ODJFS requires training of providers in two (2) areas: Professional Development (PD) and Health 
and Safety:  https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Early-Learning/Early-Learning-Program-Updates/July-
2016-1/Important-Changes-to-SUTQ-Professional-Development 
 

1. Professional Development:  Professionals in Step Up To Quality (SUTQ) rated programs need 
at least twenty (20) hours of PD in a two (2) year period.  The two (2) year period must be 
reflected on Ohio’s budget biennium.  At the end of the biennium professionals shall receive 
a PD Certificate acknowledging that they completed the twenty (20) or more hours of 
training.  Training for the PD is limited to SUTQ programs.  All licensed programs or programs 
seeking to be rated must meet the PD requirements under licensing rules.   

2. Health and Safety:  Grantees will have to offer or partner with providers for Health and Safety 
training in the SDA.  Rules 5101:2-13-10 of the Administrative Code govern training and 
professional development requirements for a licensed family child care provider and child 
care staff.  Section 5101:2-12-10 of the Administrative Code governs training and professional 
development requirements for licensed child care centers.  The new rules became effective 
in December 2016.  Please review the requirement of these rules when applying for this 
RFGA. 

 
NOTE:  Teachers and administrators need to complete the minimum hours in this section for training in PD and 
Health and Safety.   
 
Additional Training: Grantees will be required to offer other services in their SDA(s).  Applicants shall identify 
additional trainings they may offer through their Needs Assessments. Applicants shall identify any other 
additional services in their Operational Plan as outlined in part E below. 
 

D. Technical Assistance:  Grantees will be required to provide technical assistance to providers in their 
region.  The technical assistance will be focused on the items identified in their Operational Plan but will 
also focus on the following areas: 
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1. Recruit new programs for SUTQ ratings; 
2. Recruit programs for increases in SUTQ ratings; 
3. Assist providers in the registration and verification process;  
4. Assist rated programs in increasing their rating and moving from 1 or 2 star into 3, 4, or 5 star 

rating; 
5. Provide on-going support to rated programs to maintain their rating; and 
6. Provide onsite guidance to programs by helping the program develop systems to create and 

maintain quality environments for children. 
 

E. Operational Plan: Selected applicants shall develop an Operational Plan that will be incorporated by 
reference into the agreement.  This plan will describe the mandatory as well as additional services and 
activities that the applicant will perform in their duties as resource and referral agencies.  The plan will 
be updated as activities change and the ODJFS Agreement Manager shall be notified of changes 
immediately.  Further, selected applicants will be required to certify and submit an updated Operational 
Plan on an annual basis, every July 1st.  See section 4.5, A. for additional details. 
 
The plan shall include the mandatory components as identified in Section 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4 of this RFGA.  
Within the Operational Plan, each grantee shall also describe all services, not just the mandatory 
services, they offer providers in their SDA(s).  As part of this requirement, selected applicants shall 
provide regular communications to ODJFS staff on issues that arise within the community as it relates to 
all activities funded by this grant opportunity.  Section 4.4, Required Services goes into further details. 
 
A description of policies to prevent suspension, expulsion, and denial of services due to behavior of 
children birth to age five (5) in child care and other early childhood programs receiving assistance under 
this part must be disseminated as part of consumer and provider education efforts in accordance with 
45 C.F.R.  An applicant that is awarded an SDA(s) will need to spend overall funding minus the two (2) 
payment points and administrative cost discussed in Section 4.5, Funding Structure along the following 
split:  thirty percent (30%) of funding will be directed toward outreach, forty percent (40%) will be 
directed toward professional development, and thirty percent (30%) will be directed toward technical 
assistance. 
 

F. Reporting:  Selected applicants are required to report on a quarterly basis to the ODJFS Agreement 
Manager in the Office of Family Assistance the following items (see Appendix D.).  OFA is looking for 
metrics data as well as narrative descriptions on the categories below:   
 

1. Health and Safety Training conducted in the reporting period.  The reports shall include:  
a. Number of trained applicants both by individual and provider;  
b. Who was trained; 
c. Items/services trained on, including items other than mandatory services; 
d. Date of training; 
e. Time of the training (shall be indicated in actually time format); and 
f. Type of staff trained (seasonal staff or new [six months or less]). 

 
2. Professional Development. The reports shall include: 

a. Number of general in-service trainings; 
b. Number of specialized trainings; 
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c. Number of trainings for administrators; 
d. Number of trainings aimed at school aged children; 
e. Number of trainings aimed at preschool children; 
f. Number of trainings aimed at Mixed Age children; 
g. Number of trainings for Child Development; 
h. Number of trainings aimed at English Learners; 
i. Number of trainings aimed at families and children experiencing homelessness.  (See 

45 C.F.R. 98.51); and 
j. Number of trainings on Health and Safety. 

 
3.  Outreach performed.   

a. What outreach of activities on homelessness was performed?  
b. What other outreach activities were performed? 

 
4. Reporting on ratings. 

a. How many providers have begun participating in the SUTQ program? 
b. How many 1 or 2 star rated providers have moved to 3, 4, or 5 star rating? 

5. How often is training provided on the Early Learning Assessment (ELA)?   

6. Technical Assistance. 
a. Number of technical assistance provided to provider; 
b. Description of types/activities of technical assistance provided to providers. 

 
7. How many classes have been canceled in the last quarter?  

a. What were those classes?  
b. Why were they canceled? 
c. What type of accommodation was performed for those registered for the 

cancelled classes? 

8. Reporting on English proficiency.   

9. Reporting on miscellaneous services and activities provided by grantee per SDA. 

Final report model will be part of the agreement with each grantee.  The report 
model will reflect the items listed above.  ODJFS reserves the right to remove or add 
reporting categories at the start of a new budget biennium if the grant agreements 
are renewed. 

10. Annual Report:  Each grantee will submit to ODJFS an annual report for each SDA it has been 
awarded that will not only contain the requirements listed in this section but also highlight 
the accomplishments of each SDA.  The final format requirements for the annual report will 
be contained in the executed grant agreement. 
 

Applicants are to view the scope of work that will be required of the selected grantees as their underlying frame 
work for the applicant’s response. Responses will be evaluated by ODJFS on how well and how fully their 
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responses indicate they will perform the work and on how effectively and efficiently the proposed approach 
meets the project’s objectives and serves ODJFS’ needs.   
 
4.2 Mandatory Requirements in New Code of Federal Regulations 
 
Selected applicants will be required to operate under the Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) that were 
implemented in the fall of 2016.  
 
While ODJFS is recognized as the “Lead Agency”, the requirements of Revised 45 C.F.R. 98.52 Child Care 
Resource and Referral System will require grantees who have been awarded agreements resulting from this 
RFGA to implement and provide services in line with the following section. 
 
Applicants are to include, at minimum, the following narrative structures for how they will fulfill the mandatory 
requirements of C.F.R 98.52: 
 

A. Provide parents in their SDA(s) with consumer education information referred to in the CFR concerning 
the full range of child care options (including faith-based and community-based child care providers), 
analyzed by provider, including child care provided during nontraditional hours and through emergency 
child care centers, in their SDA(s).  

 
B. To the extent practicable, work directly with families who receive assistance under this subchapter to 

offer the families support and assistance, using information described in paragraph (b)(1) of C.F.R. 98.52, 
to make an informed decision about which child care providers they will use, in an effort to ensure that 
the families are enrolling their children in the most appropriate child care setting to suit their needs and 
one that is of high quality, as determined by ODJFS. 
 

C. Collect data and provide information on the coordination of services and supports, including services 
under section 619 and part C of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (20 U.S.C. 1431, et seq.), 
for children with disabilities (as defined in section 602 of such Act [20 U.S.C. 1401]);  

 
D. Collect data and provide information on the supply of and demand for child care services in political 

subdivisions or regions within their SDA(s) and submit such information to ODJFS upon request;  
 

E. Establish partnerships with public agencies and private entities, including faith- based and community-
based child care providers, to increase the supply and quality of child care services in their SDA(s); and  

 
F. As appropriate, coordinate their activities with the activities of the State Lead Agency and local agencies 

that administer funds made available in accordance with this part. 
 
Applicants need to be specific in their response as to how they intend to meet these requirements.   
 
Changes in Training:  These new federal requirements will be required of all selected applicants under the RFGA.  
Selected applicants will need to report on progress toward these goals as part of the quarterly reports to be 
issued to ODJFS. 
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4.3  Technical Approach 
 
Applicants are to include, at minimum, the following requirements for the proposed work plan.  The applicant 
shall: 
 

A. State the SDA the applicant proposes to serve as its CCR&R organization. The applicant should 
demonstrate how it will be able to provide the services outlined in this RFGA in that geographical region. 
 

B. State the key objectives of the proposed project.  Discuss how the objectives for the proposed project 
are appropriate for meeting the needs of the specified population, and discuss how those needs were 
determined. Discuss how the proposed project objectives are aligned with the stated ODJFS program 
goals; 

 
C. Provide a technical approach and work plan to be implemented.  This includes a proposed timeline for 

the project; 
 

D. Identify the staff person identified as Program Manager, detail the responsibilities of that role for this 
project, and discuss in detail how this individual is qualified for performing those responsibilities; and  
 

E. Demonstrate how the applicant will maintain an Operational Plan that governs all components of the 
services and activities within their SDA(s). 
 

NOTE:  ODJFS Agreement Manager will need to be informed of changes in key staff immediately under the grant 
agreement as soon as the selected applicants become aware.   
  
4.4  Required Services 
 

A. Develop and implement a CCR&R program to increase knowledge of professionals, and for the 
implementation and delivery of ECE services by: 

1. Conducting a Needs Assessment;  
2. Conducing outreach to providers and families;  
3. Providing opportunities including: 

a. General in-service training (e.g., health and safety, and professional development); 
b. Specialized training as approved and directed by ODJFS; and 
c. Training for administrators and staff of infant, toddler, pre-school and school-aged 

children.  
4.  Technical assistance to providers to both achieve rating and maintain ratings for SUTQ. 

 
B.   Facilitate the increase in demand for high quality SDA(s) ECE services by families through following: 

1.  Provide parents and families in the State with consumer education information referred to in 
C.F.R. 98.33 (except as otherwise provided in that paragraph), concerning the full range of 
child care options (including faith-based and community-based child care providers), analyzed 
by provider, including child care provided during nontraditional hours and through emergency 
child care centers, in their SDA(s); 

2.  Develop and distribute educational materials to families, community partners, and community 
stakeholders utilizing multiple strategies such as brochures, newsletters, and media; and 
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3.  Identify an assigned counselor to assist eligible at risk families, defined by ODJFS as recipients 
of family assistance benefits, dual language learners, those with disabilities and/or special 
health conditions, military or homeless families, with the development of a plan to support 
their goals and emphasizes high quality care and education. 

 
C. Increase the knowledge and awareness of families, community partners, and community stakeholders 

regarding the importance and availability of ECE services and increase the demand for high quality ECE 
services by: 

1. Providing supply and demand data by issuing reports to stakeholders; 
2. Conducting and participating in data collection efforts such as market rate surveys, economic 

impact studies, needs assessments; 
3. Conducting community outreach via presentations; 
4. Serving on local and state workgroups and initiatives that work on behalf of children or 

provide direction and leadership with the state and community for ECE; 
5. Providing employer outreach services; 
6. Convening key stakeholders for system building efforts; and 
7. Participating in and collaborating with policy making groups to support system building 

efforts. 
 

D.  Provide quarterly performance reports, annual reports, financial audits and all other materials to ODJFS 
in the manner required. The reports shall be sent to the ODJFS Agreement Manager by the 15th day of 
the month after the quarter ends. The reports must reflect the grantee’s progress toward achieving the 
outcomes outlined in the grantee’s application. 

  
E.  Provide technical assistance and learning opportunities on best practices related to: 

1. General technical assistance  of operating a child care business; and 
2. Age specific questions and concerns. 
 

F. Provide services to increase the supply and demand for high quality ECE services by: 
1. Increasing the number of star rated programs within the SDA; 
2. Assigning a single SUTQ Coordinator per SDA as a point of contact to oversee the initial 

assessments(s), the development of a quality improvement plan, the coordination of 
specialist/services, and the ongoing communication of progress to eligible programs as 
defined by ODJFS. 

3. Employing staff assigned to SUTQ programs that meet qualifications and work plan 
requirements; 

4. Providing professional development and training as directed by ODJFS; and 
5. Providing technical assistance to providers even if assigned staff is absent.  The agency will 

make contingency plans for staff absences. 
 

G. Reporting of issues to ODJFS, OFA.  Selected applicants are required to report issues as they arise to 
Office of Family Assistance staff: 

1. Matters concerning terms of grant, funding, and items not easily defined shall be 
communicated with the ODJFS Agreement Manager; and 

2. Matters related to program issues around SUTQ should be reported to the ODJFS staff 
assigned to the region. 
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H. Each grantee shall reach out and offer services to any and all providers in the SDA regardless of rating 
on an annual basis. 

 
Applicants should review both Section 4.1 and 4.4 in order to fully understand implement this project. 
 
4.5  Funding Structure 
 
Funding for this project will be from the Child Care Development Fund (CCDF).  Funding from the Early Learning 
Challenge Grant is no longer available.  Five percent (5%) of an agency’s total grant is for administrative costs.   
 
NOTE:  The change in administrative costs will bring Ohio in line with 45 C.F.R. 98.52.   
 

A.  Additional payment points: 
 
ODJFS will offer three (3) additional payment points for the selected applicants.  The first is the annual 
Operational Plan. The first annual Operation Plan under the agreement will be due on July 31st, 2017.   
Thereafter the annual Operational Plan is due on July 1st of every year.  Upon completion, submission, 
and final acceptance from OFA, each SDA will receive $10,000.00 for the initial Operational Plan.  Every 
State Fiscal Year (SFY) thereafter, each SDA will receive $5,000.00 for each annual renewal and update 
of Operational Plan.  For more information on the Operational Plan see Section 4.1, E. 

 
The second payment point will be annual update to the Needs Assessment.  The Needs Assessment is 
due on August 20th for the first year of the grant.  Thereafter the Needs Assessment will be due every 
June 20th.  No extensions of deadline will be given.  OFA will pay $5,000.00 per each SDA for the annual 
Needs Assessment.  The Needs Assessment shall be submitted to the ODJFS Agreement Manager on 
June 20th of every SFY.  For more information on the Needs Assessment see section 4.1, A.  

 
The third payment point will be an annual report for the project.  The report will be due every July 31st 
of the grant.  ODJFS will not offer this payment point in the first year of the grant agreement.  The report 
payment will start on July 31st, 2018. OFA will provide $2,000.00 for the annual report.  For more 
information on the annual report, see Section 4.1, F.  The annual report is distinct from the quarterly 
progress reports due to ODJFS, OFA.   

 
B. Performance Incentives aimed at Quality: 

 
Each SDA will be able to receive up to $50,000.00 per SFY for meeting certain performance objectives. 
The performance objectives are explained in detail in Section 4.6 of this RFGA.  The performance 
incentives will be paid out once a year.  Grantees must meet the objectives for the performance incentive 
by June 30th of each SFY.  If met, the incentive shall be paid out at the end of the first quarter of the 
following SFY (approximately September).   
 

The remainder of the grant (not including administration, and paragraphs A and B above) must be spent on the 
following: Thirty percent (30%) of funding will be directed toward outreach, forty percent (40%) will be directed 
toward professional development, and thirty percent (30%) will be directed toward technical assistance.  The 
amounts of overall funding will be determined for each SDA by a formula and adjusted every two (2) state fiscal 
years.  The formula is contained in Appendix C. of this RFGA. 
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The selected applicants’ project budgets will be incorporated into their grant agreements.  Reimbursement will 
be on a monthly basis, based on actual activity expenses, up to specified limits and as documented by reports 
and proper invoicing provided to ODJFS by the grantee.  Performance incentives and the payment points for 
Operational Plan and Needs Assessment will be paid separately outside of the monthly invoicing process.  
Payments for these items will be paid approximately ninety (90) days after submittal due dates for items.   
Grantees will need to provide backup documentation to justify the expenditures that they are seeking 
reimbursement.  ODJFS reserve the rights to modify or reject any expenditure request that is not supported by 
adequate documentation.  
 
4.6  Quality Performance Incentives 
 
Up to $50,000.00 per SFY is available to each grantee for each awarded SDA in performance incentives. Half of 
this incentive ($25,000.00) will be available the first incentive point is met, and the other half ($25,000.00) will 
be available once the second incentive point is met, as detailed below. Each incentive must be fully met, no 
partial awards will be considered.  Each SDA will need to document how they met the performance incentive to 
be paid.  The purpose of the incentive is to assist each SDA in meeting the requirements of the 2020 goals. 
 
Performance Incentive: 
 

A.  Assisting programs with a provider agreement in place to become SUTQ rated:   
 

1. By June 30, 2018 SDAs will need to have forty percent (40%) of providers in their regions 
rated. 

2. By June 30, 2019 SDAs will need to have seventy percent (70%) of providers in their regions 
rated. 

3. By June 30, 2020 SDAs will need to have one hundred percent (100%) of providers in their 
regions rated.   
NOTE:  This requirement will be in the second biennium agreement.   

 
Half ($25,000.00) of the available award will be aimed at meeting this incentive point. 

 
B.  Assisting programs to move from an unrated or 1 or 2 star rating to a 3, 4, or 5 star (Highly Rated) 

rating; 
 

1. By June 30, 2018 SDAs will need to have thirty percent (30%) of providers in their regions 
rated. 

2. By June 30, 2019 SDAs will need to have forty percent (40%) of providers in their regions 
rated. 

3. By June 30, 2020 SDAs will need to have fifty percent (50%) of providers in their regions rated.   
NOTE:  This requirement will be in the second biennium agreement.   

4. By June 30, 2021 SDAs will need to have sixty percent (60%) of providers in their regions 
rated.  
NOTE:  This requirement will be in the second biennium agreement.   

5. By June 30, 2022 SDAs will need to have seventy percent (70%) of providers in their regions 
rated.   
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NOTE:  This requirement will be in the third biennium agreement if extended by ODJFS for 
that period. 

6. By June 30, 2023 SDAs will need to have eighty percent (80%) of providers in their regions 
rated.   
NOTE:  This requirement will be in the third biennium agreement if extended by ODJFS for 
that period. 

 
While not part of this RFGA in concept, the SDA star rating increase toward highly rated rating will need to 
increase by ten percent (10%) per year until 2025.   

 
Half ($25,000.00) of the available award will be aimed at meeting this incentive point. 
 
 
SECTION V. CONDITIONS AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
 
5.1   Administrative Costs 
 
The term "administrative costs'' means costs necessary for the proper administration of the child care program 
in accordance with 45 C.F.R. 98.54 (old section 98.52). These activities may include but are not limited to: 
 

A. Salaries and related costs of the staff of the Lead Agency or other agencies engaged in the 
administration and implementation of the program pursuant to C.F.R. 98.11. Program 
administration and implementation include the following types of activities:  
 

1. Planning, developing, and designing the CCDF program;  
2. Providing local officials and the public with information about the program, including 

the conduct of public hearings; 
3. Preparing the application and plan;  
4. Developing agreements with administering agencies in order to carry out program 

activities; 
5. Monitoring program activities for compliance with program requirements; 
6. Preparing reports and other documents related to the program for submission to the 

Secretary;  
7. Maintaining substantiated complaint files in accordance with the requirements of C.F.R. 

98.32;  
8. Coordinating the provision of CCDF services   with other Federal, State, and local child 

care, early childhood development programs, and before-and afterschool care 
programs;  

9. Coordinating the resolution of audit and monitoring findings; 
10. Evaluating program results; and 
11. Managing or supervising persons with responsibilities described in this section. 

  
B.   Travel costs incurred for official business in carrying out the program; 

 
C.   Administrative services, including such services as accounting services, performed by grantees 

or subgrantees or under agreements with third parties;  
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D.   Audit services as required at C.F.R. 98.65; 
 

E.   Other costs for goods and services required for the administration of the program, including 
rental or purchase of equipment, utilities, and office supplies; and 

 
F.   Indirect costs as determined by an indirect cost agreement or cost allocation plan pursuant to 

C.F.R. 98.54(a)(B)(6). 
 

Applicants are required to identify in a plan all “administrative costs” to be billed to this program prior to 
signature of the grant agreement with the selected applicants. 

 
5.2 Start Work Date  

Grantees must be able to begin work no later than seven (7) working days after the time funds are encumbered 
and approved by the Office of Budget & Management.  Grantees will be notified by the ODJFS Agreement 
Manager when work may begin.  Any work begun by a grantee prior to this notification may not be reimbursable 
by ODJFS.   
 
5.3 Application Costs 
 
Costs incurred in the preparation of this application are to be borne by the applicant; ODJFS will not contribute 
in any way to the costs of the preparation.   
 
5.4 Trade Secrets Prohibition; Public Information Disclaimer 
 
Applicants are prohibited from including any trade secret information as defined in ORC 1333.61 in their 
applications in response to any ODJFS solicitation. ODJFS shall consider all applications voluntarily submitted in 
response to any ODJFS RFGA to be free of trade secrets and such applications shall, in their entirety, be made a 
part of the public record, pursuant to ORC 149.43. 
 
Any applications submitted in response to this solicitation which make claims of trade secret information shall 
be disqualified from consideration immediately upon the discovery of such unallowable claim. 
 
All applications and any other documents submitted to ODJFS in response to any solicitation shall become the 
property of ODJFS.  This RFGA and, after the selection of an applicant for award, any applications received in 
response to a solicitation that have been opened, reviewed and considered by ODJFS are deemed to be public 
records pursuant to ORC 149.43.  For purposes of this section, the term “application” shall mean both the 
Technical Application and the Project Budget submitted by an applicant, and if opened, any attachments, 
addenda, appendices, or sample products. 
 
5.5 Grant Agreement Requirements 
 

A. Any grant agreement resulting from the issuance of this RFGA is subject to the terms and 
conditions as provided in the model grant agreement, which is included as Attachment B. of this 
RFGA; 
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B. Many of the terms and conditions contained in the model grant agreement (Attachment B.) are 
required by state and federal law; however, the applicant may propose changes to the grant 
agreement by annotating the model.  Any changes are subject to ODJFS review and approval; 

 
C. Payments for any and all services provided pursuant to the grant agreement are contingent upon 

the availability of state and federal funds; 
 
D. All aspects of the grant apply equally to work performed by any and all subgrantees; 
 
E. Grantees, and any subgrantee(s), will not use or disclose any information made available to them 

for any purpose other than to fulfill the duties specified in the RFGA. Grantees, and any 
subgrantee(s), agree to be bound by the same standards of confidentiality that apply to the 
employees of ODJFS and the State of Ohio.  Any violation of confidentiality will result in an 
immediate termination of the grant agreement, and may result in legal action; 

 
F. As a condition of receiving a grant agreement from ODJFS, the grantee, and any subgrantee(s), 

shall certify compliance with any court order for the withholding of child support which is issued 
pursuant to Section 3113.217 of the ORC.  The grantees, and any subgrantee(s), must also agree 
to cooperate with ODJFS and any Ohio Child Support Enforcement Agency in ensuring that the 
grantees or employees of the grantees meet child support obligations established under state 
law; 

 
G. Grantees and any subgrantee(s) that the grantee deems appropriate, agree to be monitored by 

ODJFS staff on an annual or as needed basis; 
 
H. By signing a grant agreement with ODJFS, grantees agree that all necessary insurance is in effect; 

and  
 
I. Grantees must agree to collect, maintain and report specific data on each component of their 

project as requested by ODJFS.  Grantees must also agree to participate in any data collection or 
evaluation required by ODJFS. 
 

5.6 Subgrantee(s) 
 
Any grantee proposing to use a subgrantee(s) for any part of the work described in this RFGA, must clearly 
identify the subgrantee(s), if known in advance, in their application. The application must include a subgrantee 
agreement from the proposed subgrantee(s) signed by a person authorized to legally bind the subgrantee(s), 
indicating the following:  

 
A. The subgrantee(s) legal status, federal tax ID number, and principle place of a business address; 

 
B.   The name, phone number, and e-mail address of a person who is authorized to legally bind the 

subgrantee(s); 
 
C. A complete description of the work the subgrantee will do, financial term(s) and a timeframe of 

agreement; 
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D. A commitment to do the work, if the applicant is selected; and 
 
E. A statement that the subgrantee(s) has read and understands the RFGA, the submitted 

application, the nature of the work, and the requirements of the RFGA. 
 
5.7 Public Release of Records 
 
Public release of any evaluation or monitoring reports funded under this grant agreement will be made only by 
ODJFS.  Prior to public release of such reports, ODJFS must have at least a 30-day period for review and 
comment. 
 
5.8 Confidentiality 
 
All grant agreements will require that the grantee(s) maintain the confidentiality of information and records 
which state and federal laws, rules, and regulations require to be kept confidential.   
 
5.9 Key Personnel 
 
ODJFS must be informed in writing, if the Program Manager or key personnel changes over the course of the 
project.  ODJFS will require a clause in the resulting grant agreement regarding key personnel in that any person 
identified as critical to the success of the project may not be removed without reasonable written notice to 
ODJFS.   
   
5.10 Ethical and Conflict of Interest Requirements 
 

A. No grantee or individual, company or organization seeking a grant agreement shall promise or 
give to any ODJFS employee anything of value that is of such character as to manifest a 
substantial and improper influence upon the employee with respect to his or her duties; 

 
B. No grantee or individual, company or organization seeking a contract shall solicit any ODJFS 

employee to violate any of the conduct requirements for employees; 
 
C. Any grantee acting on behalf of ODJFS shall refrain from activities which could result in violations 

of ethics and/or conflicts of interest.  Any grantee or applicant that violates the requirements and 
prohibitions defined here or of Section 102.04 of the ORC is subject to termination of the 
agreement or refusal by ODJFS to enter into a grant agreement; and 

 
D.  ODJFS employees and grantees who violate Sections 102.03, 102.04 2921.42 or 2921.43 of the 

ORC may be prosecuted for criminal violations.   
 
5.11   Lobbying Restrictions 
 

A. Grantees affirm that no federal funds paid to the grantee by ODJFS through this agreement or 
any other agreement have been or will be used to pay the salary or expenses of any grant or 
contract recipient, or agent acting for such recipient, related to any activity designed to influence 
the enactment of legislation, appropriations, regulation, administrative action, or Executive order 
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proposed or pending before the Congress or any State government, State legislature or local 
legislature or legislative body, other than for normal and recognized executive-legislative 
relationships or participation by an agency or officer of a State, local or tribal government in 
policymaking and administrative processes within the executive branch of that government, 
pursuant to section 4002 of Public Law 111-148 and section 4002 of Public Law 113-235. Grantees 
further affirm compliance with all federal lobbying restrictions, including 31 USC 1352. If this 
agreement exceeds one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00), grantees affirm that it has 
executed and filed the Disclosure of Lobbying Activities standard form LLL, if required by federal 
regulations. 

 
B. Grantees certify compliance with the Ohio executive agency lobbying restrictions contained in 

ORC 121.60 through 121.69. 
 

5.12 Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act (HIPAA) Requirements 
 
As a condition of receiving a contract from ODJFS, the contractor, and any subcontractor(s), will be required to 
comply with 42 U.S.C. Sections 1320d through 1320d-8, and the implementing regulations found at 45 C.F.R. 
Section 164.502 (e) and Sections 164.504 (e) regarding disclosure of protected health information under the 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996. Protected Health Information (PHI) is 
information received by the contractor from or on behalf of ODJFS that meets the definition of PHI as defined 
by HIPAA and the regulations promulgated by the United States Department of Health & Human Services, 
specifically 45 CFR 164.501 and any amendments thereto. The selected vendor can reasonably anticipate 
HIPAA language in the contract that results from this RFP. 
 
In the event of a material breach of contractor obligations under this section, ODJFS may, at its option, 
terminate the contract according to provisions within the contract for termination.     
                                                      
 
SECTION VI.  APPLICATION FORMAT & SUBMISSION 
 
6.1 Application Submission 
 
The application must be prepared and submitted in accordance with instructions found in this section.  Six (6) 
copies of the application must be received by ODJFS no later than 3:00 p.m. on April 18, 2017.  Applications 
received after this date and time will not be reviewed.  Material mailed or submitted separately from the 
application packet will not be accepted or added to the application by staff of ODJFS.  Faxed applications will 
not be accepted. Applications must be addressed to: 
 
     Office of Contracts & Acquisitions 
     Ohio Department of Job and Family Services 
     30 East Broad Street, 31st Floor  
     Columbus, OH 43215 
 
For hand delivery on the due date, applicants must allow sufficient time for traffic incidents, downtown parking 
considerations, and for security procedures in the lobby of the Rhodes Office Tower (address above) and again 
on the 31st Floor.  All applications will be accepted at the ODJFS Bid Room which is managed by OCA. 
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All submissions must be received by mail or hand delivery by the above date and time.  Materials received after 
the submission deadline date will not be included in previous submissions nor be considered.  No confirmations 
of mailed applications received will be sent. 
 
All applications and any other documents submitted to ODJFS in response to any solicitation shall become the 
property of ODJFS.  The term “application” shall mean both the Technical Application and the Project Budget, if 
opened, submitted by the applicant (either as required by ODJFS or sent at the applicant’s discretion), and any 
attachments, addenda, appendices, resumes, letters of recommendation, or sample products. 
 
Applicants are required to submit one (1) additional copy of their complete application, including any required 
or voluntary attachments, each on a CD-ROM, in non-rewriteable CD format. The requested CD would be used 
for storage/archiving purposes only and not for purposes of application evaluation. Compliance with this 
request is a mandatory requirement for all ODJFS RFGAs for grant awards, as the agency lessens its dependence 
upon paper records. 
 
6.2 Format for Submission of the Application 
 
To be accepted and forwarded to the RFGA Application Review Team (ART) for scoring, an application must 
include Item A. (Technical Application) as described in this section.  The Technical Application must contain all 
the information specified and requested for each of the components listed below. Applications should be 
proofread and free of spelling and grammatical errors. Additionally, the application must meet the requirements 
of this section to be accepted. 
 
The applicant’s Technical Application must contain the following components (organized in 5 primary tabs and 
divided into sub-tabs) as described below.  Any other information thought to be relevant, but not applicable to 
a specific RFGA section number/letter must be provided as an appendix to the application and so marked as an 
additional tab.  ODJFS reserves the right not to review submitted appendices which includes information and/or 
materials that were not required in the RFGA.  Applicants must limit their Technical Application (excluding Tab 
1 and Tab 5) to 50 pages.  All pages in Tabs 2-4 shall be sequentially numbered.   
 
Applicants must organize their application in the following order:   
   
  Tab 1 Required Applicant Information and Certifications Document 
 

Attachment A., Section I. – Required Applicant Information & Certifications Document. 
In this section, the applicant is required to provide required information and certifications 
of eligibility for state awards, as described in Attachment A., Section I. to this RFGA.  
Applicants may, at their discretion, either print Attachment A., Section I., complete and 
sign it, and return it as the content of their proposal Tab 1; or they may provide all the 
required information and certifications (each fully re-stated from Attachment A.) on their 
own letterhead, properly signed, and include that replication in their proposal Tab 1. 
Applicants who fail to provide all information and certifications as described in 
Attachment A. Section I. in their proposal Tab 1 will be disqualified. 
 
Attachment A., Section II. – Standard Affirmation and Disclosure Form, Banning the 
Expenditure of Public Funds on Offshore Services.  This form must be completed and 
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signed by every applicant seeking to do business with ODJFS.  This must be submitted as 
part of the response to solicitation.  Failure by any applicant to complete, sign, and return 
the Standard Affirmation and Disclosure Form with its application will result in rejection 
of the application as being non-responsive and disqualified from further consideration. 
 
The signed originals of the above referenced forms (Attachment A., Sections I. and II.) are 
to be provided in the applicant’s original application. Photocopies of the completed and 
signed forms must also be provided with each of the required copies. 

 
Tab 2 Applicant Experience and Qualifications 
 

    Sub-Tab 2a. Mandatory Qualifications (As defined in Section 3.1) 
Sub-Tab 2b.  Organizational Experience and Capabilities (As defined in Section 

3.2) 
    Sub-Tab 2c. Staff Experience and Capabilities (As defined in Section 3.3) 
    
  Tab 3 Technical Work Plan & Project Outcomes  
 

                  Sub-Tab 3a. Mandatory Requirements in New Code of Federal Regulations (As 
defined in Section 4.2) 

    Sub-Tab 3b. Required Services (As defined in Section 4.4) 
 
  Tab 4  Project Budget 
 
  Tab 5 Examples, other  
 

A. Technical Application 
 

The applicant’s Technical Application must contain the following components, at minimum.  It is 
mandatory that applications be organized in the following order, and that, wherever appropriate, 
sections/portions of the application make reference by section number/letter to those RFGA 
requirements to which they correspond.  

 
1. Applicant Experience and Qualifications (Tab 2) 

 
a. Mandatory Qualifications (Sub-Tab 2a.) 
 
 The applicant must include information to demonstrate how the applicant meets the 

mandatory qualifications as described in Section 3.1, of this RFGA.  
 
b. Organizational Experience and Qualifications (Sub-Tab 2b.) 
 

The applicant must address all the minimum qualifications and fully describe the 
organization’s experience and qualifications that demonstrate successful experience 
in similar projects, as described in Section 3.2 of this RFGA. The description should 
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include historical and current data on the applicant’s size, organizational structure, 
and collaborations with partners and stakeholders. 
 

c. Staff Experience and Capabilities (Sub-Tab 2c.) 
 

The applicant’s response must identify by position and name, the staff who will be key 
to the project’s success.  Responses must demonstrate that these staff members have 
the appropriate educational background, skills, and/or experience to fulfill those roles 
as described in Section 3.3, of this RFGA. 

 
  2. Technical Work Plan & Project Outcomes (Tab 3) 

 

a. Mandatory Requirements in New Code of Federal Regulations 

 

Applicant must provide narrative descriptions of how their organization will operate 
under the Code of Federal Regulations, as described in Section 4.2, of the RFGA. 

 

b. Technical Approach 

 

Applications must include a description of the technical approach and proposed work 
plan as described in Section 4.3, of this RFGA.  

 
  4.  Project Budget (Tab 4) 

 

The Project Budget must include a State Fiscal Year Budget summary sheet.  The total of 
all services should be included on this sheet and be distributed by SFY.   
 

NOTE:  ODJFS will only reimburse an administrative cost rate and not indirect costs.  The applicant must submit 
an administrative costs breakdown that includes items and amounts to be charged prior to signing of the 
agreement with ODJFS.  Administrative costs will not be paid otherwise.  Administrative costs are defined in 
section 5.1. 

 
5. Examples, other (Tab 5) – Other voluntarily submitted attachments, if any, as  
 deemed appropriate by applicant. 

 
 B. Applicant Disqualifiers for Application Errors:  

 
The Technical Application is defined as any part of the application as required by the ODJFS.  
 
1. Any trade secret or proprietary information (as defined in Section 5.4 of this RFGA) found 

anywhere in an application shall result in immediate disqualification. 
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SECTION VII. CRITERIA FOR APPLICATION EVALUATION & SELECTION 
 
7.1 Scoring of Applications  
 
ODJFS will enter into agreements with the grantees that best demonstrate the ability to meet requirements as 
specified in this RFGA. Applicants submitting a response will be evaluated based on the capacity and experience 
demonstrated in their Technical Application and Project Budget.  All applications will be reviewed and scored 
by the ART, comprised of staff from ODJFS, Office of Family Assistance.  ART members will be required to sign 
disclosure forms to establish that they have no personal or financial interest in the outcome of the application 
review and grantee selection process.  Final selection of the grantees will be based upon the criteria specified 
in Sections III, IV, and VI of this RFGA.  Any applications not meeting the requirements contained in Sections III, 
IV and VI of this RFGA will not be scored or may be held pending receipt of required clarifications.  The ART 
reserves the right to reject any and all applications, in whole or in part, received in response to this request.  The 
ART may waive minor defects that are not material when no prejudice will result to the rights of any applicant 
or to the public.  In scoring the applications, ODJFS will score in three phases: 
 
  A. Phase I. Review — Initial Qualifying Criteria: 
 

In order to be fully reviewed and scored, applications submitted must pass the Phase I. Review.  
Any “no” for the listed Phase I. criteria will eliminate an application from further consideration. 

 
B. Phase II. Review — Criteria for Scoring the Technical Application:    

 
The ART will then collectively score those qualifying Technical Applications, not eliminated in 
Phase I. Review, by assessing how well the applicant meets the requirements as specified in 
Sections III, IV, and VI of this RFGA.  Using the score sheet for Phase II scoring (Attachment C.), 
the ART will read, review, discuss and reach consensus on the final technical score for each 
qualifying Technical Application.  

  
A maximum of 760 points are possible for the Technical Application.  A Technical Application 
must achieve a total of at least 581 points out of the possible 760 points to qualify for 
consideration.  Any application which does not meet the minimum required Technical Application 
points will be disqualified from any further consideration. 

 
All Phase II technical application evaluation criteria will be scored according to the following 
scale, based on a proposed plan’s ability to meet the objectives outlined in this RFGA.  The 
Technical Application Score Sheet (Attachment C.) uses the following point values for rating each 
requirement: 

 
        0          6               8            10 
Does Not Meet 
Requirement 

Partially Meets 
Requirement 

Meets Requirement Exceeds Requirement 

 
  Technical Performance Scoring Definitions: 
 

“Does Not Meet Requirement”-a particular RFGA requirement was not addressed in the 
application, Score: 0 
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“Partially Meets Requirement”- applicant demonstrates some attempt at meeting a particular 
RFGA requirement, but that attempt falls below acceptable level, Score: 6 

 
“Meets Requirement”- applicant fulfills a particular RFGA requirement in all material respects, 
potentially with only minor, non-substantial deviation, Score: 8 

 
“Exceeds Requirement”- applicant fulfills a particular RFGA requirement in all material respects, 
and offers some additional level of quality in excess of ODJFS expectations, Score: 10 

 
NOTE: Before submitting an application to ODJFS in response to this RFGA, applicants are strongly encouraged 
to use the Technical Application Score Sheet (Attachment C.) and the above technical performance scoring 
information to review their applications for completeness, compliance, and quality. 
   

C. Phase III. Review — Criteria for Considering the Project Budget 
 

The Project Budget will be reviewed by ODJFS.  The grand total of each applicant’s Project Budget 
is divided by that applicant’s final Technical Application score.  This compares the cost with the 
quality of the Technical Application, which will provide an average cost-per-quality point earned 
on the Technical Application. 

 
If the Project Budgets of all technically qualifying applicants (as determined by the scoring 
process described in this section and by the Technical Application Score Sheet, Attachment C. to 
this RFGA) are in excess of the available funding for this project, ODJFS may, at its sole discretion, 
negotiate with all technically qualifying applicants for a revised Project Budget.  Applicants may 
then submit one last and best offer; request that ODJFS view its original Project Budget as its last 
and best offer; or may withdraw from further consideration, and shall formally indicate its choice 
according to directions provided by ODJFS at that time.  Upon receipt of all last and best offers, 
and assuming that one or more have submitted a budget that is within ODJFS’ program budget, 
ODJFS will then consider those applicants’ revised Project Budgets which are within the budget 
according to the cost-point assignment process described in this section. ODJFS reserves the right 
to negotiate with applicants for adjustments to their applications should ODJFS determine, for 
any reason, to adjust the scope of the project for which this RFGA is released. 

 
7.2 Final Selection 

 
The ART may recommend for selection as many or as few applicants as budget and successful applications allow, 
up to a maximum of twelve (12) grantees.   
 
 
SECTION VIII. PROTEST PROCEDURE 
 
8.1 Protests 
 
Any applicant or party objecting to the award of an agreement resulting from the issuance of this RFGA may file 
a protest of the award of the agreement, or any other matter relating to the process of soliciting the 
applications.  Such a protest must comply with the following guidelines:  
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 A. A protest may be filed by an applicant or party objecting to the award of an agreement resulting 
from this RFGA.  The protest shall be in writing and shall contain the following information: 

 
  1. The name, address, telephone number and email address of the protestor; 
  2. The name and number of the RFGA being protested; 
  3. A detailed statement of the legal and factual grounds for the protest, including copies of 

any relevant documents; 
  4. A request for a ruling by ODJFS; 
  5. A statement as to the form of relief requested from ODJFS; and 
  6. Any other information the protestor believes to be essential to the determination of the 

factual and legal questions at issue in the written protest. 
 
 B. A timely protest shall be considered by ODJFS, if it is received by ODJFS OCA, within the following 

periods: 
 

1. A protest based on alleged improprieties in the issuance of the RFGA or any other event 
preceding the closing date for receipt of applications which are apparent or should be 
apparent prior to the closing date for receipt of applications shall be filed no later than 
3:00 p.m. the closing date for receipt of applications, as specified in Section 2.1, 
Anticipated Procurement Timetable, of this RFGA. 

2. If the protest relates to the announced intent to award an agreement, the protest shall 
be filed no later than 3:00 p.m. of seventh (7th) calendar day after the issuance of formal 
letters sent to all responding applicants regarding the ODJFS’ intent to make the award.  
The date on these ODJFS letters to responding applicants is the date used to determine if 
a protest regarding the intent to award is submitted by the end of the protest period. 

 
 C. An untimely protest may be considered by ODJFS if ODJFS determines that the protest raises 

issues significant to the Department’s procurement system.  An untimely protest is one received 
by ODJFS OCA after the time periods set forth in Item B. of this section. 

 
 D. All protests must be filed at the following location: 
 

Deputy Director 
ODJFS Office of Contracts and Acquisitions 
30 East Broad Street, 31st Floor 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
 

 E. When a timely protest is filed, an award shall not proceed until a decision on the protest is issued 
or the matter is otherwise resolved, unless the Director of ODJFS determines that a delay will 
severely disadvantage the Department.  The applicant(s) who would have been awarded the 
agreement shall be notified of the receipt of the protest. 

 
 F. ODJFS OCA shall issue written decisions on all timely protests and shall notify any applicant who 

filed an untimely protest as to whether or not the protest will be considered. 
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8.2 Caveats 
 
ODJFS is under no obligation to issue an agreement as a result of this solicitation if, in the opinion of ODJFS and 
the ART, none of the applications are responsive to the objectives and needs of the Department.  ODJFS reserves 
the right not to select any application should ODJFS decide not to proceed.  Changes in this RFGA of a material 
nature will be provided via the agency website.  All applicants are responsible for obtaining any such changes 
without further notice by ODJFS. 
 
Any award resulting from the issuance of this application is subject to the terms and condition as provided in 
the model grant agreement (Attachment B.). 
 
 
SECTION VIII. ATTACHMENTS AND THEIR USES   
  
A. Required Applicant Information and Certifications (To be completed & included in the application as 

specified in Sec. 6.2) 
B. ODJFS Model Grant Agreement (For applicant reference purposes) 
C. Technical Proposal Score Sheet (For applicant self-evaluation purposes…do not submit) 
D.  Project Budget Form   (To be completed & included in cost proposal packet as specified in Sec. 6.2, C.) 
 
 
SECTION IX. APPENDICES 
  
A. Model Needs Assessment 
B. Child Care Development Fund Regulatory Changes in 45 C.F.R. 98 
C. Service Delivery Area Funding Formula 
D. Model Early Care Needs Assessment 
 
 
Thank you for your interest in this project. 



 

 
 
 

Attachment A 
 

Attachment A consists of 2 distinct and different 
sections. Both sections must be completed and included 

in Tab 1 of the proposal.  

Section I – Required Grantee Information  

Section II - Location of Business Form  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 



 

Attachment A—Section I 

REQUIRED GRANTEE INFORMATION and CERTIFICATIONS 

 
Purpose:   The Ohio Department of Job and Family Services (ODJFS) requires the following information on applicants  who 
submit proposals or applications in response to any ODJFS Requests for Grant Applications (RFGAs), in order to facilitate 
the development of the grant with the selected applicant.  ODJFS reserves the right to reject your application if you fail to 
provide this information fully, accurately, and by the deadline set by ODJFS.   Further, some of this information (as 
identified below) must be provided in order for ODJFS to accept and consider your application.  Failure to provide such 
required information will result in your application’s immediate disqualification. 

 
Instructions:    Provide the following information regarding the applicant organization submitting the application.  
Applicants may either print this attachment, complete and sign it, or may provide the required information and 
certifications (each fully re-stated from this attachment) on their letterhead as the opening pages of their 
applications.  It is mandatory that the information provided is certified with an original signature (in blue ink, 
please) from a person with authority to represent the applicant.  Applicants are to provide the completed and signed 
information and certifications as the cover pages of their original proposal submitted to ODJFS.   

 
IMPORTANT:  If the RFGA specified a maximum page limit for applicant proposals, the attachment of any required 
certifications, other documents, or additional pages needed to fully provide the information requested here will NOT be 
counted against that page limit. 

Applicants must provide all information 
 
1. ODJFS RFGA #:  
 
 

2. Application Due Date:  
 

3. Name: (legal name of the grantee – person or organization – to whom grant payments would be made)  
 
 
3a. Grantee’s Ohio Administrative Knowledge System (OAKS) ID#: [Vendors may apply for an OAKS vendor ID# at: 
http://ohiosharedservices.ohio.gov/Vendors.aspx.  The necessary forms to be completed and remitted to Ohio Shared Services are the 
Vendor Information Form (OBM-5657) and the IRS Form W-9.  Completion and/or submission of these forms to Ohio Shared 
Services does not assume a vendor/applicant award of any ODJFS contract/grant.] 
 
 
4. Grantee Corporate Address:  5. Grantee Remittance Address: (or “same” if same as Item # 4)  

6. Print or type information on the grantee representative/contact person authorized to answer questions on the application:  
 
Grantee Representative NAME and TITLE: 
 
Address:                                                                                                  E-Mail Address: 
                                                       
                                                                                                                Phone #: ______________________________     
  
                                                                                                                Fax #:   _______________________________ 

7. Print or type the name of the grantee representative authorized to address contractual issues, including the authority to 
execute a contract on behalf of the vendor, and to whom legal notices regarding contract termination or breach, should be 
sent (if not the same individual as in #6, provide the following information on each such representative and specify their function):  
 
Grantee Representative NAME and TITLE:  
 
Address:                                                                                                  E-Mail Address:  
 
                                                                                                                Phone #: ______________________________  
 
                                                                                                                Fax #:   _______________________________  



 

8. Is this grantee an Ohio certified MBE? Yes �   No �   If yes, attach a copy of current certification to proposal\bid. (IF 
ODJFS has specified the RFGA document as an opportunity open exclusively to Ohio Certified MBEs, then failure to attach a 
copy of current certification WILL RESULT IN DISQUALIFICATION.)  

9. Mandatory Grantee Certifications: 
ODJFS may not enter into agreements with/make purchases from any organizations that have been found to be ineligible for state 
contracts under specific federal or Ohio statutes or regulations. Organizations responding to any ODJFS RFGA opportunity 
MUST certify that they are NOT INELIGIBLE by signing each of the three statements below. Failure to provide proper 
affirming signature on any of these statements will result in the disqualification of your application. 
 
I______________________________ (signature of representative shown in Item # 7, above) hereby certify and affirm that 
_______________________________ (name of the vendor shown in Item # 3, above), has not been debarred, suspended, 
proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in transactions by the United 
States Department of Labor, the United States Department of Health and Human Services, or any other federal 
department or agency as set forth in 29 CFR Part 98, or 45 CFR Part 76, or other applicable statutes. 

AND 
I______________________________ (signature of representative shown in Item #7, above) hereby certify and affirm that 
_______________________________ (name of the vendor shown in Item # 3, above), is not on the list established by the 
Ohio Secretary of State, pursuant to ORC Section 121.23, which identifies persons and businesses with more than one 
unfair labor practice contempt of court finding against them. 

AND 
I______________________________ (signature of representative shown in Item #7, above) hereby certify and affirm that 
_______________________________ (name of the vendor shown in Item # 3, above), either is not subject to a finding for 
recovery under ORC Section 9.24, or has taken appropriate remedial steps required under that statute, or otherwise 
qualifies under that section to enter into contracts with the State of Ohio. 
 
10. Equal Employment Opportunity Information on the Grantee and any Sub-grantee(s) 
    A. Provide vendor employee data both nationwide (including Ohio staff), and Ohio office employees separately: 
                                         
                                                              Nationwide          Ohio Offices 
 
       Total Number of Employees:      _________            __________ 
 
       % of those who are Women:      _________             __________ 
 
       % of those who are Minorities:  _________             __________ 
     
    B. If you are the selected vendor, will you subcontract any part of the work? 
       
      � NO -or- � YES, but for less than 50% of the work -or- � YES, for 50% or more of the work 
 
       If yes, provide the following information on each subcontractor (additional pages may be added as needed): 
 
      Subcontractor Name: _____________________________________________________________ 
                   Address: _____________________________________________________________ 
                               _____________________________________________________________ 
                Work To Be _____________________________________________________________ 
                 Performed: _____________________________________________________________ 
          (a brief description) _____________________________________________________________ 
 
       Subcontractor’s Estimated Percentage of Total Project (in % of work, not % of dollars): __________ 
 
       If 50% or more of the work will be subcontracted, then ALSO provide the following information on 
       ALL proposed sub-grantees: 
 
                                                             Nationwide          Ohio Offices 
 
       Total Number of Employees:      _________            __________ 
 
       % of those who are Women:      _________             __________ 
 
       % of those who are Minorities:  _________             __________ 
 



 

C. Identify all state grants which the grantee has since the beginning of the last fiscal year (i.e., since July 01, 2012) through 
this fiscal year to date. Also include grants approved for ODJFS or institutions of higher education: 
 
   Total number of grants: ______ 
 
   For each state grant, list the state agency and provide the following information: 
 
   State Agency/Educational Institution: __________________________________________________ 
   Grant Dollar Amount: __________ 
 
   State Agency/Educational Institution: __________________________________________________ 
   Grant Dollar Amount: __________ 
 
   State Agency/Educational Institution: __________________________________________________ 
   Grant Dollar Amount: __________ 
 
Attach additional pages if needed 

11. Grantee Ethics Certification 
 
As a grantee receiving grants from the State of Ohio, I certify on behalf of 
________________________________________________________ (name of vendor or grantee): 
 
(1) I have reviewed and understand Ohio ethics and conflict of interests’ laws, as found in Chapter 102. and Sections 2921.42 
and 2921.43 of the Ohio Revised Code. 
 
(2) I acknowledge that failure to comply with this certification is, by itself, grounds for termination of this contract or grant with 
the State of Ohio. 
 
_______________________________________    _______________________________________ 
Signature of authorized agent                                   Date 
 
 
 
12.    I have read the ODJFS Model Grant attached to the RFGA, and if awarded a grant, I will not ____(or) I will_____ 
request changes to the standard language, and have marked the requested changes and returned the model document 
with this proposal for consideration by ODJFS. (If so, ODJFS will review those requested changes if you are the selected 
grantee. All requested changes to model contract language are subject to ODJFS approval.)  
 
13. I _________________________________________, (grantee representative in Item # 7) hereby affirm that this 
proposal accurately represents the capabilities and qualifications of 
_____________________________________________ (grantee’s name), and I hereby affirm that the cost(s) bid to 
ODJFS for the performance of services and/or provision of goods covered in this application in response to this ODJFS 
RFGA is a firm fixed price, inclusive of all incidental as well as primary costs. (Failure to provide the proper affirming 
signature on this item may result in the disqualification of your proposal\bid.)  
 
14.  Location of Business Declaration: Vendors responding to any ODJFS RFP/RLB/RFGA (etc.) must certify that no public 
funds shall be spent on services provided/performed offshore by completing, signing, and returning the “Location of Business 
Form,” which is the final section of this attachment.  FAILURE TO PROPERLY COMPLETE, SIGN AND RETURN THIS 
FORM, INCLUDING THE “LOCATION OF BUSINESS FORM,” WILL RESULT IN DISQUALIFICATION OF THE 
VENDOR FROM CONSIDERATION FOR AWARD OF AN ODJFS CONTRACT.   
 
 



 

Attachment A —Section II.  

Location of Business Form 

Pursuant to Governor’s Executive Order 2011-12K (www.governor.ohio.gov), no public funds shall be spent on services 
provided offshore. This form serves as a certification of compliance with this policy and required disclosures.  Please answer 
the following questions about the project or service you are seeking to perform for or the funding for which you are applying 
from the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services: 

 1.  Principal location of business of Grantee:   
 
              _______________________________________ _______________________________________ 

(Address)            (City, State, Zip)  
           

Name/Principal location of business of sub-grantee(s):  
  
             _______________________________________  _______________________________________ 

(Name)             (Address, City, State, Zip)  
  
  _______________________________________  _______________________________________            

(Name)             (Address, City, State, Zip)  
  
  
 2.  Location where services will be performed by Grantee:  
 
  _______________________________________  _______________________________________ 

(Address)            (City, State, Zip)  
  

Name/Location where services will be performed by sub-grantee(s):  
  
             _______________________________________  _______________________________________ 

(Name)             (Address, City, State, Zip)  
  
            _______________________________________  _______________________________________ 

(Name)             (Address, City, State, Zip)  
  
  
 3.  Location where state data will be stored, accessed, tested, maintained or backed-up, by Grantee:  
 
          _______________________________________  _______________________________________    
  (Address)            (Address, City, State, Zip)   
  

Name/Location(s) where state data will be stored, accessed, tested, maintained or backed-up by sub-
grantee(s):  

  
  _______________________________________  _______________________________________ 

(Name)             (Address, City, State, Zip)  
  
          _______________________________________  _______________________________________     
  (Name)             (Address, City, State, Zip)   
  
             _______________________________________  _______________________________________ 
  (Name)             (Address, City, State, Zip)  
  



 

  
 4.  Location where services to be performed will be changed or shifted by Grantee  
 
  _______________________________________  _______________________________________ 
  (Address)           (Address, City, State, Zip)   
  

Name/Location(s) where services will be changed or shifted to be performed by sub-grantee(s):  
   
             _______________________________________  _______________________________________ 
  (Name)             (Address, City, State, Zip)  
  
             _______________________________________  _______________________________________ 
  (Name)             (Address, City, State, Zip)   
  
             _______________________________________  _______________________________________ 
  (Name)             (Address, City, State, Zip)  
  
 
 
By signing below, I hereby certify and affirm that I have reviewed, understand, and will abide by the Governor’s Executive 
Order 2011-12K. I attest that no funds provided by ODJFS for this grant or any other agreement will be used to purchase 
services provided outside the United States or to contract with a sub-grantee(s) who will use the funds to purchase services 
provided outside the United States. I will promptly notify ODJFS if there is a change in the location where any of the services 
relating to this project will be performed.  If I am signing this on behalf of a company, business, or organization, I hereby 
acknowledge that I have the authority to make this certification on behalf of that entity.  

______________________________________                        ______________________________________ 
Signature       Date 
 
______________________________________   ______________________________________ 
Entity Name       Address (Principal place of business) 
 
______________________________________   ______________________________________ 
Printed name of individual authorized    City, State, Zip 
to sign on behalf of entity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
OHIO DEPARTMENT OF JOB AND FAMILY SERVICES 

GRANT AGREEMENT 
 

G-1819-00-0000 
 

RECITALS: 
 

This Grant Agreement (Agreement) between the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services (ODJFS) and the 
Vendor Name (GRANTEE) is created pursuant to the Grant awarded by ODJFS to GRANTEE. GRANTEE hereby 
accepts the Grant and agrees to comply with all the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement. 
 
A. ODJFS issued a Request for Grant Application (RFGA) titled, _____, numbered ____, and dated 

_________, which is hereby incorporated by reference. 
 
B. The ODJFS proposal review team recommended for award the Application of GRANTEE, submitted by 

GRANTEE on [DATE] which is hereby incorporated by reference. 
 
C. In the event of any inconsistency or ambiguity between the provisions of the RFGA, the Application, or this 

Agreement, the provisions of this Agreement will determine the obligations of the parties.  In the event that 
this Agreement fails to clarify any inconsistency or ambiguity between the RFGA and the Application, the 
RFGA will determine the obligations of the parties.   In the event of a disputed issue that is not addressed in 
any of the aforementioned documents, the parties hereby agree to make every reasonable effort to resolve 
this dispute in keeping with the objectives of this Agreement and the budgetary and statutory constraints of 
ODJFS. 

 
ARTICLE I. PURPOSE; GRANT ACTIVITIES 

 
A. This Agreement [allows GRANTEE to] [will] INSERT PURPOSE. GRANTEE will perform its responsibilities 

under this Agreement in accordance with the RFGA and the Application.  The responsibilities (Grant 
activities) are summarized as follows: 

 
INSERT SPECIFIC DELIVERABLES 

 
B. The ODJFS Agreement Manager is ODJFS Agreement Manager Name. 
 
C. The ODJFS Agreement Manager may periodically communicate specific requests and instructions to 

GRANTEE concerning the performance of activities described in this Agreement. GRANTEE agrees to 
comply with any requests or instructions to the satisfaction of ODJFS within 10 days after GRANTEE’s 
receipt of the requests or instructions. ODJFS and GRANTEE expressly understand that any requests or 
instructions will be strictly to ensure the successful completion of the Grant activities described in this 
Agreement, and are not intended to amend or alter this Agreement in any way. If GRANTEE believes that 
any requests or instructions would materially alter the terms and conditions of this Agreement or the 
compensation stated hereunder, GRANTEE will immediately notify ODJFS pursuant to the Notice provision 
of this Agreement. GRANTEE agrees to consult with the ODJFS Agreement Manager as necessary to 
ensure understanding of the Grant activities and the successful completion thereof. 

 
ARTICLE II. EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE GRANT 

 
A. This Agreement will be in effect from Start Date, or upon issuance of an approved State of Ohio purchase 

order, whichever is later, through End Date, unless this Agreement is suspended or terminated prior to the 
expiration date. This Agreement may be renewed through [DATE], upon satisfactory completion of activities 
hereunder, appropriation of funds by the Ohio General Assembly, and at the sole discretion of ODJFS. 
ODJFS will issue a notice to GRANTEE if ODJFS decides to renew this Agreement.  GRANTEE will not 
obligate resources in anticipation of a renewal until notice is provided. 

 
B. It is expressly understood by both ODJFS and GRANTEE that this Agreement will not be valid and 

enforceable until the Director of the Office of Budget and Management, State of Ohio, first certifies, 
pursuant to Section 126.07 of the Ohio Revised Code (ORC), that there is a balance in the appropriation 
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not already allocated to pay existing obligations. The ODJFS Agreement Manager will notify GRANTEE 
when this certification is given. 

 
ARTICLE III. AMOUNT OF GRANT/PAYMENTS 

 
A. The total amount of the Grant is Total Dollar Amt Dollars ($Total). ODJFS will provide GRANTEE with 

funds in an amount up to SFY1 Dollar Amt Dollars ($SFY1) for State Fiscal Year 2016 and up to SFY2 
Dollar Amt Dollars ($SFY2) for State Fiscal Year 2017 expressly to perform the Grant activities. GRANTEE 
understands that the terms of this Agreement do not provide for compensation in excess of the total 
amount listed in this section. GRANTEE hereby waives the interest provisions of ORC 126.30.  

 
[GRANT ADVANCE] 

B. Payment: 

1. GRANTEE may submit a request for a Grant Advance of Total Dollar Amt Dollars ($Total).  The 
Grant Advance will be awarded after appropriate invoicing pursuant to this ARTICLE.   

2. The remainder of the Grant will be paid as reimbursement for actual, allowable, expenditures 
incurred and paid by GRANTEE during the billing period pursuant to GRANTEE’s accepted budget 
[or cost proposal] as incorporated below [or as attached].The ODJFS Agreement Manager may 
provide written approval to GRANTEE for requested budget changes that do not exceed the 
amount listed in this ARTICLE for the Agreement period. Such approval may be made without 
formally amending this Agreement.  

3. GRANTEE must conduct a funds reconciliation of the Grant Advance no later than thirty (30) days 
from the end of the Agreement period.  GRANTEE will return any Grant advance funds that exceed 
actual expenditures paid by GRANTEE and confirmed by invoices.  The ODJFS Agreement 
Manager will instruct GRANTEE on the manner in which to return the unused funds. 

[BUDGET REALLOCATION] 
 
C. With the exception of travel expenses, line item expenses listed in the budget may be reallocated upon the 

written approval of the ODJFS Agreement Manager as long as the total amounts per SFY and the total 
overall Agreement amount remains unchanged. Any changes to the travel costs listed below will require a 
formal amendment to this Agreement. 

 
[TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT] 
 
D. It is further agreed that reimbursement of travel expenditures shall not exceed [SFY1 Travel Dollar Amount] 

Dollars ($SFY1 Travel) for SFY [SFY1] and [SFY2 Travel Dollar Amount] Dollars ($SFY2) for SFY [SFY2], 
which amounts are included in the total compensation figures above.  Expense reimbursement authorized 
by this section is limited to actual and necessary expenses subject to the limits as established pursuant to 
ORC 126.31, which are set forth in Ohio Administrative Code 126-1-02, as well as any other laws, 
regulations, or Governor's Executive Orders limiting travel expenses.  GRANTEE expressly agrees not to 
submit claims for expenses which do not meet the requirements of this section and further agrees to submit 
all claims to the ODJFS Agreement Manager for approval prior to submitting a claim for reimbursement. 

 
B. Compensation will be made as reimbursement for actual expenditures incurred [per Deliverable] [hourly] 

and paid by GRANTEE during the billing period pursuant to GRANTEE’s accepted budget [or cost 
proposal] as incorporated below [or as attached]. 

 
C. GRANTEE will submit detailed invoices on a monthly/ quarterly/ one-time basis to the ODJFS Bureau of 

Accounts Payable at 30 East Broad Street, 37th Floor, Columbus, Ohio 43215. GRANTEE agrees to use 
an invoice instrument to be prescribed by ODJFS and will include in each invoice:  

 
1. GRANTEE’s name, complete address, and federal tax identification number;  
 
2. Agreement number and dates; 
 
3. Purchase order number;  
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4. Amount and purpose of the invoice, including such detail as required per the compensation section 
of this Agreement, deliverables completed, description of services rendered, hourly rates and 
numbers of hours (if applicable), amount of monthly fee (if applicable), and itemized travel and 
other expenses if permitted by this Agreement; and 

 
5. Description of Deliverables performed during the billing period;  
 
6. Receipt or other proof of cost; and 
 
7. Other documentation requested by the ODJFS Agreement Manager.  
 

D. GRANTEE expressly understands that ODJFS will not compensate GRANTEE for any work performed 
prior to GRANTEE’s receipt of notice from the ODJFS Agreement Manager that the provisions of ORC 
126.07 have been met as set forth in ARTICLE II, nor for work performed after the ending date of this 
Agreement. 

 
E. GRANTEE expressly understands that ODJFS does not have the ability to compensate GRANTEE for 

invoices submitted after the State of Ohio purchase order has been closed. State of Ohio purchase orders 
are issued per state fiscal year. GRANTEE must submit final invoices for payment for each state fiscal year 
no later than 90 calendar days after the end date of each state fiscal year, or if earlier, the end date of this 
Agreement. Failure to do so will be deemed a forfeiture of the remaining compensation due hereunder. 

 
F. GRANTEE understands that availability of funds is contingent on appropriations made by the Ohio General 

Assembly or by funding sources external to the State of Ohio, such as federal funding. If the Ohio General 
Assembly or the external funding source fails at any time to continue funding ODJFS for the payments due 
under this Agreement, this Agreement will be terminated as of the date funding expires without further 
obligation of ODJFS or the State of Ohio. 

 
ARTICLE IV. SUSPENSION AND TERMINATION, BREACH AND DEFAULT 

 
A. This Agreement shall automatically terminate upon expiration of the time period in ARTICLE II, or upon 

completion of performance, or once all of the compensation has been paid. 
 
B. Upon 30 calendar days written notice to the other party, either party may terminate this Agreement. Upon 

written notice to GRANTEE, at the sole discretion of ODJFS, this Agreement may be suspended. 
 
C. Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections A or B, above, ODJFS may suspend or terminate this 

Agreement immediately upon delivery of a written notice to GRANTEE if:  
 
 1. ODJFS loses funding as described in ARTICLE III; 
  
 2. ODJFS discovers any illegal conduct by GRANTEE; or  
 
 3. GRANTEE has violated any provision of ARTICLE VIII. 
 

Suspension or termination under this provision shall not entitle GRANTEE to any rights or remedies 
described in Section E of this ARTICLE. 

 
D. GRANTEE, upon receiving notice of suspension or termination, will:   
 
 1. Cease performance of the suspended or terminated Grant activities;  
 

2. Take all necessary steps to limit disbursements and minimize costs including, but not limited to, 
suspending or terminating all contracts and subgrants related to suspended or terminated Grant 
activities;  

 
3. Prepare and furnish a report to ODJFS, as of the date the notice of termination or suspension was 

received, that describes the status of all Grant activities and includes the results accomplished and 
the conclusions reached through Grant activities;  
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4.  Return all records in their native format relating to cost, work performed, supporting documentation 
for invoices submitted to ODJFS, and copies of all materials produced under or pertaining to this 
Grant; and 

 
 5. Perform any other tasks ODJFS requires. 
 
E. In the event of suspension or termination under this ARTICLE, ODJFS will, upon receipt of a proper invoice 

from GRANTEE, determine the amount of any unpaid Grant funds due to GRANTEE for Grant activities 
performed before GRANTEE received notice of termination or suspension. In order to determine the 
amount due to GRANTEE, ODJFS will base its calculations on the payment method described in ARTICLE 
III and any funds previously paid by or on behalf of ODJFS. ODJFS will not be liable for any further claims 
submitted by GRANTEE. 

 
F. Upon GRANTEE’s breach or default of provisions, obligations, or duties embodied in this Agreement or any 

term of an award, a federal statute or regulation, an assurance, a State plan or application, a notice of 
award, or other applicable rule, ODJFS reserves the right to exercise any administrative, contractual, 
equitable, or legal remedies available without limitation. Any waiver by ODJFS of an occurrence of breach 
or default is not a waiver of subsequent occurrences. If ODJFS or GRANTEE fails to perform any obligation 
under this Agreement and the other party subsequently waives the failure, the waiver will be limited to that 
particular occurrence of a failure and will not be deemed to waive other failures that may occur. Waiver by 
ODJFS will not be effective unless it is in writing signed by the ODJFS Director. 

 
ARTICLE V. NOTICES 

 
A. ODJFS and GRANTEE agree that communication regarding Grant activities, scope of work, invoice or 

billing questions, or other routine instructions will be between GRANTEE and the identified ODJFS 
Agreement Manager.  

 
B. Notices to ODJFS from GRANTEE that concern changes to GRANTEE’s principal place of operation, 

billing address, legal name, federal tax identification number, mergers or acquisitions, corporate form, 
excusable delay, termination, bankruptcy, assignment, any notice pursuant to ARTICLE VIII, and/or any 
other formal notice regarding this Agreement will be sent to the ODJFS Deputy Director of Contracts and 
Acquisitions at 30 East Broad Street, 31st Floor, Columbus, Ohio 43215. 

 
C. Notices to GRANTEE from ODJFS concerning termination, suspension, option to renew, breach, default, or 

other formal notices regarding this Agreement will be sent to GRANTEE’s representative at the address 
appearing on the signature page of the this Agreement. 

 
D. All notices will be in writing and will be deemed given when received. All notices must be sent using a 

delivery method that documents actual delivery to the appropriate address herein indicated (e.g., certified 
mail). 

 
ARTICLE VI. RECORDS, DOCUMENTS AND INFORMATION 

 
GRANTEE agrees that all records, documents, writings, and other information, created or used pursuant to this 
Agreement will be treated according to the following terms, and that the terms will be included in any subgrant 
agreements executed for the performance of Activities relative to this Agreement: 
 
A. [PUBLIC UNIVERSITY] ODJFS agrees that any documents, reports, data, photographs (including 

negatives), electronic reports and records, and other media produced under this Agreement or with funds 
provided by this Subgrant will become the property of  GRANTEE, which will have the unrestricted right to 
reproduce, distribute, modify, maintain and use in any way it deems appropriate. However, ODJFS is 
hereby granted a royalty-free, nonexclusive, and irrevocable license to reproduce, publish, modify, 
distribute, or otherwise use, and to authorize others to use for state or federal purposes:  

 
1. The copyright in any work developed in whole or part with funds provided pursuant to this 

Subgrant; and 
 

2. Any rights of copyright GRANTEE purchases in whole or part with funds provided pursuant to this 
Subgrant.   
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 GRANTEE also agrees that all materials and items produced under this Agreement will be made freely 
available to the general public unless ODJFS determines that, pursuant to federal and state laws, such 
materials are confidential.  

 
A. GRANTEE agrees that any media produced pursuant to this Agreement or acquired with Grant funds will 

become the property of ODJFS. This includes all documents, reports, data, photographs (including 
negatives), and electronic reports and records. ODJFS will maintain the unrestricted right to reproduce, 
distribute, modify, maintain, and use the media in any way ODJFS deems appropriate. GRANTEE further 
agrees not to seek or obtain copyright, patent or other proprietary protection for any materials or items 
produced under this Agreement. GRANTEE understands that all materials and items produced under this 
Agreement will be made freely available to the public unless ODJFS determines that certain materials are 
confidential under federal or state law.   

 
B. All ODJFS information that is classified as public or private under Ohio law and ODJFS rules will be treated 

as such by GRANTEE. Should the nature of any information be in question, ODJFS will determine whether 
the information is public or private. GRANTEE will restrict the use of any information, systems, or records 
ODJFS provides to the specific Grant activities of this Agreement. GRANTEE and its employees agree to 
be bound by the same standards and rules of confidentiality that apply to employees of ODJFS and the 
State of Ohio. GRANTEE agrees that the terms of this Section will be included in any contract or subgrant 
executed by GRANTEE for work under this Agreement. 

 
C. GRANTEE information that is proprietary and has been specifically identified by GRANTEE as proprietary 

will be held as confidential by ODJFS. Proprietary information is information that would put GRANTEE at a 
competitive disadvantage in GRANTEE’s market place and trade if it were made public. ODJFS reserves 
the right to require reasonable evidence of GRANTEE’s assertion of the proprietary nature of any 
information. The provisions of this ARTICLE are not self-executing. GRANTEE must demonstrate that any 
information claimed as proprietary meets the definition of “trade secrets” found at ORC 1333.61.   

 
D. For Audit Purposes Only: All records relating to cost, work performed, supporting documentation for 

invoices submitted to ODJFS, and copies of all materials produced under or pertaining to this Agreement 
will be retained by GRANTEE and will be made available for audit by state and federal government entities 
that include but not limited to, ODJFS, the Ohio Auditor of State, the Ohio Inspector General and all duly 
authorized law enforcement officials. The records and materials will be retained and made available for a 
minimum of 3 years after GRANTEE receives the last payment pursuant to this Agreement. If an audit, 
litigation or similar action is initiated during this time period, GRANTEE will retain the records until the 
action is concluded and all issues are resolved, or until the end of the 3 year period if the action is resolved 
prior to the end of the 3 year period. If applicable, GRANTEE must meet the requirements of the federal 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Omni-Circular 2 CFR Part 200, that financial records related to 
the performance of services under this Agreement are presumptively deemed public records. 

 
E. All records relating to cost, work performed, supporting documentation for invoices submitted to ODJFS, 

and copies of all materials produced under or pertaining to this Grant will be retained by GRANTEE in 
accordance to the appropriate records retention schedule.   The appropriate records retention schedule for 
this Grant is [INSERT RECORDS SCHEDULE], [STATE SCHEDULE NUMBER AND TIME PERIOD].  If 
any records are destroyed prior to the date as determined by the appropriate records retention schedule, 
GRANTEE agrees to pay all costs associated with any cause, action or litigation arising from such 
destruction.   

 
F. GRANTEE agrees to retain all records in accordance to any litigation holds that are provided to them by 

ODJFS, and actively participate in the discovery process if required to do so, at no additional charge.  
Litigation holds may require GRANTEE to keep the records longer than the approved records retention 
schedule.  GRANTEE will be notified by ODJFS when the litigation hold ends and retention can resume 
based on the approved records retention schedule. If GRANTEE fails to retain the pertinent records after 
receiving a litigation hold from ODJFS, GRANTEE agrees to pay all costs associated with any cause, 
action or litigation arising from such destruction.   

 
G. GRANTEE hereby agrees to current and ongoing compliance with Title 42, Sections 1320d through 1320d-

8 of the United States Code (USC) and the implementing regulations found at Title 45, Sections 164.502(e) 
and 164.504(e) of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) regarding disclosure of Protected Health 
Information under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA). GRANTEE 
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further agrees to include the terms of this Section in any subgrant agreements that may be executed 
pursuant to this Agreement. 

 
ARTICLE VII. AMENDMENT AND ASSIGNMENT 

 
A. This writing constitutes the entire agreement between ODJFS and GRANTEE with respect to all matters 

herein. Only a writing signed by both parties may amend this Agreement. However, ODJFS and GRANTEE 
agree that any amendments to any laws or regulations cited herein will result in the correlative modification 
of this Agreement without the necessity for executing written amendments. Any written amendment to this 
Agreement will be prospective in nature. 

 
B. GRANTEE agrees not to assign any interest in this Agreement nor transfer any interest in the Grant without 

the prior written approval of ODJFS. GRANTEE will submit any requests for approval of assignments and 
transfers to the ODJFS Agreement Manager at least ten days prior to the desired effective date. GRANTEE 
understands that any assignments and transfers will be subject to any conditions ODJFS deems necessary 
and that no approval by ODJFS will be deemed to provide for any ODJFS obligation that exceeds the Grant 
amount specified in ARTICLE III of this Agreement.   

 
ARTICLE VIII. GRANTEE CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

 
By accepting this Grant and by executing this Agreement, GRANTEE hereby affirms current and continued 
compliance with each condition listed in this ARTICLE. GRANTEE's certification of compliance with each of these 
conditions is considered a material representation of fact upon which ODJFS relied in entering into this Agreement: 
 
A. If at any time, GRANTEE is not in compliance with the conditions affirmed in this Section, ODJFS will 

consider this Agreement to be void ab initio and will deliver written notice to GRANTEE. Any funds the 
State of Ohio paid GRANTEE for work performed before GRANTEE received notice that the Agreement is 
void ab initio will be immediately repaid or the State of Ohio may commence an action for recovery against 
GRANTEE. 

 
1. Federal Debarment Requirements. GRANTEE affirms that neither GRANTEE nor any of its 

principals, subgrantees, or subcontractors, is presently debarred, suspended, proposed for 
debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in transactions by any 
federal agency. GRANTEE also affirms that within three years preceding this agreement neither 
GRANTEE nor any of its principals: 

  
a. Have been convicted of, or had a civil judgment rendered against them for commission of 

fraud or other criminal offense in connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or 
performing a federal, state, or local public transaction or contract under a public 
transaction; for violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; for commission of 
embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of records, making false 
statements; or for receiving stolen property; or 

 
b. Are presently indicted or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a government entity 

(Federal, State, or local) for the commission of any of the offenses listed in this paragraph 
and have not had any federal, state, or local, public transactions terminated for cause or 
default. 

 
2. Qualifications to Conduct Business. GRANTEE affirms that it has all of the approvals, licenses, 

or other qualifications needed to conduct business in Ohio and all are current. If at any time during 
the Agreement period GRANTEE, for any reason, becomes disqualified from conducting business 
in the State of Ohio, GRANTEE will immediately notify ODJFS in writing and will immediately cease 
performance of all Grant activities. 
 

3. Unfair Labor Practices. GRANTEE affirms that neither GRANTEE nor its principals are on the 
most recent list established by the Ohio Secretary of State, pursuant to ORC 121.23, which would 
identify GRANTEE as having more than one unfair labor practice contempt of court finding. 

 
4. Finding for Recovery. GRANTEE affirms that neither GRANTEE nor its principals, subgrantees, 

or subcontractors, is subject to a finding for recovery under ORC 9.24, or it has taken the 
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appropriate remedial steps required, or otherwise qualifies under ORC 9.24 to contract with the 
State of Ohio.  

 
B. If at any time GRANTEE is not in compliance with the conditions affirmed in this Section, ODJFS may 

immediately suspend or terminate this Agreement and will deliver written notice to GRANTEE. GRANTEE 
will be entitled to compensation, upon submission of a proper invoice per ARTICLE III, only for work 
performed during the time GRANTEE was in compliance with the provisions of this Section.  Any funds 
paid by the State of Ohio for work performed during a period when GRANTEE was not in compliance with 
this Section will be immediately repaid or the State of Ohio may commence an action for recovery against 
GRANTEE. 

 
1. Americans with Disabilities. GRANTEE, its officers, employees, members, and subcontractors 

hereby affirm current and ongoing compliance with all statutes and regulations pertaining to The 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 

 
2. Fair Labor Standards and Employment Practices. 

 
a. GRANTEE certifies that it is in compliance with all applicable federal and state laws, rules, 

and regulations governing fair labor and employment practices. 
 
b. In carrying out this Agreement, GRANTEE will not discriminate against any employee or 

applicant for employment because of race, color, religion, gender, national origin, military 
status, disability, age, genetic information, or sexual orientation, in making any of the 
following employment decisions:  hiring, layoff, termination, transfer, promotion, demotion, 
rate of compensation, and eligibility for in-service training programs. 

 
c. GRANTEE agrees to post notices affirming compliance with all applicable federal and state 

non-discrimination laws in conspicuous places accessible to all employees and applicants 
for employment.  

 
d. GRANTEE will incorporate the foregoing requirements of this Paragraph in all of its 

subgrants or subcontracts for any of the work prescribed herein. 
 

3. Ethics and Conflicts of Interests Laws.  
 
 a. GRANTEE certifies that by executing this Agreement, it has reviewed, knows and 

 understands the State of Ohio’s ethics and conflict of interest laws.  GRANTEE further 
 agrees that it will not engage in any action(s) inconsistent with Ohio ethics laws or any 
 Executive Orders. 

   
b. GRANTEE certifies, by executing this Agreement, that no party who holds a position listed 

or described in ORC 3517.13 (I) or (J), has made, while in his/her current position, one or 
more personal monetary contributions in excess of One Thousand and 00/100 Dollars 
($1,000.00) to the current Governor or to the Governor’s campaign committee when he 
was a candidate for office within the previous two calendar years. ORC 3517.13 does not 
apply to professional associations organized under ORC Chapter 1785. 

 
c. GRANTEE agrees to refrain from promising or giving to any ODJFS employee anything of 

value that could be construed as having a substantial and improper influence upon the 
employee with respect to the employee’s duties. GRANTEE further agrees that it will not 
solicit any ODJFS employee to violate ORC 102.03, 2921.42, or 2921.43. 

 
d. GRANTEE agrees that GRANTEE, its officers, employees, and members have not nor will 

they acquire any interest, whether personal, business, direct or indirect, that is 
incompatible, in conflict with, or would compromise the discharge and fulfillment of 
GRANTEE’s functions and responsibilities under this Agreement. If GRANTEE, its officers, 
employees, or members acquire any incompatible, conflicting, or compromising interest, 
GRANTEE agrees it will immediately disclose the interest in writing to the ODJFS Chief 
Legal Counsel at 30 East Broad Street, 31st Floor, Columbus, Ohio 43215-3414. 
GRANTEE further agrees that the person with the conflicting interest will not participate in 
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any Grant activities until ODJFS determines that participation would not be contrary to 
public interest. 

 
4. Lobbying Restrictions. 

 
a. GRANTEE affirms that no federal funds paid to GRANTEE by ODJFS through this 

Agreement or any other agreement have been or will be used to lobby Congress or any 
federal agency in connection with a particular contract, grant, cooperative agreement or 
loan. GRANTEE further affirms compliance with all federal lobbying restrictions, including, 
31 USC 1352. If this Grant exceeds One Hundred Thousand and 00/100 Dollars 
($100,000.00), GRANTEE affirms that it has executed and filed the Disclosure of Lobbying 
Activities standard form LLL, if required by federal regulations. 

 
b. GRANTEE certifies compliance with the Ohio executive agency lobbying restrictions 

contained in ORC 121.60 to 121.69. 
 

5. Child Support Enforcement. GRANTEE agrees to cooperate with ODJFS and any child support 
enforcement agency in ensuring that GRANTEE and its employees meet child support obligations 
established by state and federal law including present and future compliance with any court or valid 
administrative order for the withholding of support issued pursuant to the applicable sections of 
ORC Chapters 3119, 3121, 3123, and 3125. 

 
6. Pro-Child Act. If any Grant activities call for services to minors, GRANTEE agrees to comply with 

the Pro-Children Act of 1994; Public Law 103-277, Part C – Environment Tobacco Smoke that 
requires smoking to be banned in any portion of any indoor facility owned, leased, or contracted by 
an entity that will routinely or regularly use the facility for the provision of health care services, day 
care, library services, or education to children under the age of 18.   

 
7. Drug-Free Workplace. GRANTEE, its officers, employees, members, any subgrantees and/or any 

independent contractors (including all field staff) associated with this Agreement agree to comply 
with all applicable state and federal laws, including, but not limited to, 41 USC Chapter 10, 
regarding a drug-free workplace. GRANTEE will make a good faith effort to ensure that none of 
GRANTEE's officers, employees, members, or subgrantees will purchase, transfer, use, or 
possess illegal drugs or alcohol or abuse prescription drugs in any way while working or while on 
public property. 

 
8. Work Programs. GRANTEE agrees not to discriminate against individuals who have or are 

participating in any work program administered by any county department of Job and Family 
Services under ORC Chapter 5101 or 5107. 

 
9. MBE/EDGE. Pursuant to the Governor’s Executive Order 2008-13S, GRANTEE agrees to 

purchase goods and services under this Agreement from certified Minority Business Enterprise 
(MBE) and Encouraging Diversity, Growth, and Equity (EDGE) vendors whenever possible.  
GRANTEE agrees to encourage any of its subgrantees or subcontractors to purchase goods and 
services from certified MBE and EDGE vendors. 

 
10. Expenditure of Public Funds for Offshore Services—Executive Order Requirements.   
 [PUBLIC UNIVERSITY] SUBGRANTEE, a public university, certifies that by executing this    

Agreement, it  has reviewed  and  understands ODJFS’ obligation  under  Governor’s Executive    
Order  2011-12K, and  will  perform  no services  required  under  this Agreement  outside  of  the 
United States. [DELETE a, b, c, d] 

 
a. GRANTEE certifies that by executing this Agreement, it has reviewed, understands, and 

will abide by the Governor’s Executive Order 2011-12K and shall abide by those 
requirements in the performance of this Agreement, and shall perform no services required 
under this Agreement outside of the United States.   

 
b. Prior to performing any services, and when there is a change in the location of any services 

provided under this Agreement, GRANTEE must disclose: 
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(1) The location(s) where all services will be performed by GRANTEE or any 
subcontractor; 

 
(2) The location(s) where any state data associated with any of the services through 

this Agreement will be accessed, tested, maintained, backed-up, or stored; and 
 

(3) The principal location of business for GRANTEE and all subcontractors. 
 

c. GRANTEE also affirms, understands, and agrees to immediately notify ODJFS of any 
change or shift in the location(s) of services performed by GRANTEE or its subcontractors 
under this Agreement, and no services shall be changed or shifted to a location outside of 
the United States. 

 
d. Termination, Sanction, Damages:  ODJFS is not obligated and shall not pay for any 

services provided under this Agreement that GRANTEE or any of its subcontractors 
performed outside of the United States.  If services are performed outside of the United 
States, this will be treated as a material breach of the Agreement, and GRANTEE shall 
immediately return to ODJFS all funds paid for those services. 
 
In addition, if GRANTEE or any of its subcontractors perform any such services outside of 
the United States, ODJFS may, at any time after the breach, terminate this Agreement for 
such breach, upon written notice to GRANTEE.  If ODJFS terminates the Agreement, 
ODJFS may buy substitute services from a third party, and may recover the additional 
costs associated with acquiring the substitute services. 
 

11.  Civil Rights Assurance. The GRANTEE hereby agrees that it will comply with Title VI of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. § 2000d et seq.) and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (42 U.S.C. § 
6101 et seq.). 
 

12. Certification of Compliance. GRANTEE certifies that it is in compliance with all other applicable 
federal and state laws, regulations, and rules and will require the same certification from its 
subgrantees or subcontractors.  

 
ARTICLE IX. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

 
A. Independent Contractor. GRANTEE agrees that no agency, employment, joint venture, or partnership has 

been or will be created between ODJFS and GRANTEE. GRANTEE further agrees that as an independent 
contractor, it assumes all responsibility for any federal, state, municipal or other tax liabilities along with 
workers compensation, unemployment compensation and insurance premiums that may accrue as a result 
of funds received pursuant to this Agreement.  GRANTEE agrees that it is an independent contractor for all 
purposes including, but not limited to, the application of the Fair Labor Standards Act, the Social Security 
Act, the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, the Federal Insurance Contribution Act, provisions of the Internal 
Revenue Code, Ohio tax law, Workers Compensation law, and Unemployment Insurance law. 

 
B. Limitation of Liability. To the extent allowable by law, GRANTEE agrees to hold ODJFS harmless in any 

and all claims for personal injury, property damage, and/or infringement resulting from Grant activities. 
GRANTEE’s sole and exclusive remedy for any ODJFS failure to perform under this Agreement will be an 
action in the Ohio Court of Claims pursuant to ORC Chapter 2743 that will be subject to the limitations set 
forth in this ARTICLE. In no event will ODJFS be liable for any indirect or consequential damages, including 
loss of profits, even if ODJFS knew or should have known of the possibility of such damages. To the extent 
that ODJFS is a party to any litigation arising out of or relating in any way to this Agreement or the 
performance thereunder, such an action shall be brought only in a court of competent jurisdiction in 
Franklin County, Ohio. 

 
B. [PUBLIC ENTITY] Limitation of Liability.  Each party agrees to be responsible for any of its own negligent 

acts or omissions or those of its agent, employees, or subcontractors.  Each party further agrees to be 
responsible for its own defense and any judgments and costs that may arise from such negligent acts or 
omissions.  Nothing in this Agreement will impute or transfer any such liability or responsibility from one 
party to the other.  To the maximum extent permitted by law, the parties’ liability for damages, whether in 
contract or in tort, may not exceed the total amount of compensation payable to GRANTEE under 
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ARTICLE III or the actual amount of direct damages incurred by any party—whichever is less.  In no event 
will either party be liable for any indirect or consequential damages, including loss of profits, even if a party 
knew or should have known of the possibility of such damages. 

 
C. Infringement of Patent or Copyright. To the extent allowable by law and subject to ORC 109.02, 

GRANTEE agrees to defend any suit or proceeding brought against ODJFS, any official or employee of 
ODJFS acting in his or her official capacity, or the State of Ohio due to any alleged infringement of patent or 
copyright arising out of the performance of this Agreement, including all work, services, materials, reports, 
studies, and computer programs provided by GRANTEE. ODJFS will provide prompt notification in writing 
of such suit or proceeding; full right, authorization, and opportunity to conduct the defense thereof; and full 
disclosure of information along with all reasonable cooperation for the defense of the suit.  ODJFS may 
participate in the defense of any such action. GRANTEE agrees to pay all damages and costs awarded 
against ODJFS, any official or employee of ODJFS in his or her official capacity, or the State of Ohio as a 
result of any suit or proceeding referred to in this Section. If any information and/or assistance is furnished 
by ODJFS at GRANTEE’s written request, it is at GRANTEE’s expense. If any of the materials, reports, or 
studies provided by GRANTEE are found to be infringing items and the use or publication thereof is 
enjoined, GRANTEE agrees to, at its own expense and at its option, either procure the right to publish or 
continue use of such infringing materials, reports, or studies; replace them with non-infringing items of 
equivalent value; or modify them so that they are no longer infringing. The obligations of GRANTEE under 
this Section survive the termination of this Agreement, without limitation.   

 
C. [PUBLIC ENTITY] Infringement of Patent or Copyright. To the extent permitted by law, if any of the 

materials, reports, or studies provided by GRANTEE are found to be infringing items and the use or 
publication thereof is enjoined, GRANTEE agrees to, at its own expense and at its option, either procure the 
right to publish or continue use of such infringing materials, reports, or studies; replace them with non-
infringing items of equivalent value; or modify them so that they are no longer infringing.  The obligations of 
GRANTEE under this section survive the termination of this Agreement, without limitation. 

 
D. Liens. GRANTEE will not permit any lien or claim to be filed or prosecuted against ODJFS or the State of 

Ohio because of any labor, services, or materials furnished.  If GRANTEE fails, neglects, or refuses to 
make prompt payment of any claims for labor, services, or materials furnished to GRANTEE in connection 
with this Agreement, ODJFS or the State of Ohio may, but is not obligated to, pay those claims and charge 
the amount of payment against the funds due or to become due to GRANTEE under this Agreement.   

 
E. Delay. Neither party will be liable for any delay in its performance that arises from causes beyond its 

control and without its negligence or fault. The delaying party will notify the other promptly of any material 
delay in performance and will specify in writing the proposed revised performance date as soon as 
practicable after notice of delay. The delaying party must also describe the cause of the delay and its 
proposal to remove or mitigate the delay. Notices will be sent pursuant to ARTICLE V. In the event of 
excusable delay, the date of performance or delivery of products may be extended by amendment, if 
applicable, for a time period equal to that lost due to the excusable delay. Reliance on a claim of excusable 
delay may only be asserted if the delaying party has taken commercially reasonable steps to mitigate or 
avoid the delay. Items that are controllable by GRANTEE’s subcontractor(s) will be considered controllable 
by GRANTEE, except for third-party manufacturers supplying commercial items and over whom GRANTEE 
has no legal control. The final determination of whether an instance of delay is excusable lies with ODJFS 
in its discretion. 

 
F. Counterpart Language.  This Agreement may be executed in one, or more than one counterpart, and 

each executed counterpart shall be considered an original, provided that such counterpart is delivered to 
the other party by facsimile, mail courier or electronic mail, all of which together shall constitute one and the 
same agreement. 

 
ARTICLE X. CONSTRUCTION 

 
This Agreement will be governed, construed, and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of Ohio. Should 
any portion of this Agreement be found unenforceable by operation of statute or by administrative or judicial 
decision, the remaining portions of this Agreement will not be affected as long as the absence of the illegal or 
unenforceable provision does not render the performance of the remainder of the Agreement impossible. 
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ATTACHMENT C 
Application Score Sheet 

RFGA#:  JFSR1819178128  
 
PHASE I:  Initial Qualifying Criteria   Applicant Name: _____________________________ 

SDA:                       _____________________________ 
         
The application must meet all of the following Phase I application acceptance criteria in order to be considered for further evaluation.  
Any application receiving a “no” response to any of the following qualifying criteria shall be disqualified from consideration. 
 

ITEM 
# 

APPLICATION ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 
 

RFGA 
Sec. 

Reference 

Y 
ES 

N
O 

1 Was the applicant’s application received by the deadline as specified? 2.1/ 6.1   

2 Does the applicant’s submission include all required affirmative statements and certifications, signed by the 
applicant’s responsible representative, as described in Attachment A to the RFGA? 

Attachment 
A 

 
 

3 Included in those certifications, the applicant states that it is not excluded from entering into an agreement with 
ODJFS, due to restrictions related to the federal debarment list, unfair labor findings, or R.C. § 9.24. 

Attachment 
A 

 
 

4 ODJFS’ review of the Auditor of State website verifies that the applicant is not excluded from contracting with 
ODJFS by R.C. § 9.24 for an unresolved finding for recovery. 

Attachment 
A 

 
 

5 Did the applicant demonstrate they are a non-profit based organization? Non-profit status may only be 
demonstrated by providing a copy of the Federal 501(c)(3) tax status determination letter from the Internal 
Revenue (IRS). 

3.1, A.  

 

6 Did the applicant demonstrate that they are: 1. A community based non-profit organization that currently does 
not provide direct child care services? 2. A community based non-profit organization that has delivered early care 
and education services in the last three years? 3. A best practice certified or best practice certified within twelve 
months from the initial RFGA application date?  4. An organization that has as part of its mission the provision of 
services to all socio-economic groups? 5. Accessible and responsive to all families and early care and education 
programs in all counties of its service delivery area? 6. Are competent in providing culturally appropriate services 
to the linguistic and ethnic groups in their communities? 7. Employ staff with education, expertise or experience 
as required by ODJFS? 8. Capable of meeting the specific requirements as defined in the grant agreement? 

3.1, A., 
 1-8 

 

 

7  Provide a written statement stating that the organization is a community based, non-profit entity that does not 
provide direct child care services. 

3.1, B.  
 

8 Did the applicant demonstrate at least three (3) years of experience in delivering: 
1. Technical assistance and training to all types of early care and education providers; 
2. Parent referral services; and, 
3. Leadership at the community level regarding the promotion of early care and education? 

3.1, C. 
1, 2, 3 

 

 

9 Did the applicant provide the organization’s latest audit or submit the last annual financial report, if an audit has 
not been required? 

3.1, D.  
 

10 Did the review team (in its initial/cursory review of the applicant’s submission) determine that the application was 
free of trade secret/proprietary information as specified/restricted in the RFGA? 

5.4 / 6.2, B.  
 

 
Has the grant applicant proposed any changes to the ODJFS model grant agreement attached to this competitive 
document for use in the event of its selection for this project?  Requested changes to the model agreement have 
no effect on an applicant’s score.  However, any such requested changes must be approved by ODJFS either as 
requested or following a process of negotiation.  At the sole discretion of ODJFS, any proposed changes to the 
ODJFS model agreement that cannot be accepted or negotiated without causing undue delay (as defined by ODJFS) 
in the execution of a grant agreement may result in the disqualification of the applicant and its submission.   

Proposed 
changes 

YES 

Proposed 
changes 

 NO 

  

If changes were proposed by this applicant, are those changes such that ODJFS disqualifies the applicant? 
Disqualified 

YES 
Disqualified 

NO 

 
PHASE II: Criteria for Scoring the Technical Application 
 

Qualifying technical applications will be collectively scored by an Application Review Team (ART) appointed by the Office of Family 
Assistance. For each of the evaluation criteria given in the following score sheet, reviewers will collectively judge whether the Technical 
Application exceeds, meets, partially meets or does not meet the requirements expressed in the RFGA, and assign the appropriate 
point value, as follows:  
 
   0         6               8               10           
        Does Not Meet                      Partially Meets                           Meets                            Exceeds               
                    Requirement                          Requirement                  Requirement            Requirement           



 
 
Technical Performance Scoring Definitions: 
 
“Does Not Meet Requirement”- A particular RFGA requirement was not addressed in the application, Score: 0 
 
“Partially Meets Requirement”- Application demonstrates some attempt at meeting a particular RFGA requirement, but that attempt 
falls below acceptable level, Score: 6 
 
“Meets Requirement”- Application fulfills a particular RFGA requirement in all material respects, potentially with only minor, non-
substantial deviation, Score: 8 
 

“Exceeds Requirement”- Application fulfills a particular RFGA requirement in all material respects, and offers some additional level of 
quality in excess of ODJFS expectations, Score: 10 
 

A Technical Application’s total PHASE II score will be the sum of the point value for all the evaluation criteria.  The ART will collectively 
score each individual qualifying application.  Technical Applications which do not meet or exceed a total score of at least 581 points 
(a score which represents that the applicant has the capability to successfully perform the program services) out of a maximum of 760 
points, will be disqualified from further consideration, and its Program Budget will not be considered.  Only those applicants whose 
Technical Applications meet or exceed the minimum required technical points will advance to PHASE III of the application score sheet. 

 
ITEM 

# 
EVALUATION CRITERIA RFGA 

SEC. 
REF. 

Weight Doesn’t  
Meet 

0 

Partially 
Meets 

6 

Meets 
 

8 

Exceeds 
 

10 

Extension 

Applicant Experience and Capabilities 
(Provide information on partner, subcontractor, and key staff 

experience and capabilities, as appropriate.) 

       

1 

The applicant has demonstrated three (3) years of delivery of 
technical assistance and training with providers, families and 
community stakeholders. 

3.2, A. 
1.  

5     

 

2 

The applicant has  demonstrated the organization has sufficient 
capacity to undertake the scope of work (see Section 3.1, Scope 
of Project Work) based on an organizational structure with 
adequate facilities, staffing, fiscal controls and other resources. 

3.2, A. 
2. 

5     

 

3 

The applicant has described the organization’s experience in 
seeking out and collaborating with early care and education 
partners in ways that would meet the goals of this project. 

3.2, A. 
3. 

3     

 

4 

The applicant has described the organization’s experience 
implementing services to families and in particular providing 
families with information on the availability and quality of early 
care and education options. 

3.2, A. 
4. 

3     

 

5 

The applicant has described how the organization is accessible 
and responsive to all families, cultural and ethnic groups and 
early care and education providers in all counties of the service 
delivery area. 

3.2, A. 
5. 

3     

 

6 

The applicant has provided a detailed description of the 
applicant’s experience collaborating with stakeholders. The 
description has identified all expectant collaborators and a 
process to add or modify collaborators. 

3.2, B. 2     

 

7 

The applicant has provided a narrative that defines how the 
applicant’s organizational structure supports a project of this 
size and scope. 

3.2, C. 2     

 

8 

The applicant has provided a narrative explaining the applicant’s 
plan and process for an annual needs assessment that will be 
performed on the community the applicant is expecting to 
serve. 

3.2, D. 3     

 

Key Staff Experience and Capabilities 
(Key positions will require profiles and resumes.) 

      
 

1 

The applicant has identified and assigned a Project Manager. 
The individual must be a paid employee with, at minimum, an 
Associate’s Degree and at least three (3) years’ experience in the 
last five (5) years working with programs serving families and 

3.3, A.  4     

 



children. Documentation has also be provided to clearly 
illustrate that no less than fifty percent (50%) of the Project 
Manager’s work hours will be dedicated to this project 
exclusively. 

2 

The applicant has described the expertise the organization’s 
staff members possess regarding developmentally appropriate 
practices and high quality early care and education, technical 
assistance strategies, and the delivery of professional 
development for adults. 

3.3, B.  2     

 

3 

The applicant has identified and described the expertise and 
education of the organization’s Fiscal Manager who at a 
minimum must have a bachelor’s degree in a related field, and 
has two (2) years’ experience working with federal and/or state 
grants. 

3.3, C.  3     

 

4 
The applicant has identified and described the expertise and 
education of the organization’s Data Manager.   

3.3, D. 2     
 

5 

The identified staff processes the expertise to be responsible for 
training and technical assistance to: 
1. Administrators, infant, toddler, preschool and school-age 
staff; 2. Infant and toddler professionals; 3. Preschool 
professionals;   4. School age professional staff. 

3.3, E. 
1-4 

3     

 

6 

The applicant has provided an organizational chart of key staff, 
including any subgrantees and community partners, their 
relevant work experience, and the duties they will perform in 
this project. 

3.3, F. 1     

 

7 
The applicant has identified by position and name, those staff 
considered key to the project’s success. 

3.3, G. 1     
 

Mandatory Requirements in New Code of Federal 
Regulations 

      
 

1 

The applicant has an appropriate method to describe how they 
will provide parents in the State with consumer education 
information concerning the full range of child care options 
(including faith-based and community-based child care 
providers), analyzed by provider, including child care provided 
during nontraditional hours and through emergency child care 
centers, in their political subdivisions or regions. 

4.2, A. 3     

 

2 

The applicant has described how they will work directly with 
families who receive assistance to offer the families support and 
assistance to make an informed decision about which child care 
providers they will use, in an effort to ensure that the families 
are enrolling their children in the most appropriate child care 
setting to suit their needs and one that is of high quality. 

4.2, B. 3     

 

3 

The applicant has provided a procedure for collecting data and 
providing information on the coordination of services and 
supports including services for children with disabilities. 

4.2, C. 3     

 

4 

The applicant has provided a procedure for collecting data and 
providing information on the supply of and demand for child 
care services in political subdivisions or regions within the State 
and submit such information to the State. 

4.2, D. 2     

 

5 

The applicant has described how they will establish partnerships 
with public agencies and private entities, including faith- based 
and community-based child care providers, to increase the 
supply and quality of child care services in the State. 

4.2, E. 3     

 

6 

The applicant has described how they will coordinate their 
activities with the activities of the State Lead Agency (ODJFS) 
and local agencies that administer funds made available in 
accordance with this part. 

4.2, F. 3     

 

Technical Approach        

1 

The applicant has identified the SDA it proposes to serve as its 
CCR&R organization. The applicant has demonstrated how it will 
be able to provide the services outlined in this RFGA in that 
geographical region.  

4.3, A. 2     

 

2 
The applicant has described the key objectives of their proposed 
project, and discussed how the objectives for the proposed 

4.3, B. 5     
 



project are appropriate for meeting the needs of the specified 
population, and discuss how those needs were determined. 
Discuss how the proposed project objects are aligned with the 
stated ODJFS program goals. 

3 

The applicant has provided a technical approach and work plan 
to be implemented.  This includes a proposed timeline for the 
project. 

4.3, C. 5     

 

4 

The applicant has identified the staff person identified as Grant 
Manager, detailed the responsibilities of that role for this 
project, and discussed in detail how this individual is qualified 
for performing those responsibilities.  

4.3, D. 2     

 

5 

The applicant has described how they will maintain an 
Operational Plan that governs all components of a SDA’s 
services and activities. 

4.3, E. 3     

 

Proposal Organization        

1 
The applicant has submitted an application which complies with 
the specified submission format. 

6.2 0.25     
 

2 
The applicant has submitted an application which has been 
thoroughly proofread for spelling and grammatical errors. 

6.2 0.25     
 

Column Subtotal of "Partially Meets" points    
Column Subtotal of "Meets" points     
Column Subtotal of "Exceeds" points    

 TOTAL SCORE: 
  

 

 
Based upon the Phase II A. Total Technical Score earned, does the vendor’s application proceed to Phase III for consideration of the 
proposed Project Budget?  (Vendor’s Total Phase II A. Technical Score must be at least 581 points.) 
 
 
Yes ________ No ________ (If “No,” Vendor’s Technical Application will not receive further consideration and their 

Project Budget will not be considered.) 
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Appendix A 
Model Needs Assessment 

 
Resource & Referral Needs Assessment 

 
Instructions:  The following form is to be used as a model of questions that the selected 
applicant shall work into the required annual needs assessment as stated in Article 4.1 of the 
RFGA.  While these questions are a minimum standard, selected applicants for this RFGA may 
add addition questions based on the needs of their community.  The questions are grouped in 
the major topics that ODJFS considers relevant.   
 
NOTE:  ODJFS reserves the right to modify this Appendix if the project is renewed after State 
Fiscal Year 2019. 
 
Outreach: 
 

1. How do you make your presence known in the community and how are you accessible? 
 

2. How do you assess the needs of a family needing child care?   
 

3. Do you link them with additional resources to assist the family to move toward self-
sufficiency? 

 
4. How do you assist the family in making them aware of the options available for child 

care in their community? 
 

5. Do community members, parents and the providers in your area understand the 
requirements to participate in Step Up To Quality program and the benefits the children 
will see as a result? 
 

a. How is this question measured? 
 

6. How do you plan to outreach to the licensed providers in your network to move them 
into and maintain Step Up To Quality ratings? 
 

7. How do you plan to outreach star rated licensed providers in your network to help them 
improve their star rating to a 3-5 rating? 

Professional Development 

1. How many providers are in your service area? 

2. How many of those providers are employed at a program that has earned a 
Step Up To Quality rating? 



 

3. What professional development classes have the providers in your area taken 
in the past two years?   

4. How many professionals have taken your classes in the last year? 

5. What are their professional development needs in the upcoming two years to 
meet the requirement of the SUTQ professional development certificate? 

6. What do the providers not already at a rated program need to focus on to meet 
the Step up To Quality requirements? 

7. Which classes do you plan to provide to ensure all providers can meet the 
SUTQ requirements?  

8. How will you advertise classes available on-line? 

9. How will your agency utilize resources to implement Early Learning Assessment 
(ELA) within your region? 

Health & Safety Training 

1. How many providers are in your service area? 

2. How will you ensure there is adequate health and safety training offered in 
your area? 

3. How will you make your providers aware of the trainings? 

Technical Assistance 

1. What are the primary issues the providers in your area are having with earning 
or maintaining a Step Up to Quality (SUTQ) rating? 

2. How will you provide targeted technical assistance to providers? 

3. Will you offer Technical Assistance on issues that are identified within early 
childhood within service delivery area? 

4. How will you provide technical assistance to targeted providers to achieve a 
higher star rating (i.e. 3 through 5 start rating)? 

5. What types of technical assistance are you providing to providers to assist them 
to become or maintain a star rating?   
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Subpart A. Goals, Purposes and Definitions

Sec. 98.1 {Goals and p}[P]urposes
(a) The {goals} [purposes] of the CCDF are to: 
(1) [To] {A}[a]llow each State maximum flexibility in developing child care programs and 
policies that best suit the needs of children and parents within [that]{the} State;
(2) [To] {P}[p]romote parental choice to empower working parents to make their own decisions
[regarding] {on} the child care [services] that best suits their family's needs;
(3) [To] {E}[e]ncourage States to provide consumer education information to help parents make 
informed choices about child care [services and to promote involvement by parents and family 
members in the development of their children in child care settings]; 
(4) [To] {A}[a]ssist States {to provide child care to} [in delivering high-quality, coordinated 
early childhood care and education services to maximize parents’ options and support] parents 
trying to achieve independence from public assistance; {and} 
(5) [To] {A}[a]ssist States in [improving the overall quality of child care services and programs 
by] implementing the health, safety, licensing, [training, and oversight] {and registration}
standards established in [this subchapter and in State law (including] State regulations[); 
(6) To improve child care and development of participating children; and]
[(7) To increase the number and percentage of low-income children in high-quality child care 
settings.]
{(b) The purpose of the CCDF is to increase the availability, affordability, and quality of child 
care services. The program offers Federal funding to States, Territories, Indian Tribes, and tribal 
organizations in order to: 
(1) Provide low-income families with the financial resources to find and afford quality child care 
for their children;
(2) Enhance the quality and increase the supply of child care for all families, including those who 
receive no direct assistance under the CCDF;
(3) Provide parents with a broad range of options in addressing their child care needs  
Strengthen the role of the family;

() Improve the quality of, and coordination among child care programs and early childhood 
development programs; and  
() Increase the availability of early childhood development and before- and after-school care 
services.}

({c})[b)] The purpose of {these regulations}[this part] is to provide the basis for administration of 
the Fund. These regulations provide that [State, Territorial, and Tribal] Lead Agencies:
(1) Maximize parental choice [of safe, healthy and nurturing child care settings] through the use 
of certificates and through grants and contracts[, and by providing parents with information about 
child care programs]; 
(2) Include in their programs a broad range of child care providers, including center-based care, 
family child care, in-home care, care provided by relatives and sectarian child care providers;
(3) {Provide}[Improve the] quality [and supply of] child care [and before- and after-school care 
services] that meet{s} applicable requirements [and promote healthy child development and 
learning and family economic stability;] 
(4) Coordinate planning and delivery of services at all levels[, including Federal, State, Tribal, 
and local;] 
(5) Design flexible programs that provide for the changing needs of recipient families [and 
engage]{s} [families in their children’s development and learning]; 
(6) Administer the CCDF responsibly to ensure that statutory requirements are met and that 
adequate information regarding the use of public funds is provided; and
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(7) Design programs that provide uninterrupted service to families and providers, to the extent 
[allowed under the statute]{statutorily possible}, [to support parental education, training, and 
employment and continuity of care that minimizes disruptions to children’s learning and 
development; 
(8) Provide a progression of training and professional development opportunities for caregivers,
teachers, and directors to increase their effectiveness in supporting children’s development and 
learning and strengthen and retain (including through financial incentives and compensation 
improvements) the child care workforce.] 

Sec. 98.2 Definitions 
For the purpose of this part and part 99: 

The Act refers to the Child Care and Development Block Grant Act of 1990, section 5082 of the 
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, Pub. L. 101-508, as amended and codified at 42 
U.S.C. 9858 et seq. 

ACF means the Administration for Children and Families; 

Application is a request for funding that includes the information required at § 98.13; 

Assistant Secretary means the Assistant Secretary for Children and Families, Department of 
Health and Human Services;

Caregiver means an individual who provides child care services directly to an eligible child on a 
person-to-person basis;

Categories of care means center-based child care,{ group home child care, } family child care,
and in-home care;

Center-based child care provider means a provider licensed or otherwise authorized to provide 
child care services for fewer than 24 hours per day per child in a non-residential setting, unless 
care in excess of 24 hours is due to the nature of the parent(s)' work; 

Child care certificate means a certificate (that may be a check, or other disbursement) that is 
issued by a grantee directly to a parent who may use such certificate only as payment for child 
care services or as a deposit for child care services if such a deposit is required of other children 
being cared for by the provider, pursuant to § 98.30. Nothing in this part shall preclude the use of 
such certificate for sectarian child care services if freely chosen by the parent. For the purposes of 
this part, a child care certificate is assistance to the parent, not assistance to the provider;

Child Care and Development Fund (CCDF) means the child care programs conducted under the 
provisions of the Child Care and Development Block Grant Act, as amended. The Fund consists 
of Discretionary Funds authorized under section 658B of the amended Act, and Mandatory and 
Matching Funds appropriated under section 418 of the Social Security Act;

Child care provider that receives assistance means a child care provider that receives Federal 
funds under the CCDF pursuant to grants, contracts, or loans, but does not include a child care 
provider to whom Federal funds under the CCDF are directed only through the operation of a 
certificate program;
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Child care services, for the purposes of § 98.50, means the care given to an eligible child by an 
eligible child care provider;

[Child experiencing homelessness means a child who is homeless as defined in section 725 of 
Subtitle VII-B of the McKinney-Vento Act (42 U.S.C. 11434a);

Child with a disability means:
(1) A child with a disability, as defined in section 602 of the Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act (20 U.S.C. 1401); 
(2) A child who is eligible for early intervention services under part C of the Individuals with 
Disabilities Education Act (20 U.S.C. 1431 et seq); 
(3) A child who is less than 13 years of age and who is eligible for services under section 504 of 
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. 794); and  
(4) A child with a disability, as defined by the State, Territory or Tribe involved;]

Construction means the erection of a facility that does not currently exist;

The Department means the Department of Health and Human Services;

[Director means a person who has primary responsibility for the daily operations and 
management for a child care provider, which may include a family child care provider, and which 
may serve children from birth to kindergarten entry and children in school-age child care;]

Discretionary funds means the funds authorized under section 658B of the Child Care and 
Development Block Grant Act. The Discretionary funds were formerly referred to as the Child 
Care and Development Block Grant;

Eligible child means an individual who meets the requirements of § 98.20; 

Eligible child care provider means:
(1) A center-based child care provider{, a group home child care provider}, a family child care 
provider, an in-home child care provider, or other provider of child care services for 
compensation that--
(i) Is licensed, regulated, or registered under applicable State or local law as described in § 98.40; 
and 
(ii) Satisfies State and local requirements, including those referred to in § 98.41 applicable to the 
child care services it provides; or
(2) A child care provider who is 18 years of age or older who provides child care services only to 
eligible children who are, by marriage, blood relationship, or court decree, the grandchild, great 
grandchild, sibling[s] (if such provider lives in separate residence), niece, or nephew of such 
provider, and complies with any applicable requirements that govern child care provided by the 
relative involved;

[English learner means an individual who is an English learner, as defined in section 8101 of the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 or who is limited English proficient, as defined 
in section 637 of the Head Start Act (42 U.S.C. 9832);]

Facility means real property or modular unit appropriate for use by a grantee to carry out a child 
care program;
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Family child care provider means one [or more] individual[(s)] who provide{s} child care 
services for fewer than 24 hours per day per child{, as the sole caregiver}, in a private residence 
other than the child's residence, unless care in excess of 24 hours is due to the nature of the 
parent(s)' work;

{Group home child care provider means two or more individuals who provide child care services 
for fewer than 24 hours per day per child, in a private residence other than the child's residence, 
unless care in excess of 24 hours is due to the nature of the parent(s)' work;}

Indian Tribe means any Indian Tribe, band, nation, or other organized group or community, 
including any Alaska Native village or regional or village corporation as defined in or established 
pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (43 U.S.C. Sec. 1601 et seq.) that is 
recognized as eligible for the special programs and services provided by the United States to 
Indians because of their status as Indians;

In-home child care provider means an individual who provides child care services in the child's 
own home; 

Lead Agency means the State, territorial or tribal entity[, or joint interagency office,] designated 
[or established] under §§ 98.10 and 98.16(a) to which a grant is awarded and that is accountable 
for the use of the funds provided. The Lead Agency is the entire legal entity even if only a 
particular component of the entity is designated in the grant award document;

Licensing or regulatory requirements means requirements necessary for a provider to legally 
provide child care services in a State or locality, including registration requirements established 
under State, local or tribal law; 

Liquidation period means the applicable time period during which a fiscal year's grant shall be 
liquidated pursuant to the requirements at § 98.60; 

Major renovation means: (1) structural changes to the foundation, roof, floor, exterior or load-
bearing walls of a facility, or the extension of a facility to increase its floor area; or (2) extensive 
alteration of a facility such as to significantly change its function and purpose, even if such 
renovation does not include any structural change; 

Mandatory funds means the general entitlement child care funds described at section 418(a)(1) of 
the Social Security Act;

Matching funds means the remainder of the general entitlement child care funds that are described 
at section 418(a)(2) of the Social Security Act; 

Modular unit means a portable structure made at another location and moved to a site for use by a 
grantee to carry out a child care program;

Obligation period means the applicable time period during which a fiscal year's grant shall be 
obligated pursuant to § 98.60; 

Parent means a parent by blood, marriage or adoption and also means a legal guardian, or other 
person standing in loco parentis; 

The Plan means the Plan for the implementation of programs under the CCDF; 
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Program period means the time period for using a fiscal year's grant and does not extend beyond 
the last day to liquidate funds;

Programs refers generically to all activities under the CCDF, including child care services and 
other activities pursuant to § 98.50 as well as quality {and availability }activities pursuant to § 
98.5{1}[3];

Provider means the entity providing child care services;

The regulation refers to the actual regulatory text contained in parts 98 and 99 of this chapter;

Real property means land, including land improvements, structures and appurtenances thereto, 
excluding movable machinery and equipment;

Secretary means the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services;

Sectarian organization or sectarian child care provider means religious organizations or religious 
providers generally. The terms embrace any organization or provider that engages in religious 
conduct or activity or that seeks to maintain a religious identity in some or all of its functions. 
There is no requirement that a sectarian organization or provider be managed by clergy or have 
any particular degree of religious management, control, or content;

Sectarian purposes and activities means any religious purpose or activity, including but not 
limited to religious worship or instruction;

Services for which assistance is provided means all child care services funded under the CCDF, 
either as assistance directly to child care providers through grants, contracts, or loans, or 
indirectly as assistance to parents through child care certificates;

Sliding fee scale means a system of cost- sharing by a family based on income and size of the 
family, in accordance with § 98.4{2}[5(k)];

State means any of the States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the 
Virgin Islands of the United States, Guam, American Samoa, the Commonwealth of the Northern 
Mariana Islands, and includes Tribes unless otherwise specified;

[Teacher means a lead teacher, teacher, teacher assistant or teacher aide who is employed by a 
child care provider for compensation on a regular basis, or a family child care provider, and 
whose responsibilities and activities are to organize, guide and implement activities in a group or 
individual basis, or to assist a teacher or lead teacher in such activities, to further the cognitive, 
social, emotional, and physical development of children from birth to kindergarten entry and 
children in school-age child care; ]

Tribal mandatory funds means the child care funds set aside at section 418(a)(4) of the Social 
Security Act. The funds consist of between one and two percent of the aggregate Mandatory and 
Matching child care funds reserved by the Secretary in each fiscal year for payments to Indian 
Tribes and tribal organizations;

Tribal organization means the recognized governing body of any Indian Tribe, or any legally 
established organization of Indians, including a consortium, which is controlled, sanctioned, or 
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chartered by such governing body or which is democratically elected by the adult members of the 
Indian community to be served by such organization and which includes the maximum 
participation of Indians in all phases of its activities: Provided, that in any case where a contract is 
let or grant is made to an organization to perform services benefiting more than one Indian Tribe, 
the approval of each such Indian Tribe shall be a prerequisite to the letting or making of such 
contract or grant; and 

Types of providers means the different classes of providers under each category of care. For the 
purposes of the CCDF, types of providers include non-profit providers, for-profit providers, 
sectarian providers and relatives who provide care.

Sec. 98.3 Effect on State law.
(a) Nothing in the Act or this part shall be construed to supersede or modify any provision of a 
State constitution or State law that prohibits the expenditure of public funds in or by sectarian 
organizations, except that no provision of a State constitution or State law shall be construed to 
prohibit the expenditure in or by sectarian institutions of any Federal funds provided under this 
part.

(b) If a State law or constitution would prevent CCDF funds from being expended for the 
purposes provided in the Act, without limitation, then States shall segregate State and Federal 
funds. 

Subpart B. General Application Procedures

Sec. 98.10 Lead Agency responsibilities 
The Lead Agency , [(which may be an appropriate collaborative agency), or a joint interagency 
office,] as designated [or established] by the [Governor] {chief executive officer} of the 
State (or by the appropriate Tribal leader or applicant), shall:
(a) Administer the CCDF program, directly or through other governmental or non-governmental 
agencies, in accordance with § 98.11; 

(b) Apply for funding under this part, pursuant to § 98.13; 

(c) Consult with appropriate representatives of local government in developing a Plan to be 
submitted to the Secretary pursuant to § 98.14(b); 

(d) Hold at least one public hearing in accordance with § 98.14(c);{ and} 

(e) Coordinate CCDF services pursuant to § 98.12.[; and

(f) Consult, collaborate and coordinate in the development of the State Plan in a timely manner
with Indian Tribes or tribal organizations in the State (at the option of the Tribe or tribal 
organization). ] 

Sec. 98.11 Administration under contracts and agreements
(a) The Lead Agency has broad authority to administer the program through other governmental 
or non-governmental agencies. In addition, the Lead Agency can use other public or private local 
agencies to implement the program; however:
(1) The Lead Agency shall retain overall responsibility for the administration of the program, as 
defined in paragraph (b) of this section; 
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(2) The Lead Agency shall serve as the single point of contact for issues involving the 
administration of the grantee's CCDF program; and 
(3) Administrative and implementation responsibilities undertaken by agencies other than the 
Lead Agency shall be governed by written agreements that specify the mutual roles and 
responsibilities of the Lead Agency and the other agencies in meeting the requirements of this 
part.[ The contents of the written agreement may vary based on the role the agency is asked to 
assume or the type of project undertaken, but must include, at a minimum, tasks to be performed, 
a schedule for completing tasks, a budget which itemizes categorical expenditures consistent with 
CCDF requirements at § 98.65(h), and indicators or measures to assess performance.] 

(b) In retaining overall responsibility for the administration of the program, the Lead Agency 
shall:
(1) Determine the basic usage and priorities for the expenditure of CCDF funds; 
(2) Promulgate all rules and regulations governing overall administration of the Plan; 
(3) Submit all reports required by the Secretary; 
(4) Ensure that the program complies with the approved Plan and all Federal requirements; 
(5) Oversee the expenditure of funds by {subgrantees}[subrecipients] and contractors[, in 
accordance with 75 CFR parts 351 to 353]; 
(6) Monitor programs and services;
(7) Fulfill the responsibilities of any subgrantee in any: disallowance under subpart G; complaint 
or compliance action under subpart J; or hearing or appeal action under part 99 of this chapter; 
and 
(8) Ensure that all State and local or non-governmental agencies through which the State 
administers the program, including agencies and contractors that determine individual eligibility, 
operate according to the rules established for the program.

Sec. 98.12 Coordination and consultation 
The Lead Agency shall:
(a) Coordinate the provision of services for which assistance is provided under this part with the 
agencies listed in § 98.14(a). 

(b) Consult, in accordance with § 98.14 (b), with representatives of general purpose local 
government during the development of the Plan; and 

(c) Coordinate, to the maximum extent feasible, [per § 98.10(f)] with any Indian Tribes in the 
State receiving CCDF funds in accordance with subpart I of this part. 

Sec. 98.13 Applying for Funds
The Lead Agency of a State or Territory shall apply for Child Care and Development funds by 
providing the following: 
(a) The amount of funds requested at such time and in such manner as prescribed by the 
Secretary.

(b) The following assurances or certifications:
(1) An assurance that the Lead Agency will comply with the requirements of the Act and this 
part;
(2) A lobbying certification that assures that the funds will not be used for the purpose of 
influencing pursuant to 45 CFR part 93, and, if necessary, a Standard Form LLL (SF-LLL) that 
discloses lobbying payments;
(3) An assurance that the Lead Agency provides a drug-free workplace pursuant to 45 CFR 
76.600, or a statement that such an assurance has already been submitted for all HHS grants; 
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(4) A certification that no principals have been debarred pursuant to 45 CFR 76.500; 
(5) Assurances that the Lead Agency will comply with the applicable provisions regarding 
nondiscrimination at 45 CFR part 80 (implementing title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as 
amended), 45 CFR part 84 (implementing section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as 
amended), 45 CFR part 86 (implementing title IX of the  
Education Amendments of 1972, as amended) and 45 CFR part 91 (implementing the Age 
Discrimination Act of 1975, as amended), and; 
(6) Assurances that the Lead Agency will comply with the applicable provisions of Public Law 
103-277, Part C--Environmental Tobacco Smoke, also known as the Pro-Children Act of 1994, 
regarding prohibitions on smoking. 

(c) The Child Care and Development Fund Plan, at times and in such manner as required in § 
98.17; and

(d) Such other information as specified by the Secretary.

Sec. 98.14 Plan process
In the development of each Plan, as required pursuant to § 98.17, the Lead Agency shall: 
(a)(1) Coordinate the provision of [child care] services funded under this Part with other Federal, 
State, and local child care and early childhood development programs, (including such programs 
for the benefit of Indian children[, infants and toddlers, children with disabilities, children
experiencing homelessness, and children in foster care) to expand accessibility and continuity of 
care as well as full-day services]. The Lead Agency shall also coordinate [the provision of 
services] with the State, and if applicable, tribal agencies responsible for: 
({A}[i])

[ii]
[iii]

 Public health, including the agency responsible for immunizations;
({B} ) Employment services/workforce development;
({C} ) Public education [(including agencies responsible for pre-kindergarten services, if 
applicable, and early intervention and preschool services provided under Part B and C of the 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (20 U.S.C. 1400));  
(iv)]
{(v)
(vi)

Providing Temporary Assistance for Needy Families;  
Child care licensing;

 Head Start collaboration, as authorized by the Head Start Act (42 U.S.C. 9831 et seq.); 
(vii) State Advisory Council on Early Childhood Education and Care (designated or established 
pursuant to the Head Start Act (42 U.S.C. 9831 et seq.)) or similar coordinating body; 
(viii) Statewide after-school network or other coordinating entity for out-of-school time care (if 
applicable); 
(ix) Emergency management and response;  
(x) Child and Adult Care Food Program (CACFP) authorized by the National School Lunch Act 
(42 U.S.C. 1766) and other relevant nutrition programs;  
(xi) Services for children experiencing homelessness, including State Coordinators of Education 
for Homeless Children and Youth (EHCY State Coordinators) and, to the extent practicable, local 
liaisons designated by Local Educational Agencies (LEAs) in the State as required by the 
McKinney-Vento Act (42 U.S.C. 11432) and Continuum of Care grantees;
(xii) Medicaid and the State children’s health insurance programs (42 U.S.C. 1396 et seq., 1397aa 
et seq.);
(xiii) Mental health services; and
(xiv) Child care resource and referral agencies, child care consumer education organizations, and 
providers of early childhood education training and professional development.]
(2) Provide a description of the results of the coordination with each of these agencies in the 
CCDF Plan.
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[(3) If the Lead Agency elects to combine funding for CCDF services with any other early 
childhood program, provide a description in the CCDF Plan of how the Lead Agency will 
combine and use the funding.
(4) Demonstrate in the CCDF Plan how the State, Territory, or Tribe encourages partnerships 
among its agencies, other public agencies, Indian Tribes and Tribal organizations, and private 
entities, including faith-based and community-based organizations, to leverage existing service 
delivery systems for child care and development services and to increase the supply and quality 
of child care and development services and to increase the supply and quality of child care 
services for children who are less than 13 years of age, such as by implementing voluntary shared
service alliance models.] 

(b) Consult with appropriate representatives of local governments; 

(c)(1) Hold at least one hearing in the State, after at least 20 days of statewide public notice, to 
provide to the public an opportunity to comment on the provision of child care services under the 
Plan.
(2) The hearing required by paragraph (c)(1) shall be held before the Plan is submitted to ACF, 
but no earlier than nine months before the Plan becomes effective.
(3) In advance of the hearing required by this section, the Lead Agency shall make available to 
the public the content of the Plan as described in § 98.16 that it proposes to submit to the 
Secretary[, which shall include posting the Plan content on a website. 

(d) Make the submitted and final Plan, any Plan amendments, and any approved requests for 
temporary relief (in accordance with § 98.19) publicly available on a website.]

Sec. 98.15 Assurances and certifications
(a) The Lead Agency shall include the following assurances in its 
CCDF Plan:
(1) Upon approval, it will have in effect a program that complies with the provisions of the CCDF 
Plan, and that is administered in accordance with the Child Care and Development Block Grant 
Act of 1990, as amended, section 418 of the Social Security Act, and all other applicable Federal 
laws and regulations; 
(2) The parent(s) of each eligible child within the area served by the Lead Agency who receives 
or is offered child care services for which financial assistance is provided is given the option 
either:
(i) To enroll such child with a child care provider that has a grant or contract for the provision of 
the service; or
(ii) To receive a child care certificate as defined in § 98.2; 
(3) In cases in which the parent(s), pursuant to § 98.30, elects to enroll their child with a provider 
that has a grant or contract with the Lead Agency, the child will be enrolled with the eligible 
provider selected by the parent to the maximum extent practicable;
(4) In accordance with § 98.30, the child care certificate offered to parents shall be of a value 
commensurate with the subsidy value of child care services provided under a grant or contract;
(5) With respect to State and local regulatory requirements (or tribal regulatory requirements), 
health and safety requirements, payment rates, and registration requirements, State or local (or 
tribal) rules, procedures or other requirements promulgated for the purpose of the CCDF will not 
significantly restrict parental choice from among categories of care or types of providers, 
pursuant to § 98.30(f). 
(6) That if expenditures for pre-Kindergarten services are used to meet the maintenance-of-effort 
requirement, the State has not reduced its level of effort in full-day/full-year child care services, 
pursuant to § 98.5{3}[5](h)(1).
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[(7) Training and professional development requirements comply with § 98.44 and are applicable 
to caregivers, teaching staff, and directors working for child care providers of services for which 
assistance is provided under the CCDF;
(8) To the extent practicable, enrollment and eligibility policies support the fixed costs of 
providing child care services by delinking provider payment rates from an eligible child’s 
occasional absences in accordance with § 98.45(l); 
(9) The State will maintain or implement early learning and developmental guidelines that are
developmentally appropriate for all children from birth to kindergarten entry, describing what 
such children should know and be able to do, and covering the essential domains of early 
childhood development (cognition, including language arts and mathematics; social, emotional
and physical development; and approaches toward learning) for use statewide by child care 
providers and caregivers. Such guidelines shall—  
(i) Be research-based and developmentally, culturally, and linguistically appropriate, building in a 
forward progression, and aligned with entry to kindergarten;  
(ii) Be implemented in consultation with the State educational agency and the State Advisory 
Council on Early Childhood Education and Care (designated or established pursuant to section 
642B(b)(I)(A)(i) of the Head Start Act (42 U.S.C. 9837b(b)(1)(A)(i)) or similar coordinating 
body, and in consultation with child development and content experts; and  
(iii) Be updated as determined by the State.
(10) Funds received by the State to carry out this subchapter will not be used to develop or 
implement an assessment for children that—  
(i) Will be the primary or sole basis for a child care provider being determined to be ineligible to 
participate in the program carried out under this subchapter; 
(ii) Will be used as the primary or sole basis to provide a reward or sanction for an individual 
provider; 
(iii) Will be used as the primary or sole method for assessing program effectiveness; or 
(iv) Will be used to deny children eligibility to participate in the program carried out under this 
subchapter.  
(11) To the extent practicable and appropriate, any code or software for child care information 
systems or information technology that a Lead Agency or other agency expends CCDF funds to 
develop must be made available upon request to other public agencies, including public agencies 
in other States, for their use in administering child care or related programs.]

(b) The Lead Agency shall include the following certifications in its CCDF Plan:
[(1) The State has developed the CCDF Plan in consultation with the State Advisory Council on 
Early Childhood Education and Care (designated or established pursuant to section 
642B(b)(I)(A)(i) of the Head Start Act (42 U.S.C. 9837b(b)(1)(A)(i))) or similar coordinating 
body, pursuant to § 98.14(a)(1)(vii); ]
({1}[2]) In accordance with § 98.31, [the Lead Agency] has procedures in place to ensure that 
providers of child care services for which assistance is provided under the CCDF, afford parents 
unlimited access to their children and to the providers caring for their children, during the normal 
hours of operations and whenever such children are in the care of such providers; 
({2}[3]) As required by § 98.32, the State maintains a record of substantiated parental complaints 
and makes information regarding such complaints available to the public on request; 
{(3}[4]) It will collect and disseminate to parents of eligible children {and}, the general public
[and , where applicable, child care providers], consumer education information that will promote 
informed child care choices[, information on access to other programs for which families may be 
eligible, and information on developmental screenings], as required by § 98.33;
[(5) In accordance with § 98.33(a), that the State makes public through a consumer-friendly and 
easily accessible website, the results of monitoring and inspection reports, as well as the number 
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of deaths, serious injuries, and instances of substantiated child abuse that occurred in child care 
settings;] 
([46]) There are in effect licensing requirements applicable to child care services provided within 
the State{ (or area served by Tribal Lead Agency)}, pursuant to § 98.40; 
({5}[7]) There are in effect within the State (or other area served by the Lead Agency), under 
State or local (or tribal) law, requirements designed to protect the health and safety of children 
that are applicable to child care providers that provide services for which assistance is made 
available under the CCDF, pursuant to § 98.41;
{(6}[8]) In accordance with § 98.4{1}[2(a)], procedures are in effect to ensure that child care 
providers of services for which assistance is provided under the CCDF comply with all applicable 
State or local (or tribal) health and safety requirements; {and}
[(9) Caregivers, teachers, and directors of child care providers comply with the State’s,
Territory’s or Tribe’s procedures for reporting child abuse and neglect as required by section 
106(b)(2)(B)(i) of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act (42 U.S.C. 5106a(b)(2)(B)(i)), 
if applicable, or other child abuse reporting procedures and laws in the service area, as required 
by § 98.41(e); 
(10) There are in effect monitoring policies and practices pursuant to § 98.42;] 
({7}[11]) Payment rates for the provision of child care services, in accordance with § 98.4{3}[5], 
are sufficient to ensure equal access for eligible children to comparable child care services in the 
State or sub-State area that are provided to children whose parents are not eligible to receive 
assistance under this program or under any other Federal or State child care assistance 
programs.[;
(12) Payment practices of child care providers of services for which assistance is provided under 
the CCDF reflect generally-accepted payment practices of child care providers that serve children 
who do not receive CCDF assistance, pursuant to § 98.45(l); and  
(13) There are in effect policies to govern the use and disclosure of confidential and personally-
identifiable information about children and families receiving CCDF assistance and child care 
providers receiving CCDF funds.]

Sec. 98.16 Plan provisions
A CCDF Plan shall contain the following: 
(a) Specification of the Lead Agency whose duties and responsibilities are delineated in § 98.10;

[(b) A description of processes the Lead Agency will use to monitor administrative and 
implementation responsibilities undertaken by agencies other than the Lead Agency including 
descriptions of written agreements, monitoring and auditing procedures, and indicators or 
measures to assess performance pursuant to § 98.11(a)(3);]

([c]{b}) The assurances and certifications listed under § 98.15; 

([d]{e})(1) A description of how the CCDF program will be administered and implemented, if the 
Lead Agency does not directly administer and implement the program; 
(2) Identification of the public or private entities designated to receive private donated funds and 
the purposes for which such funds will be expended, pursuant to § 98.5{3}[5](f);

([e]{d}) A description of the coordination and consultation processes involved in the 
development of the Plan [and the provision of services], including a description of public-private 
partnership activities that promote business involvement in meeting child care needs pursuant to § 
98.14{(a) and (b)}; 

([f]{e}) A description of the public hearing process, pursuant to § 98.14(c); 
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([g]{f}) Definitions of the following terms for purposes of determining eligibility, pursuant to §§ 
98.20(a) and 98.4[6]: 
(1) Special needs child;
(2) Physical or mental incapacity (if applicable);
(3) Attending (a job training or educational program); 
(4) Job training and educational program; 
(5) Residing with;
(6) Working;
(7) Protective services (if applicable), including whether children in foster care are considered in 
protective services for purposes of child care eligibility; and whether respite care is provided to 
custodial parents of children in protective services.
(8) Very low income; and 
(9) [I]{i}n loco parentis[;]

[(h) A description and demonstration of eligibility determination and re-determination processes 
to promote continuity of care for children and stability for families receiving CCDF services, 
including: 
(1) An eligibility re-determination period of no less than 12 months in accordance with § 
98.21(a); 
(2) A graduated phase-out for families whose income exceeds the Lead Agency’s threshold to 
initially qualify for CCDF assistance, but does not exceed 85 percent of State median income, 
pursuant to § 98.21(b);
(3) Processes that take into account irregular fluctuation in earnings, pursuant to § 98.21(c);
(4) Procedures and policies to ensure that parents are not required to unduly disrupt their
education, training, or employment to complete eligibility re-determination, pursuant to § 
98.21(d); 
(5) Limiting any requirements to report changes in circumstances in accordance with § 98.21(e); 
(6) Policies that take into account children’s development and learning when authorizing child 
care services pursuant to § 98.21(f); and 
(7) Other policies and practices such as timely eligibility determination and processing of 
applications;]

([i]
(1)

{g}) For child care services pursuant to § 98.50: 
 A description of such services and activities; 

(2) Any limits established for the provision of in-home care and the reasons for such limits 
pursuant to §98.30(e)(1)({iv}[iii]);
(3) A list of political subdivisions in which such services and activities are offered, if such 
services and activities are not available throughout the entire service area;
(4) A description of how the Lead Agency will meet the needs of certain families specified at 
§98.50(e);  
(5) Any {additional} eligibility criteria, priority rules, and definitions established pursuant to 
§[§]98.20{(b)}[ and 98.46]; 

([j]{h}) A description of the activities to provide comprehensive consumer [and provider]
education[, including the posting of monitoring and inspection reports, pursuant to § 98.33], to 
increase parental choice, and to improve the quality{ and availability }of child care, pursuant to § 
98.5{1}[3]; 

([k]{i}) A description of the sliding fee scale(s) (including any factors other than income and 
family size used in establishing the fee scale(s)) that provide(s) for cost- sharing by the families 
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that receive child care services for which assistance is provided under the CCDF{, pursuant to § 
98.42} [and how co-payments are affordable for families, pursuant to § 98.45(k). This shall 
include a description of the criteria established by the Lead Agency, if any, for waiving 
contributions for families;

(l]{j}) A description of the health and safety requirements, applicable to all providers of child 
care services for which assistance is provided under the CCDF, in effect pursuant to § 98.41[, and 
any exemptions to those requirements for relative providers made in accordance with § 98.42(c); 

(m) A description of child care standards for child care providers of services for which assistance 
is provided under the CCDF, in accordance with § 98.41(d), that includes group size limits, child-
staff ratios, and required qualifications for caregivers, teachers and directors; 

(n) A description of monitoring and other enforcement procedures in effect to ensure that child 
care providers comply with applicable health and safety requirements pursuant to § 98.42; 

(o) A description of criminal background check requirements, policies, and procedures in 
accordance with § 98.43, including a description of the requirements, policies, and procedures in 
place to respond to other States’, Territories’, and Tribes’ requests for background check results 
in order to accommodate the 45 day timeframe;

(p) A description of training and professional development requirements for caregivers, teaching 
staff, and directors of providers of services for which assistance is provided in accordance with § 
98.44;  

(q]{k}) A description of the child care certificate payment system(s), including the form or forms 
of the child care certificate, pursuant to § 98.30(c); 

([r]{l}) Payment rates and a summary of the facts, including a {biennial} local market rate survey 
[or alternative methodology] relied upon to determine that the rates provided are sufficient to 
ensure equal access pursuant to § 98.4{3}[5;] 

([s]{m}) A detailed description of [the State’s hotline for complaints, its process for 
substantiating and responding to complaints, whether or not the State uses monitoring as part of 
its process for responding to complaints for both CCDF and non-CCDF providers,] how the State 
maintains a record of substantiated parental complaints, and how it makes information regarding 
those complaints available to the public on request, pursuant to § 98.32; 

([t]{n}) A detailed description of the procedures in effect for affording parents unlimited access 
to their children whenever their children are in the care of the provider, pursuant to § 98.31; 

[(u]{o}) A detailed description of the licensing requirements applicable to child care services 
provided,[ any exemption to licensing requirements that is applicable to child care providers of 
services for which assistance is provided under the CCDF and a demonstration of why such 
exemption does not endanger the health, safety, or development of children,] and a description of 
how such licensing requirements are effectively enforced, pursuant to § 98.40; 

([v]{p}) Pursuant to § 98.33({b}[f]), the definitions or criteria used to implement the exception, 
provided in section 407(e)(2) of the Social Security Act [(42 U.S.C. 607(e)(2)], to individual 
penalties in the TANF work requirement applicable to a single custodial parent caring for a child 
under age six;
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([w]{q})(1) When any Matching funds under § 98.5{3}[5](b) are claimed, a description of the 
efforts to ensure that pre-Kindergarten programs meet the needs of working parents;
(2) When State pre-Kindergarten expenditures are used to meet more than 10% of the amount 
required at § 98.5{3}[5](c)(1), or for more than 10% of the funds available at § 98.5{3}[5](b), or 
both, a description of how the State will coordinate its pre-Kindergarten and child care services to 
expand the availability of child care;  

[(x) A description of the Lead Agency’s strategies (which may include alternative payment rates 
to child care providers, the provision of direct grants or contracts, offering child care certificates, 
or other means) to increase the supply and improve the quality of child care services for children 
in underserved areas, infants and toddlers, children with disabilities as defined by the Lead 
Agency, and children who receive care during nontraditional hours, including whether the Lead 
Agency plans to use grants and contracts in building supply and how supply-building 
mechanisms will address the needs identified. The description must identify shortages in the 
supply of high-quality child care providers, list the data sources used to identify shortages, and 
describe the method of tracking progress to support equal access and parental choice.  If the Lead 
Agency chooses to employ grants and contracts to meet the purposes of this section, the Lead 
Agency must provide CCDF families the option to choose a certificate for the purposes of 
acquiring care;

(y) A description of how the Lead Agency prioritizes increasing access to high-quality child care 
and development services for children of families in areas that have significant concentrations of 
poverty and unemployment and that do not have sufficient numbers of such programs, pursuant to 
§ 98.46; 

(z) A description of how the Lead Agency develops and implements strategies to strengthen the 
business practices of child care providers to expand the supply, and improve the quality of, child 
care services; 

(aa) A demonstration of how the State, Territory or Tribe will address the needs of children, 
including the need for safe child care, before, during and after a state of emergency declared by 
the Governor or a major disaster or emergency (as defined by section 102 of the Robert T. 
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S. C. 5122) through a Statewide 
Disaster Plan (or Disaster Plan for a Tribe’s service area) that:
(1) For a State, is developed in collaboration with the State human services agency, the State 
emergency management agency, the State licensing agency, the State health department or public 
health department, local and State child care resource and referral agencies, and the State 
Advisory Council on Early Childhood Education and Care (designated or established pursuant to
section 642B(b)(I)(A)(i) of the Head Start Act (42 U.S.C. 9837b(b)(1)(A)(i))) or similar 
coordinating body; and 
(2) Includes the following components: 
(i) Guidelines for continuation of child care subsidies and child care services, which may include 
the provision of emergency and temporary child care services during a disaster, and temporary 
operating standards for child care after a disaster; 
(ii) Coordination of post-disaster recovery of child care services; and 
(iii) Requirements that child care providers of services for which assistance is provided under the 
CCDF, as well as other child care providers as determined appropriate by the State, Territory or 
Tribe, have in place:  
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(A) Procedures for evacuation, relocation, shelter-in-place, lock-down, communication and 
reunification with families, continuity of operations, accommodations of infants and toddlers, 
children with disabilities, and children with chronic medical conditions; and 
(B) Procedures for staff and volunteer emergency preparedness training and practice drills, 
including training requirements for child care providers of services for which assistance is 
provided under CCDF at § 98.41(a)(1)(vii);      

(bb) A description of payment practices applicable to providers of child care services for which 
assistance is provided under this part, pursuant to § 98.45(l), including practices to ensure timely 
payment for services, to delink provider payments from children’s occasional absences to the 
extent practicable, and to reflect generally-accepted payment practices;  

(cc) A description of internal controls to ensure integrity and accountability, processes in place to 
investigate and recover fraudulent payments and to impose sanctions on clients or providers in 
response to fraud, and procedures in place to document and verity eligibility, pursuant to § 98.68; 

(dd) A description of how the Lead Agency will provide outreach and services to eligible families 
with limited English proficiency and persons with disabilities and facilitate participation of child 
care providers with limited English proficiency and disabilities in the subsidy system;   

(ee) A description of policies to prevent suspension, expulsion, and denial of services due to 
behavior of children birth to age five in child care and other early childhood programs receiving 
assistance under this part, which must be disseminated as part of consumer and provider 
education efforts in accordance with § 98.33(b)(1)(v); 

(ff) Designation of a State, territorial, or tribal entity to which child care providers must submit 
reports of any serious injuries or deaths of children occurring in child care, in accordance with 
§98,42(b)(4); 

(gg) A description of how the Lead Agency will support child care providers in the successful 
engagement of families in children’s learning and development;

(hh) A description of how the Lead Agency will respond to complaints submitted through the 
national hotline and website, required in section 658L(b) of the CCDBG Act of 2014 (42 
U.S.C.9858j(b)), including the designee responsible for receiving and responding to such 
complaints regarding both licensed and license-exempt child care providers; and 

(ii) Such other information as specified by the Secretary.] 

Sec. 98.17 Period covered by Plan
(a) For States, Territories, and Indian Tribes the Plan shall cover a period of [three]{two} years.

(b) The Lead Agency shall submit a new Plan prior to the expiration of the time period specified 
in paragraph (a) of this section, at such time as required by the Secretary in written instructions. 

Sec. 98.18 Approval and disapproval of Plans and Plan amendments
(a) Plan approval. The Assistant Secretary will approve a Plan that satisfies the requirements of 
the Act and this part. Plans will be approved not later than the 90th day following the date on 
which the Plan submittal is received, unless a written agreement to extend that period has been 
secured. 
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(b) Plan amendments. 
[(1)] Approved Plans shall be amended whenever a substantial change in the program occurs. A 
Plan amendment shall be submitted within 60 days of the effective date of the change. Plan 
amendments will be approved [or denied] not later than the 90th day following the date on which 
the amendment is received, unless a written agreement to extend that period has been secured.
[(2) Lead Agencies must ensure advanced written notice is provided to affected parties (i.e.,
parents and child care providers) of substantial changes in the program that adversely affect 
eligibility, payment rates, and/or sliding fee scales.]

(c) Appeal of disapproval of a Plan or Plan amendment.  
(1) An applicant or Lead Agency dissatisfied with a determination of the Assistant Secretary 
pursuant to paragraphs (a) or (b) of this section with respect to any Plan or amendment may, 
within 60 days after the date of receipt of notification of such determination, file a petition with 
the Assistant Secretary asking for reconsideration of the issue of whether such Plan or 
amendment conforms to the requirements for approval under the Act and pertinent Federal 
regulations.
(2) Within 30 days after receipt of such petition, the Assistant Secretary shall notify the applicant 
or Lead Agency of the time and place at which the hearing for the purpose of reconsidering such 
issue will be held. 
(3) Such hearing shall be held not less than 30 days, nor more than 90 days, after the notification 
is furnished to the applicant or Lead Agency, unless the Assistant Secretary and the applicant or 
Lead Agency agree in writing on another time. 
(4) Action pursuant to an initial determination by the Assistant Secretary described in paragraphs 
(a) and (b) of this section that a Plan or amendment is not approvable shall not be stayed pending 
the reconsideration, but in the event that the Assistant Secretary subsequently determines that the 
original decision was incorrect, the Assistant Secretary shall certify restitution forthwith in a lump 
sum of any funds incorrectly withheld or otherwise denied. The hearing procedures are described 
in part 99 of this chapter.

[Sec. 98.19 Requests for Temporary Relief from Requirements
(a) Requests for relief. The Secretary may temporarily waive one or more of the requirements 
contained in the Act or this part, with the exception of State Match and Maintenance of Effort 
requirements for a State, consistent with the conditions described in section 658I(c)(1) of the Act 
(42 U.S.C. 9858g(c)(1)), provided that the waiver request: 
(1) Describes circumstances that prevent the State, Territory or Tribe from complying with any 
statutory or regulatory requirements of this part; 
(2) By itself, contributes to or enhances the State's, Territory’s, or Tribe’s ability to carry out the 
purposes of the Act and this part; 
(3) Will not contribute to inconsistency with the purposes of the Act or this part, and;
(4) Meets the requirements set forth in paragraphs (b) through (g) of this section. 

(b) Types. Types of waivers include:
(1) Transitional and legislative waivers. Lead Agencies may apply for temporary waivers 
meeting the requirements described in paragraph (a) of this section that would provide 
transitional relief from conflicting or duplicative requirements preventing implementation, or an 
extended period of time in order for a State, territorial or tribal legislature to enact legislation to 
implement the provisions of this subchapter.  Such waivers are:
(i) Limited to a one-year initial period; 
(iii) May be extended, in accordance with paragraph (f) of this section, for at most one additional 
year from the date of initial approval, 
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(iii) Are designed to provide States, Territories and Tribes at most one full legislative session to 
enact legislation to implement the provisions of the Act or this part, and;
(iv) Are conditional, dependent on progress towards implementation, and may be terminated by 
the Secretary at any time in accordance with paragraph (e) of this section. 
(2) Waivers for extraordinary circumstances.  States, Territories and Tribes may apply for 
waivers meeting the requirements described in paragraph (a) of this section, in cases of 
extraordinary circumstances, which are defined as temporary circumstances or situations, such as 
a natural disaster or financial crisis.  Such waivers are: 
(i) Limited to an initial period of no more than 2 years from the date of approval; 
(ii) May be extended, in accordance with paragraph (f) of this section, for at most one additional 
year from the date of initial approval, and;
(iii) May be terminated by the Secretary at any time in accordance with paragraph (e) of this 
section. 

(c) Contents. Waiver requests must be submitted to the Secretary in writing and: 
(1) Indicate which type of waiver, as detailed in paragraph (b) of this section, the State, Territory 
or Tribe is requesting; 
(2) Detail each sanction or provision of the Act or regulations that the State, Territory or Tribe 
seeks relief from;
(3) Describe how a waiver from that sanction or provision will, by itself, improve delivery of 
child care services for children, and;
(4) Certify and describe how the health, safety, and well-being of children served through 
assistance received under this part will not be compromised as a result of the waiver.

(d) Notification.Within 90 days after receipt of the waiver request or, if additional follow-up 
information has been requested, the receipt of such information, the Secretary will notify the Lead 
Agency of the approval or disapproval of the request.    

(e) Termination. The Secretary shall terminate approval of a request for a waiver authorized 
under the Act or this section if the Secretary determines, after notice and opportunity for a 
hearing based on the rules of procedure in part 99 of this chapter, that the performance of a State,
Territory or Tribe granted relief under this subsection has been inadequate, or if such relief is no 
longer necessary to achieve its original purposes.

(f) Renewal. The Secretary may approve or disapprove a request from a State, Territory or Tribe 
for renewal of an existing waiver under the Act or this section for a period no longer than one 
year. A State, Territory or Tribe seeking to renew their waiver approval must inform the 
Secretary of this intent no later than 30 days prior to the expiration date of the waiver. The State, 
Territory or Tribe shall re-certify in its extension request the provisions in paragraph (a) of this 
section, and shall also explain the need for additional time of relief from such sanction(s) or 
provisions.

(g) Restrictions.  The Secretary may not:  
(1) Permit Lead Agencies to alter the federal eligibility requirements for eligible children, 
including work requirements, job training, or educational program participation, that apply to the 
parents of eligible children under this part;
(2) Waive anything related to the Secretary’s authority under this part; or 
(3) Require or impose any new or additional requirements in exchange for receipt of a waiver if 
such requirements are not specified in the Act.]

Subpart C--Eligibility for Services
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Sec. 98.20 A child's eligibility for child care services
(a{) In order t} [T]o be eligible for services under § 98.50, a child shall[, at the time of eligibility 
determination or re-determination]: 
(1)(i) Be under 13 years of age; or,
(ii) At the option of the Lead Agency, be under age 19 and physically or mentally incapable of 
caring for himself or herself, or under court supervision; 
(2)[(i)] Reside with a family whose income does not exceed 85 percent of the State's median 
income [(SMI), which must be based on the most recent SMI data that is published by the Bureau 
of the Census,] for a family of the same size[; and  
(ii) Whose family assets do not exceed $1,000,000 (as certified by such family member)], and 
(3)(i) Reside with a parent or parents {(as defined in § 98.2) }who are working or attending a job 
training or educational program; or
(ii) Receive, or need to receive, protective services[, which may include specific populations of 
vulnerable children as identified by the Lead Agency,] and reside with a parent or parents {(as 
defined in § 98.2)} other than the parent(s) described in paragraph (a)(3)(i) of this section. 
(A) At grantee option, the requirements in paragraph (a)(2) of this section {and in § 98.42} may 
be waived for families eligible for child care pursuant to this paragraph, if determined to be 
necessary on a case-by-case basis[.] {by, or in consultation with, an appropriate protective 
services worker.. } 
(B) At grantee option, the [waiver provisions] in [paragraph (a)(3)(ii)](A) [of this section ]apply 
to children in foster care when defined in the Plan, pursuant to § 98.16([g])(7).

(b) {Pursuant to § 98.16(i)(5), a}[A] grantee or other administering agency may establish 
eligibility conditions or priority rules in addition to those specified in this section and § 98.4[6,
which shall be described in the Plan pursuant to § 98.16(i)(5),] so long as they do not: 
(1) Discriminate against children on the basis of race, national origin, ethnic background, sex, 
religious affiliation, or disability;
(2) Limit parental rights provided under {S}[s]ubpart D [of the part]; {or} 
(3) Violate the provisions of this section, § 98.4[6], or the Plan. In particular, such conditions or 
priority rules may not be based on a parent's preference for a category of care or type of provider. 
In addition, such additional conditions or rules may not be based on a parent's choice of a child 
care certificate.[; or
(4) Impact eligibility other than at the time of eligibility determination or re-determination. 

(c)  For purposes of implementing the citizenship eligibility verification requirements mandated 
by title IV of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act, 8 U.S.C. § 
1601 et seq., only the citizenship and immigration status of the child, who is the primary 
beneficiary of the CCDF benefit, is relevant.  Therefore, a Lead Agency or other administering 
agency may not condition a child’s eligibility for services under § 98.50 based upon the 
citizenship or immigration status of their parent or the provision of any information about the 
citizenship or immigration status of their parent.

Sec. 98.21 Eligibility determination processes
(a) A Lead Agency shall re-determine a child’s eligibility for child care services no sooner than 
12 months following the initial determination or most recent re-determination, subject to the 
following: 
(1) During the period of time between determinations or re-determinations, if the child met all of 
the requirements in §98.20(a) on the date of the most recent eligibility determination or re-
determination, the child shall be considered eligible and will receive services at least at the same 
level, regardless of:
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(i) A change in family income, if that family income does not exceed 85 percent of SMI for a 
family of the same size; or
(ii) A temporary change in the ongoing status of the child’s parent as working or attending a job 
training or educational program. A temporary change shall include, at a minimum: 
(A) Any time-limited absence from work for an employed parent due to reasons such as need to 
care for a family member or an illness;
(B) Any interruption in work for a seasonal worker who is not working between regular industry 
work seasons;   
(C) Any student holiday or break for a parent participating in training or education;   
(D) Any reduction in work, training or education hours, as long as the parent is still working or 
attending training or education.  
(E) Any other cessation of work or attendance at a training or education program that does not 
exceed three months, or a longer period of time established by the Lead Agency;
(F) Any change in age, including turning 13 years old during the eligibility period; and 
(G) Any change in residency within the State, Territory, or Tribal service area.
(2)(i) Lead Agencies have the option, but are not required, to discontinue assistance due to a 
parent’s loss of work or cessation of attendance at a job training or educational program that does 
not constitute a temporary change in accordance with paragraph (a)(1)(ii) of this section.
However, if the Lead Agency exercises this option, it must continue assistance at least at the same 
level for a period of not less than three months after each such loss or cessation in order for the 
parent to engage in job search and resume work, or resume attendance at a job training or 
educational activity.
(ii) At the end of the minimum three-month period of continued assistance, if the parent is 
engaged in a qualifying work, education, or training activity, with income below 85% of SMI, 
assistance cannot be terminated and the child must continue receiving assistance until the next 
scheduled re-determination, or at Lead Agency option, for an additional minimum 12-month 
eligibility period.
(iii) If a Lead Agency chooses to initially qualify a family for CCDF assistance based a parent’s 
status of seeking employment or engaging in job search, the Lead Agency has the option to end 
assistance after a minimum of three months if the parent has still not found employment, although 
assistance should continue if the parent becomes employed during the job search period. 
(3) Lead Agencies cannot increase family co-payment amounts, established in accordance with §
98.45(k), within the minimum 12-month eligibility period except as described in paragraph (b)(3) 
of this section. 
(4) Because a child meeting eligibility requirements at the most recent eligibility determination or 
re-determination is considered eligible between re-determinations as described in paragraph (a)(1)
of this section, any payment for such a child shall not be considered an error or improper payment 
under subpart K of this part due to a change in the family’s circumstances.  
(5) Notwithstanding paragraph (a)(1), the Lead Agency may discontinue assistance prior to the 
next re-determination in limited circumstances where there have been:   
(i) Excessive unexplained absences despite multiple attempts by the Lead Agency or designated 
entity to contact the family and provider, including prior notification of possible discontinuation 
of assistance;
(A) If the Lead Agency chooses this option, it shall define the number of unexplained absences 
that shall be considered excessive; 
(ii) A change in residency outside of the State, Territory, or Tribal service area; or 
(iii) Substantiated fraud or intentional program violations that invalidate prior determinations of 
eligibility.

(b)(1) Lead Agencies that establish family income eligibility at a level less than 85 percent of 
SMI for a family of the same size (in order for a child to initially qualify for assistance) must 
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provide a graduated phase-out by implementing two-tiered eligibility thresholds, with the second 
tier of eligibility (used at the time of eligibility re-determination) set at: 
(i) 85 percent of SMI for a family of the same size; or
(ii) An amount lower than 85 percent of SMI for a family of the same size, but above the Lead 
Agency’s initial eligibility threshold, that: 
(A) Takes into account the typical household budget of a low income family; and  
(B) Provides justification that the second eligibility threshold is: 
(1) Sufficient to accommodate increases in family income over time that are typical for low-
income workers and that promote and support family economic stability; and   
(2) Reasonably allows a family to continue accessing child care services without unnecessary 
disruption,   
(2) At re-determination, a child shall be considered eligible (pursuant to paragraph (a) of this 
section) if their parents, at the time of re-determination, are working or attending a job training or 
educational program even if their income exceeds the Lead Agency’s income limit to initially 
qualify for assistance, as long as their income does not exceed the second tier of eligibility
described in (b)(1); 
(3) A family meeting the conditions described in (b)(2) shall be eligible for services pursuant to 
the conditions described in § 98.20 and all other paragraphs of § 98.21, with the exception of the 
co-payment restrictions at § 98.21(a)(3). To help families transition off of child care assistance,
Lead Agencies may gradually adjust co-pay amounts for families whose children are determined 
eligible under the graduated phase-out conditions described in paragraph (b)(2) and may require 
additional reporting on changes in family income as described in paragraph (e)(3) of this section, 
provided such requirements do not constitute an undue burden, pursuant to conditions described 
in (e)(2)(ii) and (iii) of this section.  

(c) The Lead Agency shall establish processes for initial determination and redetermination of 
eligibility that take into account irregular fluctuation in earnings, including policies that ensure 
temporary increases in income, including temporary increases that result in monthly income 
exceeding 85 percent of SMI (calculated on a monthly basis), do not affect eligibility or family 
co-payments. 

(d) The Lead Agency shall establish procedures and policies to ensure parents, especially parents 
receiving assistance through the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program, are 
not required to unduly disrupt their education, training, or employment in order to complete the 
eligibility re-determination process.

(e) The Lead Agency shall specify in the Plan any requirements for parents to notify the Lead 
Agency of changes in circumstances during the minimum 12-month eligibility period, and 
describe efforts to ensure such requirements do not place an undue burden on eligible families 
that could impact continued eligibility between redeterminations.  
(1) The Lead Agency must require families to report a change at any point during the minimum 
12-month period, limited to:  
(i) If the family’s income exceeds 85% of SMI, taking into account irregular income fluctuations; 
or  
(ii) At the option of the Lead Agency, the family has experienced a non-temporary cessation of 
work, training, or education.  
(2) Any additional requirements the Lead Agency chooses, at its option, to impose on parents to
provide notification of changes in circumstances to the Lead Agency or entities designated to 
perform eligibility functions shall not constitute an undue burden on families. Any such 
requirements shall:
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(i) Limit notification requirements to items that impact a family’s eligibility (e.g., only if income 
exceeds 85 percent of SMI, or there is a non-temporary change in the status of the child’s parent 
as working or attending a job training or educational program) or those that enable the Lead 
Agency to contact the family or pay providers; 
(ii) Not require an office visit in order to fulfill notification requirements; and 
(iii) Offer a range of notification options (e.g., phone, email, online forms, extended submission 
hours) to accommodate the needs of working parents;
(3) During a period of graduated phase-out, the Lead Agency may require additional reporting on 
changes in family income in order to gradually adjust family co-payments, if desired, as described 
in paragraph (b)(3) of this section.   
(4) Lead Agencies must allow families the option to voluntarily report changes on an ongoing 
basis. 
(i) Lead Agencies are required to act on this information provided by the family if it would 
reduce the family’s co-payment or increase the family’s subsidy.
(ii) Lead Agencies are prohibited from acting on information that would reduce the family’s 
subsidy unless the information provided indicates the family’s income exceeds 85 percent SMI 
for a family of the same size, taking into account irregular income fluctuations, or, at the option 
of the Lead Agency, the family has experienced a non-temporary change in the work, training, or 
educational status.

(f) Lead Agencies must take into consideration children’s development and learning and promote 
continuity of care when authorizing child care services. 

(g) Lead Agencies are not required to limit authorized child care services strictly based on the 
work, training, or educational schedule of the parent(s) or the number of hours the parent(s) spend 
in work, training, or educational activities.] 

Subpart D--Program Operations (Child Care Services) Parental Rights and Responsibilities

Sec. 98.30 Parental choice
(a) The parent or parents of each eligible child within the State who receives or is offered child 
care services for which financial assistance is provided under CCDF, are given the option either:
(1) To enroll the child with an eligible child care provider that has a grant or contract for the 
provision of such services, if such services are available; or
(2) To receive a child care certificate as defined in § 98.2. Such choice shall be offered any time 
that child care services are made available to a parent.     

(b) When a parent elects to enroll the child with a provider that has a grant or contract for the 
provision of child care services, the child will be enrolled with the provider selected by the parent 
to the maximum extent practicable.

(c) In cases in which a parent elects to use a child care certificate, such certificate:
(1) Will be issued directly to the parent;
(2) Shall be of a value commensurate with the subsidy value of the child care services provided 
under paragraph (a)(1) of this section;
(3) May be used as a deposit for child care services if such a deposit is required of other children 
being cared for by the provider; 
(4) May be used for child care services provided by a sectarian organization or agency, including 
those that engage in religious activities, if those services are chosen by the parent;
(5) May be expended by providers for any sectarian purpose or activity that is part of the child 
care services, including sectarian worship or instruction;
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(6) Shall not be considered a grant or contract to a provider but shall be considered assistance to 
the parent. 

(d) Child care certificates shall be made available to any parents offered child care services.

(e)(1) For child care services, certificates under paragraph (a)(2) of this section shall permit 
parents to choose from a variety of child care categories, including: 
(i) Center-based child care{;(ii) Group home child care;};
({iii}[ii]) Family child care; and
({iv}[iii]) In-home child care, with limitations, if any, imposed by the Lead Agency and 
described in its Plan at § 98.16({g}[i])(2). Under each of the above categories, care by a sectarian 
provider may not be limited or excluded. 
(2) Lead Agencies shall provide information regarding the range of provider options, as described 
in § 98.33, under paragraph (e)(1) of this section, including care by sectarian providers and 
relatives, to families offered child care services. 

(f) With respect to State and local regulatory requirements under § 98.40, health and safety 
requirements under § 98.41, and payment rates under § 98.{43}[5], CCDF funds will not be 
available to a Lead Agency if State or local rules, procedures or other requirements promulgated 
for purposes of the CCDF significantly restrict parental choice by:
(1) Expressly or effectively excluding:
(i) Any category of care or type of provider, as defined in § 98.2; or 
(ii) Any type of provider within a category of care; or 
(2) Having the effect of limiting parental access to or choice from among such categories of care 
or types of providers, as defined in § 98.2[, with the exception of in-home care]; or
(3) Excluding a significant number of providers in any category of care or of any type as defined 
in § 98.2. 

[(g) As long as provisions at paragraph (f) of this section are met, parental choice provisions shall 
not be construed as prohibiting a Lead Agency from establishing policies that require providers of 
child care services for which assistance is provided under this part to meet higher standards of 
quality, such as those identified in a quality rating and improvement system or other transparent 
system of quality indicators.

(h) Parental choice provisions shall not be construed as prohibiting a Lead Agency from 
providing parents with information and incentives that encourage the selection of high-quality 
child care.]

Sec. 98.31 Parental access 
The Lead Agency shall have in effect procedures to ensure that providers of child care services 
for which assistance is provided afford parents unlimited access to their children, and to the 
providers caring for their children, during normal hours of provider operation and whenever the 
children are in the care of the provider. The Lead Agency shall provide a detailed description [in 
the Plan] of such procedures.

Sec. 98.32 Parental complaints
The State shall:
[(a) Establish or designate a hotline or similar reporting process for parents to submit complaints 
about child care providers;] 
([b]{a}) Maintain a record of substantiated parental complaints;
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([c]{b}) Make information regarding such parental complaints available to the public on request; 
{and} 
([d]
[(1)

{c}) The Lead Agency shall provide a detailed description [in the Plan] of how:
Complaints are substantiated and responded to, including whether or not the State 

uses monitoring as part of its process for responding to complaints for both CCDF and 
non-CCDF providers; and, 
(2) A record of substantiated complaints is maintained and is made available.]{such 
record is maintained and is made available.} 

Sec. 98.33 Consumer [and provider] education
The Lead Agency shall:
(a) Certify that it will collect and disseminate {to parents and the general public consumer 
education information that will promote informed child care choices including, at a minimum, 
information about
(1) The full range of providers available, and} [ consumer education information to parents of 
eligible children, the general public, and providers through a consumer-friendly and easily 
accessible website that ensures the widest possible access to services for families who speak 
languages other than English and persons with disabilities, including: 
(1) Lead Agency processes, including: 
(i) The process for licensing child care providers pursuant to § 98.40;
(ii) The process for conducting monitoring and inspections of child care providers pursuant to § 
98.42: 
(iii) Policies and procedures related to criminal background checks for child care providers 
pursuant to § 98.43; and 
(iv) The offenses that prevent individuals from serving as child care providers.
(2) A localized list of all licensed child care providers, and, at the discretion of the Lead Agency,
all eligible child care providers (other than an individual who is related to all children for whom 
child care services are provided), differentiating between licensed and license-exempt providers, 
searchable by zip code;  
(3)The quality of a provider as determined by the Lead Agency through a quality rating and 
improvement system or other transparent system of quality indicators, if such information is 
available for the provider. 
(4) Results of monitoring and inspection reports for all eligible and licensed child care providers
(other than an individual who is related to all children for whom child care services are provided), 
including those required at § 98.42 and those due to major substantiated complaints about failure 
to comply with provisions at § 98.41 and Lead Agency child care policies. Lead Agencies shall 
post in a timely manner full monitoring and inspection reports, either in plain language or with a 
plain language summary, for parents and child care providers to understand, and shall establish a 
process for correcting inaccuracies in the reports. Such results shall include:
(i) Information on the date of such inspection;  
(ii) Information on corrective action taken by the State and child care provider, where applicable;  
(iii) Any health and safety violations, including any fatalities and serious injuries occurring at the 
provider, prominently displayed on the report or summary;  
and 
(iv) A minimum of 3 years of results where available. 
(5) Aggregate number of deaths and serious injuries (for each provider category and licensing 
status) and instances of substantiated child abuse that occurred in child care settings each year, for 
eligible providers.
(6) Referrals to local child care resource and referral organizations.
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(7) Directions on how parents can contact the Lead Agency or its designee and other programs to 
help them understand information included on the website. 

(b) Certify that it will collect and disseminate, through resource and referral organizations or 
other means as determined by the State, including, but not limited to, through the website 
described in paragraph (a) of this section, to parents of eligible children and the general public,
and where applicable providers, information about: 
(1) The availability of the full diversity of child care services to promote informed parental 
choice, including information about: 
(i) the availability of child care services under this part and other programs for which families 
may be eligible, as well as the availability of financial assistance to obtain child care services; 
(ii) Other programs for which families that receive assistance under this part may be eligible, 
including: 
(A) Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.); 
(B) Head Start and Early Head Start (42 U.S.C. 9831 et seq.); 
(C) Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) (42 U.S.C. 8621 et seq.);
(D) Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) (7 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.);
(E) Special supplemental nutrition program for women, infants, and children (42 U.S.C. 1786);
(F) Child and Adult Care Food Program (CACFP) (42 U.S.C. 1766);  
(G) Medicaid and the State children’s health insurance programs (42 U.S.C. 1396 et seq., 1397aa 
et seq.); 
(iii) Programs carried out under section 619 and part C of the Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act (IDEA) (20 U.S.C. 1419, 1431 et seq.) 
(iv) Research and best practices concerning children’s development, meaningful parent and 
family engagement, and physical health and development, particularly healthy eating and 
physical activity; and 
(v) State policies regarding social-emotional behavioral health of children which may include 
positive behavioral health intervention and support models for birth to school-age or age- 
appropriate, and policies to prevent suspension and expulsion of children birth to age five in child 
care and other early childhood programs, as described in the Plan pursuant to § 98.16(ee), 
receiving assistance under this part. 

(c) Provide information on developmental screenings to parents as part of the intake process for 
families receiving assistance under this part, and to providers through training and education, 
including: 
(1) Information on existing resources and services the State can make available in conducting 
developmental screenings and providing referrals to services when appropriate for children who 
receive assistance under this part, including the coordinated use of the Early and Periodic 
Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment program (42 U.S.C. 1396 et seq.) and developmental 
screening services available under section 619 and part C of the Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act (20 U.S.C. 1419, 1431 et seq.); and
(2) A description of how a family or eligible child care provider may utilize the resources and 
services described in paragraph (c)(1) of this section to obtain developmental screenings for 
children who receive assistance under this part who may be at risk for cognitive or other 
developmental delays, which may include social, emotional, physical, or linguistic delays.  

(d) For families that receive assistance under this part, provide specific information about the 
child care provider selected by the parent, including health and safety requirements met by the 
provider pursuant to § 98.41, any licensing or regulatory requirements met by the provider, date 
the provider was last inspected, any history of violations of these requirements, and any voluntary 
quality standards met by the provider.  Information must also describe how CCDF subsidies are 
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designed to promote equal access in accordance with § 98.45, how to submit a complaint through 
the hotline at § 98.32(a), and how to contact local resource and referral agencies or other 
community-based supports that assist parents in finding and enrolling in quality child care. 

(e) Provide linkages to databases related to paragraph (a) to HHS for implementing a national 
website and other uses as determined by the Secretary.]

({b}[f]) Inform parents who receive TANF benefits about the requirement at section 407(e)(2) of 
the Social Security Act [(42 U.S.C. 607(e)(2))] that the TANF agency make an exception to the 
individual penalties associated with the work requirement for any single custodial parent who has 
a demonstrated inability to obtain needed child care for a child under six years of age. The 
information may be provided directly by the Lead Agency, or, pursuant to Sec. 98.11, other 
entities, and shall include:
(1) The procedures the TANF agency uses to determine if the parent has a demonstrated inability 
to obtain needed child care; 
(2) The criteria or definitions applied by the TANF agency to determine whether the parent has a 
demonstrated inability to obtain needed child care, including: 
(i) “Appropriate child care''; 
(ii) “Reasonable distance'';
(iii) “Unsuitability of informal child care'';
(iv) “Affordable child care arrangements'';
(3) The clarification that assistance received during the time an eligible parent receives the 
exception referred to in paragraph ({b}[f]) of this section will count toward the time limit on 
Federal benefits required at section 408(a)(7) of the Social Security Act[ (42 U.S.C. 608(a)(7)).] 

({c}[g]) Include in the{ biennial Plan}[triennial Plan] the definitions or criteria the TANF agency 
uses in implementing the exception to the work requirement specified in paragraph ({b}[f]) of 
this section. 

Sec. 98.34 Parental rights and responsibilities 
Nothing under this part shall be construed or applied in any manner to infringe on or usurp the 
moral and legal rights and responsibilities of parents or legal guardians.

Subpart E--Program Operations (Child Care Services) Lead Agency and Provider 
Requirements

Sec. 98.40 Compliance with applicable State and local regulatory requirements
(a) Lead Agencies shall:
(1) Certify that they have in effect licensing requirements applicable to child care services 
provided within the area served by the Lead Agency; 
[(2) Describe in the Plan exemption(s) to licensing requirements, if any, for child care services for 
which assistance is provided, and a demonstration for how such exemption(s) do not endanger the 
health, safety, or development of children who receive services from such providers. Lead 
Agencies must provide the required description and demonstration for any exemptions based on: 
(i) Provider category, type, or setting;
(ii) Length of day;  
(iii) Providers not subject to licensing because the number of children served falls below a State-
defined threshold; and 
(iv) Any other exemption to licensing requirements; and 
(3)] Provide a detailed description [in the Plan] of the requirements under paragraph (a)(1) of this 
section and of how they are effectively enforced.
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(b)(1) This section does not prohibit a Lead Agency from imposing more stringent standards and 
licensing or regulatory requirements on child care providers of services for which assistance is 
provided under the CCDF than the standards or requirements imposed on other child care 
providers. 
(2) Any such additional requirements shall be consistent with the safeguards for parental choice 
in § 98.30(f). 

Sec. 98.41 Health and safety requirements 
(a) {Although the Act specifically states it does not require the establishment of any new or 
additional requirements if existing requirements comply with the requirements of the statute, 
}[E]{e}ach Lead Agency shall certify that there are in effect, within the State (or other area 
served by the Lead Agency), under State, local or tribal law, requirements [(appropriate to 
provider setting and age of children served) that are] designed[, implemented, and enforced] to 
protect the health and safety of children[. Such requirements must be] applicable to child care 
providers of services for which assistance is provided under this part. Such requirements[, which 
are subject to monitoring pursuant to § 98.42, shall:
(1) Include health and safety topics consisting of, at a minimum: 
(i)] The prevention and control of infectious diseases (including immunizations); [w]ith respect to 
immunizations, the following provisions apply:
[(A)] As part of their health and safety provisions in this area, {States and Territories}[Lead 
Agencies] shall assure that children receiving services under the CCDF are age-appropriately 
immunized. Those health and safety provisions shall incorporate (by reference or otherwise) the 
latest recommendation for childhood immunizations of the respective State[,]{ or} territorial[, or 
tribal] public health agency.
[(B)]
[(1)]

Notwithstanding [this] paragraph (a)(1)(i), Lead Agencies may exempt:
Children who are cared for by relatives (defined as grandparents, great grandparents, 

siblings (if living in a separate residence), aunts, and uncles)[, provided there are no other 
unrelated children who are cared for in the same setting.] 
[(2)] Children who receive care in their own homes[, provided there are no other unrelated 
children who are cared for in the home.
(3)]
(4)
[(C) 

Children whose parents object to immunization on religious grounds. 
Children whose medical condition contraindicates immunization. 
Lead Agencies shall establish a grace period that allows children experiencing homelessness 

and children in foster care to receive services under this part while providing their families 
(including foster families) a reasonable time to take any necessary action to comply with 
immunization and other health and safety requirements.
(1) The length of such grace period shall be established in consultation with the State, Territorial,
or Tribal health agency.
(2) Any payment for such child during the grace period shall not be considered an error or 
improper payment under subpart K of this part.  
(3) The Lead Agency may also, at its option, establish grace periods for other children who are 
not experiencing homelessness or in foster care.  
(4) Lead Agencies must coordinate with licensing agencies and other relevant State, Territorial, 
Tribal and local agencies to provide referrals and support to help families of children receiving 
services during a grace period comply with immunization and other health and safety 
requirements;
(ii) Prevention of sudden infant death syndrome and use of safe sleeping practices;
(iii) Administration of medication, consistent with standards for parental consent; 
(iv) Prevention and response to emergencies due to food and allergic reactions; 
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(v) Building and physical premises safety, including identification of and protection from 
hazards, bodies of water, and vehicular traffic;
(vi) Prevention of shaken baby syndrome, abusive head trauma, and child maltreatment; 
(vii) Emergency preparedness and response planning for emergencies resulting from a natural 
disaster, or a man-caused event (such as violence at a child care facility), within the meaning of 
those terms under section 602(a)(1) of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency 
Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 5195a(a)(1)) that shall include procedures for evacuation, relocation, 
shelter-in-place and lock down, staff and volunteer emergency preparedness training and practice 
drills, communication and reunification with families, continuity of operations, and 
accommodation of infants and toddlers, children with disabilities, and children with chronic 
medical conditions; 
(viii) Handling and storage of hazardous materials and the appropriate disposal of 
biocontaminants; 
(ix) Appropriate precautions in transporting children, if applicable; 
(x) Pediatric Ffirst aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation;  
(xi) Recognition and reporting of child abuse and neglect, in accordance with the requirement at 
paragraph (e) of this section; and  
(xii) May include requirements relating to:  
(A) Nutrition (including age-appropriate feeding);  
(B) Access to physical activity;  
(C) Caring for children with special needs; or  
(D) Any other subject area determined by the Lead Agency to be necessary to promote child 
development or to protect children’s health and safety. 
(2) Include minimum health and safety training on the topics above, as described in § 98.44. ]

(b) Lead Agencies may not set health and safety standards and requirements {under}[ other than 
those required in] paragraph (a) of this section that are inconsistent with the parental choice 
safeguards in § 98.30(f). 

(c) The requirements in paragraph (a) of this section shall apply to all providers of child care 
services for which assistance is provided under this part, within the area served by the Lead 
Agency, except the relatives specified{ in paragraph (e) of this section}[at § 98.42(c).]

[(d) Lead Agencies shall describe in the Plan standards for child care services for which 
assistance is provided under this part, appropriate to strengthening the adult and child relationship 
in the type of child care setting involved, to provide for the safety and developmental needs of the 
children served, that address: 
(1) Group size limits for specific age populations;
(2) The appropriate ratio between the number of children and the number of caregivers, in terms 
of age of children in child care; and]
(3) Required qualifications for [caregivers in child care settings as described at § 98.44(a)(4).

(e) Lead Agencies shall certify that caregivers, teachers, and directors of child care providers 
within the State or service area will comply with the State’s, Territory’s or Tribe’s child abuse 
reporting requirements as required by section 106(b)(2)(B)(i) of the Child Abuse and Prevention 
and Treatment Act (42 U.S.C. 5106a(b)(2)(B)(i)) or other child abuse reporting procedures and 
laws in the service area. 

Sec. 98.42 Enforcement of licensing and health and safety requirements] 
([a]) Each Lead Agency shall certify [in the Plan] that procedures are in effect to ensure that child 
care providers of services for which assistance is [made available in accordance with this 
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part,]within the area served by the Lead Agency, comply with all applicable State, local, or tribal 
health and safety requirements[, including those] described [in § 98.41]{ of this section.}  

[(b) Each Lead Agency shall certify in the Plan it has monitoring policies and practices applicable 
to all child care providers and facilities eligible to deliver services for which assistance is 
provided under this part. The Lead Agency shall:
(1) Ensure individuals who are hired as licensing inspectors are qualified to inspect those child 
care providers and facilities and have received training in related health and safety requirements
appropriate to provider setting and age of children served.  Training shall include, but is not 
limited to, those requirements described in § 98.41, and all aspects of the State, Territory, or 
Tribe’s licensure requirements;
(2) Require inspections of child care providers and facilities, performed by licensing inspectors 
(or qualified inspectors designated by the Lead Agency), as specified below: 
(i) For licensed child care providers and facilities,  
(A) Not less than one pre-licensure inspection for compliance with health, safety, and fire 
standards, and  
(B) Not less than annually an unannounced inspection for compliance with all child care licensing 
standards, which shall include an inspection for compliance with health and safety (including, but 
not limited to, those requirements described in § 98.41)  and fire standards (inspectors may 
inspect for compliance with all three standards at the same time); and 
(ii) For license-exempt child care providers and facilities that are eligible to provide services for 
which assistance is made available in accordance with this part, an annual inspection for 
compliance with health and safety (including, but not limited to, those requirements described in 
§ 98.41), and fire standards; 
(iii) Coordinate, to the extent practicable, monitoring efforts with other Federal, State, and local 
agencies that conduct similar inspections. 
(iv) The Lead Agency may, at its option:
(A) Use differential monitoring or a risk-based approach to design annual inspections, provided 
that the contents covered during each monitoring visit is representative of the full complement of 
health and safety requirements;  
(B) Develop alternate monitoring requirements for care provided in the child’s home that are 
appropriate to the setting; and
(3) Ensure the ratio of licensing inspectors to such child care providers and facilities is 
maintained at a level sufficient to enable the State, Territory, or Tribe to conduct effective 
inspections on a timely basis in accordance with the applicable Federal, State, Territory, Tribal, 
and local law; 
(4) Require child care providers to report to a designated State, Territorial, or Tribal entity any 
serious injuries or deaths of children occurring in child care.  

(c)] For the purposes of this section[ and § 98.41, Lead Agencies may exclude] grandparents, 
great grandparents, siblings (if such providers live in a separate residence), aunts, or uncles[, from 
the term “child care providers.” If the Lead Agency chooses to exclude these providers, the Lead 
Agency shall provide a description and justification in the CCDF Plan, pursuant to § 98.16(1), of 
requirements, if any, that apply to these providers.

Sec. 98.43 Criminal background checks
(a)(1) States, Territories, and Tribes, through coordination of the Lead agency with other State, 
territorial, and tribal agencies, shall have in effect:
(i) Requirements, policies, and procedures to require and conduct criminal background checks for 
child care staff members (including prospective child care staff members) of all licensed,
regulated, or registered child care providers and all child care providers eligible to deliver 
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services for which assistance is provided under this part as described in paragraph (a)(2) of this 
section;
(ii) Licensing, regulation, and registration requirements, as applicable, that prohibit the 
employment of child care staff members as described in paragraph (c) of this section; and
(iii) Requirements, policies, and procedures in place to respond as expeditiously as possible to 
other States’, Territories’, and Tribes’ requests for background check results in order to 
accommodate the 45 day timeframe required in paragraph (e)(1) of this section. 
(2) In this section:  
(i) Child care provider means a center-based child care provider, a family child care provider, or 
another provider of child care services for compensation and on a regular basis that: 
(A) Is not an individual who is related to all children for whom child care services are provided; 
and 
(B) Is licensed, regulated, or registered under State law or eligible to receive assistance provided 
under this subchapter; and 
(ii) Child care staff member means an individual (other than an individual who is related to all 
children for whom child care services are provided):
(A) Who is employed by a child care provider for compensation, including contract employees or 
self-employed individuals; 
(B) Whose activities involve the care or supervision of children for a child care provider or 
unsupervised access to children who are cared for or supervised by a child care provider; or 
(C) Any individual residing in a family child care home age 18 and older. 

(b) A criminal background check for a child care staff member under paragraph (a) of this section
shall include: 
(1) A Federal Bureau of Investigation fingerprint check using Next Generation Identification; 
(2) A search of the National Crime Information Center’s National Sex Offender Registry; and
(3) A search of the following registries, repositories, or databases in the State where the child care 
staff member resides and each State where such staff member resided during the preceding five
years:
(i) State criminal registry or repository, with the use of fingerprints being: 
(A) Required in the State where the staff member resides; 
(B) Optional in other States;
(ii) State sex offender registry or repository; and
(iii) State-based child abuse and neglect registry and database.

(c)(1) A child care staff member shall be ineligible for employment by child care providers of 
services for which assistance is made available in accordance with this part, if such individual:
(i) Refuses to consent to the criminal background check described in paragraph (b) of this section; 
(ii) Knowingly makes a materially false statement in connection with such criminal background 
check;
(iii) Is registered, or is required to be registered, on a State sex offender registry or repository or 
the National Sex Offender Registry; or
(iv) Has been convicted of a felony consisting of— 
(A) Murder, as described in section 1111 of title 18, United States Code; 
(B) Child abuse or neglect; 
(C) A crime against children, including child pornography; 
(D) Spousal abuse;
(E) A crime involving rape or sexual assault;
(F) Kidnapping;
(G) Arson;
(H) Physical assault or battery; or
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(I) Subject to paragraph (e)(4) of this section, a drug-related offense committed during the 
preceding 5 years; or 
(v) Has been convicted of a violent misdemeanor committed as an adult against a child, including 
the following crimes: child abuse, child endangerment, sexual assault, or of a misdemeanor 
involving child pornography.
(2) A child care provider described in paragraph (a)(2)(i) of this section shall be ineligible for 
assistance provided in accordance with this subchapter if the provider employs a staff member 
who is ineligible for employment under paragraph (c)(1) of this section. 

(d)(1) A child care provider covered by paragraph (a)(2)(i) of this section shall submit a request, 
to the appropriate State, Territorial, or Tribal agency, defined clearly on the State or Territory
website described in paragraph (g) of this section, for a criminal background check described in 
paragraph (b) of this section, for each child care staff member (including prospective child care 
staff members) of the provider.
(2) Subject to paragraph (d)(3) of this section, the provider shall submit such a request:
(i) Prior to the date an individual becomes a child care staff member of the provider; and 
(ii) Not less than once during each 5-year period for any existing staff member.
(3) A child care provider shall not be required to submit a request under paragraph (d)(2) of this 
section for a child care staff member if:
(i) The staff member received a background check described in paragraph (b) of this section; 
(A) Within 5 years before the latest date on which such a submission may be made; and
(B) While employed by or seeking employment by another child care provider within the State;
(ii) The State provided to the first provider a qualifying background check result, consistent with 
this subchapter, for the staff member; and 
(iii) The staff member is employed by a child care provider within the State, or has been 
separated from employment from a child care provider within the State for a period of not more 
than 180 consecutive days. 
(4) A prospective staff member may begin work for a child care provider described in paragraph
(a)(2)(i) of this section after completing either the check described at paragraph (b)(1) or (b)(3)(i)
of this section in the State where the prospective staff member resides. Pending completion of all 
background check components in paragraph (b) of this section, the staff member must be 
supervised at all times by an individual who received a qualifying result on a background check 
described in paragraph (b) of this section within the past five years .  

(e) Background check results. (1) The State, Territory, or Tribe shall carry out the request of a
child care provider for a criminal background check as expeditiously as possible, but not to 
exceed 45 days after the date on which the provider submitted the request, and shall provide the 
results of the criminal background check to such provider and to the current or prospective staff 
member.
(2) States, Territories, and Tribes shall ensure the privacy of background check results by:
(i) Providing the results of the criminal background check to the provider in a statement that 
indicates whether a child care staff member (including a prospective child care staff member) is 
eligible or ineligible for employment described in paragraph (c)(1) of this section, without 
revealing any disqualifying crime or other related information regarding the individual.
(ii) If the child care staff member is ineligible for such employment due to the background check, 
the State, Territory, or Tribe will, when providing the results of the background check, include 
information related to each disqualifying crime, in a report to the staff member or prospective 
staff member, along with information on the opportunity to appeal, described in paragraph (e)(3) 
of this section . 
(iii) No State, Territory, or Tribe shall publicly release or share the results of individual 
background checks, except States and Tribes may release aggregated data by crime as listed 
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under paragraph (c)(1)(iv) of this section from background check results, as long as such data is
not personally identifiable information. 
(3) States, Territories, and Tribes shall provide for a process by which a child care staff member 
(including a prospective child care staff member) may appeal the results of a criminal background 
check conducted under this section to challenge the accuracy or completeness of the information 
contained in such member’s criminal background report. The State, Territory, and Tribe shall 
ensure that:
(i) Each child care staff member is given notice of the opportunity to appeal;
(ii) A child care staff member will receive clear instructions about how to complete the appeals 
process if the child care staff member wishes to challenge the accuracy or completeness of the 
information contained in such member’s criminal background report; 
(iii) If the staff member files an appeal, the State, Territory, or Tribe will attempt to verify the 
accuracy of the information challenged by the child care staff member, including making an 
effort to locate any missing disposition information related to the disqualifying crime;
(iv) The appeals process is completed in a timely manner for each child care staff member; and 
(v) Each child care staff member shall receive written notice of the decision.  In the case of a 
negative determination, the decision should indicate the State’s efforts to verify the accuracy of 
information challenged by the child care staff member, as well as any additional appeals rights 
available to the child care staff member.
(4) States, Territories, and Tribes may allow for a review process through which the State, 
Territory, or Tribe may determine that a child care staff member (including a prospective child 
care staff member) disqualified for a crime specified in paragraph (c)(1)(iv)(I) of this section is 
eligible for employment described in paragraph (c)(1) of this section, notwithstanding paragraph
(c)(2) of this section.  The review process shall be consistent with title VII of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000e et seq.);
(5) Nothing in this section shall be construed to create a private right of action if a provider has 
acted in accordance with this section.

(f) Fees for background checks. Fees that a State, Territory, or Tribe may charge for the costs of 
processing applications and administering a criminal background check as required by this 
section shall not exceed the actual costs for the processing and administration.

(g) Transparency. The State or Territory must ensure that its policies and procedures under this 
section, including the process by which a child care provider or other State or Territory may 
submit a background check request, are published in the website of the State or Territory as
described in § 98.33(a) and the website of local lead agencies.

(h) Disqualifications for other crimes. (1) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent a 
State, Territory, or Tribe from disqualifying individuals as child care staff members based on 
their conviction for crimes not specifically listed in paragraph (c)(1) of this section that bear 
upon the fitness of an individual to provide care for and have responsibility for the safety and 
well-being of children. 
(2) Nothing in this section shall be construed to alter or otherwise affect the rights and remedies 
provided for child care staff members or prospective staff members residing in a State that 
disqualifies individuals as child care staff members for crimes not specifically provided for under 
this section. 
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Sec. 98.44 Training and professional development 
(a) The Lead Agency must describe in the Plan the State or Territory framework for training, 
professional development, and postsecondary education for caregivers, teachers, and directors, 
including those working in school-age care, that:
(1) Is developed in consultation with the State Advisory Council on Early Childhood Education 
and Care (designated or established pursuant to section 642B(b)(1)(A)(i) of the Head Start Act 
(42 U.S.C. 9837b(b)(1)(A)(i))) or similar coordinating body; 
(2) May engage training and professional development providers, including higher education , in 
aligning training and education opportunities with the State’s framework; 
(3) Addresses professional standards and competencies, career pathways, advisory structure, 
articulation, and workforce information and financing;  
(4) Establishes qualifications in accordance with § 98.41(d)(3) designed to enable child care and 
school-age care providers that provide services for which assistance is provided in accordance 
with this part to promote the social, emotional, physical, and cognitive development of children 
and improve the knowledge and skills of caregivers, teachers and directors in working with 
children and their families;
(5) Includes professional development conducted on an ongoing basis, providing a progression of 
professional development (which may include encouraging the pursuit of postsecondary 
education); 
(6) Reflects current research and best practices relating to the skills necessary for caregivers, 
teachers, and directors to meet the developmental needs of participating children and engage 
families, including culturally and linguistically appropriate practices; and 
(7) Improves the quality, diversity, stability, and retention (including financial incentives and 
compensation improvements) of caregivers, teachers, and directors. 

(b) The Lead Agency must describe in the Plan its established requirements for pre-service or 
orientation (to be completed within three months) and ongoing professional development for 
caregivers, teachers, and directors of child care providers of services for which assistance is 
provided under the CCDF that, to the extent practicable, align with the State framework:
(1) Accessible pre-service or orientation training in health and safety standards appropriate to the 
setting and age of children served that addresses:  
(i) Each of the requirements relating to matters described in § 98.41(a)(1)(i) through (xi),  
specifying critical health and safety training that must be completed before caregivers, teachers, 
and directors are allowed to care for children unsupervised; 
(ii) At the Lead Agency option, matters described in § 98.41(a)(1)(xii); , and  
(iii) Child development, including the major domains (cognitive, social, emotional, physical 
development and approaches to learning);
(2) Ongoing, accessible professional development, aligned to a progression of professional 
development, including the minimum annual requirement for hours of training and professional 
development for eligible caregivers, teachers and directors, appropriate to the setting and age of 
children served, that:
(i) Maintains and updates health and safety training standards described in § 98.41(a)(1)(i) 
through (xi), and at the Lead Agency option, in § 98.41(a)(1) (xii); 
(ii) Incorporates knowledge and application of the State’s early learning and developmental 
guidelines for children birth to kindergarten (where applicable); 
(iii) Incorporates social-emotional behavior intervention models for children birth through school-
age, which may include positive behavior intervention and support models including preventing 
and reducing expulsions and suspensions of preschool-aged and school-aged children;  
(iv) To the extent practicable, are appropriate for a population of children that includes:  
(A) Different age groups; 
(B) English learners; 
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(C) Children with developmental delays and disabilities; and
(D) Native Americans, including Indians, as the term is defined in section 4 of the Indian Self-
Determination and Education Assistance Act (25 U.S.C. 450b) (including Alaska Natives within 
the meaning of that term), and Native Hawaiians (as defined in section 6207 of the Elementary 
and Secondary Education Act of 1965); 
(v) To the extent practicable, awards continuing education units or is credit-bearing; and  
(vi) Shall be accessible to caregivers, teachers, and directors supported through Indian tribes or 
tribal organizations that receive assistance under this subchapter.] 

{Sec. 98.42 Sliding fee scales.
(a) Lead Agencies shall establish, and periodically revise, by rule, a sliding fee scale(s) that 
provides for cost sharing by families that receive CCDF child care services. 
(b) A sliding fee scale(s) shall be based on income and the size of the family and may be based on 
other factors as appropriate.
(c) Lead Agencies may waive contributions from families whose incomes are at or below the 
poverty level for a family of the same size.}

Sec. 98.4{3}[5] Equal access
(a) The Lead Agency shall certify that the payment rates for the provision of child care services 
under this part are sufficient to ensure equal access, for eligible families in the area served by the 
Lead Agency, to child care services comparable to those provided to families not eligible to 
receive CCDF assistance or child care assistance under any other Federal, State, or tribal 
programs.  
(b) The Lead Agency shall provide [in the Plan] a summary of the [data and] facts relied on to 
determine that its payment rates ensure equal access. At a minimum, the summary shall include 
facts showing: 
(1) How a choice of the full range of providers{, e.g., center, group, family, and in-home care,} is 
made available[, and the extent to which child care providers participate in the CCDF subsidy 
system and any barriers to participation, including barriers related to payment rates and practices, 
based on information obtained in accordance with paragraph (d)(2) of this section; ] 
(2) How payment rates are adequate [and have been established] based on [the most recent 
market rate survey or alternative methodology conducted in accordance with paragraph (c) of this 
section;]
[(3) How base payment rates enable providers to meet health, safety, quality, and staffing
requirements in accordance with paragraphs (f)(1)(ii)(A) and (f)(2)(ii) of this section; 
(4) How the Lead Agency took the cost of higher quality into account in accordance with 
paragraph (f)(2)(iii) of this section, including how payment rates for higher- quality care, as 
defined by the Lead Agency using a quality rating and improvement system or other system of 
quality indicators, relate to the estimated cost of care at each level of quality;]
{a local market rate survey conducted no earlier than two years prior to the effective date of the 
currently approved Plan; }
({3}[5}) How co-payments based on a sliding fee scale are affordable, as stipulated at [paragraph 
(k) of this section; if applicable, a rationale for the Lead Agency’s policy on whether child care 
providers may charge additional amounts to families above the required family co-payment, 
including a demonstration that the policy promotes affordability and access; analysis of the 
interaction between any such additional amounts with the required family co-payments, and of 
the ability of subsidy payment rates to provide access to care without additional fees; and data on 
the extent to which CCDF providers charge such additional amounts to (based on information 
obtained in accordance with paragraph (d)(2) of this section);
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(6) How the Lead Agency’s payment practices support equal access to a range of providers by 
providing stability of funding and encouraging more child care providers to serve children 
receiving CCDF subsidies, in accordance with paragraph (l) of this section;  
(7) How and on what factors the Lead Agency differentiates payment rates; and
(8) Any additional facts the Lead Agency considered in determining that its payment rates ensure 
equal access.

(c) The Lead Agency shall demonstrate in the Plan that it has developed and conducted, not 
earlier than two years before the date of the submission of the Plan, either:
(1) A statistically valid and reliable survey of the market rates for child care services; or
(2) An alternative methodology, such as a cost estimation model, that has been: 
(i) Proposed by the Lead Agency; and  
(ii) Approved in advance by ACF. 

(d) The Lead Agency must:
(1) Ensure that the market rate survey or alternative methodology reflects variations by 
geographic location, category of provider, and age of child; 
(2) Track through the market rate survey or alternative methodology, or through a separate
source, information on the extent to which: 
(i) Child care providers are participating in the CCDF subsidy program and any barriers to 
participation, including barriers related to payment rates and practices; and 
(ii) CCDF child care providers charge amounts to families more than the required family co-
payment (under paragraph (k) of this section) in instances where the provider’s price exceeds the 
subsidy payment., including data on the size and frequency of any such amounts. 

(e) Prior to conducting the market rate survey or alternative methodology, the Lead Agency must  
consult with: 
(1) The State Advisory Council on Early Childhood Education and Care (designated or 
established pursuant to section 642B(b)(1)(A)(i) of the Head Start Act (42 U.S.C. 
9837b(b)(1)(A)(i))) or similar coordinating body, local child care program administrators, local 
child care resource and referral agencies, and other appropriate entities; and
(2) Organizations representing child care caregivers, teachers, and directors.

(f) After conducting the market rate survey or alternative methodology, the Lead Agency must: 
(1) Prepare a detailed report containing the results, and make the report widely available, 
including by posting it on the Internet, not later than 30 days after the completion of the report.  
The report must include:  
(i) The results of the market rate survey or alternative methodology;
(ii) The estimated cost of care (including any relevant variation by geographic location, category 
of provider, or age of child) to support:  
(A) Child care providers’ implementation of the health, safety, quality, and staffing requirements 
at §§ 98.41 through 98.44; and 
(B) Higher-quality care, as defined by the Lead Agency using a quality rating and improvement 
system or other system of quality indicators, at each level of quality; and 
(iii) The Lead Agency’s response to stakeholder views and comments.
(2) Set payment rates for CCDF assistance:
(i) In accordance with the results of the most recent market rate survey or alternative 
methodology conducted pursuant to paragraph (c) of this section; 
(ii) With base payment rates established at least at a level sufficient for child care providers to 
meet health, safety quality, and staffing requirements in accordance with paragraph (f)(1)(ii)(A)
of this section;  
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(iii) Taking into consideration the cost of providing higher-quality child care services, including 
consideration of the information at each level of higher quality required by paragraph (f)(1)(ii)(B) 
of this section;
(iv) Taking into consideration the views and comments of the public obtained in accordance with 
paragraph (e) and through other processes determined by the Lead Agency; and 
(v) Without, to the extent practicable, reducing the number of families receiving CCDF 
assistance.]

([g]{c}) A Lead Agency may not establish different payment rates based on a family’s eligibility 
status[ , such as TANF status]{or circumstances.} 

([h]{d}) Payment rates under paragraph (a) of this section shall be consistent with the parental 
choice requirements in § 98.30. 

([i]{e}) Nothing in this section shall be construed to create a private right of action[ if the Lead 
Agency acts in accordance with the Act and this part.

(j) Nothing in this part shall be construed to prevent a Lead Agency from differentiating payment 
rates on the basis of such factors as:
(1) Geographic location of child care providers (such as location in an urban or rural area); 
(2) Age or particular needs of children (such as the needs of children with disabilities, children 
served by child protective services, and children experiencing homelessness);
(3) Whether child care providers provide services during the weekend or other non-traditional 
hours; or 
(4) The Lead Agency’s determination that such differential payment rates may enable a parent to 
choose high-quality child care that best fits the parents’ needs. 

(k) Lead Agencies shall establish, and periodically revise, by rule, a sliding fee scale(s) for 
families that receive CCDF child care services that:
(1) Helps families afford child care and enables choice of a range of child care options;
(2) Is based on income and the size of the family and may be based on other factors as 
appropriate, but may not be based on the cost of care or amount of subsidy payment; 
(3) Provides for affordable family co-payments that are not a barrier to families receiving 
assistance under this part; and
(4) At Lead Agency discretion, allows for co-payments to be waived for families whose incomes 
are at or below the poverty level for a family of the same size, that have children who receive or 
need to receive protective services, or that meet other criteria established by the Lead Agency.

(l) The Lead Agency shall demonstrate in the Plan that it has established payment practices 
applicable to all CCDF child care providers that:
(1) Ensure timeliness of payment by either: 
(i) Paying prospectively prior to the delivery of services; or 
(ii) Paying within no more than 21 calendar days of the receipt of a complete invoice for services.
(2) To the extent practicable, support the fixed costs of providing child care services by delinking 
provider payments from a child’s occasional absences by:  
(i) Paying based on a child’s enrollment rather than attendance; 
(ii) Providing full payment if a child attends at least 85 percent of the authorized time; 
(iii) Providing full payment if a child is absent for five or fewer days in a month; or
(iv) An alternative approach for which the Lead Agency provides a justification in its Plan. 
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(3) Reflect generally-accepted payment practices of child care providers that serve children who 
do not receive CCDF subsidies, which must include (unless the Lead Agency provides evidence 
that such practices are not generally-accepted in the State or service area):
(i) Paying on a part-time or full-time basis (rather than paying for hours of service or smaller 
increments of time); and
(ii) Paying for reasonable mandatory registration fees that the provider charges to private-paying 
parents. 
(4) Ensure child care providers receive payment for any services in accordance with a written 
payment agreement or authorization for services that includes, at a minimum, information 
regarding provider payment policies, including rates, schedules, any fees charged to providers, 
and the dispute resolution process required by paragraph (l)(6);
(5) Ensure child care providers receive prompt notice of changes to a family’s eligibility status 
that may impact payment, and that such notice is sent to providers no later than the day the Lead 
Agency becomes aware that such a change will occur;  
(6) Include timely appeal and resolution processes for any payment inaccuracies and disputes.]

Sec. 98.4[46] Priority for child care services

[(a)] Lead Agencies shall give priority for services provided under § 98.50(a) to: 
[(1)
[(2)]

]{(a) }Children of families with very low family income (considering family size);{ and}
{ (b) }Children with special needs[, which may include any vulnerable populations as 

defined by the Lead Agency; and 
(3) Children experiencing homelessness. 

(b) Lead Agencies shall prioritize increasing access to high-quality child care and development 
services for children of families in areas that have significant concentrations of poverty and 
unemployment and that do not have a sufficient number of such programs.] 

Sec. 98.4{5}[7] List of Providers
If a Lead Agency does not have a registration process for child care providers who are unlicensed 
or unregulated under State, local, or tribal law, it is required to maintain a list of the names and 
addresses of unlicensed or unregulated providers of child care services for which assistance is 
provided under this part. 

Sec. 98.4{6}[8] Nondiscrimination in admissions on the basis of religion
(a) Child care providers (other than family child care providers, as defined in § 98.2) that receive 
assistance through grants and contracts under the CCDF shall not discriminate in admissions 
against any child on the basis of religion. 
(b) Paragraph (a) of this section does not prohibit a child care provider from selecting children for 
child care slots that are not funded directly (i.e., through grants or contracts to providers) with 
assistance provided under the CCDF because such children or their family members participate 
on a regular basis in other activities of the organization that owns or operates such provider. 
(c) Notwithstanding paragraph (b) of this section, if 80 percent or more of the operating budget of 
a child care provider comes from Federal or State funds, including direct or indirect assistance 
under the CCDF, the Lead Agency shall assure that before any further CCDF assistance is given 
to the provider, 
(1) The grant or contract relating to the assistance, or
(2) The admission policies of the provider specifically provide that no person with responsibilities 
in the operation of the child care program, project, or activity will discriminate, on the basis of 
religion, in the admission of any child. 
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Sec. 98.4{7}[9] Nondiscrimination in employment on the basis of religion
(a) In general, except as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, nothing in this part modifies or 
affects the provision of any other applicable Federal law and regulation relating to discrimination 
in employment on the basis of religion. 
(1) Child care providers that receive assistance through grants or contracts under the CCDF shall 
not discriminate, on the basis of religion, in the employment of caregivers as defined in § 98.2. 
(2) If two or more prospective employees are qualified for any position with a child care provider, 
this section shall not prohibit the provider from employing a prospective employee who is already 
participating on a regular basis in other activities of the organization that owns or operates the 
provider. 
(3) Paragraphs (a)(1) and (2) of this section shall not apply to employees of child care providers if 
such employees were employed with the provider on November 5, 1990. 

(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a) of this section, a sectarian organization may require that 
employees adhere to the religious tenets and teachings of such organization and to rules 
forbidding the use of drugs or alcohol. 

(c) Notwithstanding paragraph (b) of this section, if 80 percent or more of the operating budget of 
a child care provider comes from Federal and State funds, including direct and indirect assistance 
under the CCDF, the Lead Agency shall assure that, before any further CCDF assistance is given 
to the provider, 
(1) The grant or contract relating to the assistance, or
(2) The employment policies of the provider specifically provide that no person with 
responsibilities in the operation of the child care program will discriminate, on the basis of 
religion, in the employment of any individual as a caregiver, as defined in § 98.2. 

Subpart F--Use of Child Care and Development Funds

Sec. 98.50 Child care services

{(a) Of the funds remaining after applying the provisions of paragraphs (c), (d) and (e) of this 
section the Lead Agency shall spend a substantial portion funds to provide direct child care 
services to low-income working families.}

([a]
(1)

{b})[ Direct c]{C}hild care services shall be provided: 
 To eligible children, as described in § 98.20; 

(2) Using a sliding fee scale, as described in § 98.{424}[5(k);] 
(3) Using funding methods provided for in § 98.30; and 
(4) Based on the priorities in § 98.4[46]. 

([b]{c}) Of the aggregate amount of funds expended [by a State or Territory] (i.e., Discretionary, 
Mandatory, and Federal and State share of Matching funds){,}[;]
[(1) N]{n}o less tha[n seven percent in fiscal years 2016 and 2017, eight percent in fiscal years 
2018 and 2019, and nine percent in fiscal year 2020 and each succeeding fiscal year] {four 
percent }shall be used for activities[ designed ]to improve the quality of child care [services and 
increase parental options for, and access to, high-quality child care as described at § 98.53, and 
(2) No less than three percent in fiscal year 2017 and each succeeding fiscal year shall be used to 
carry out activities at §98.53(a)(4) as such activities relate to the quality of care for infants and 
toddlers.  
(3) Nothing in this section shall preclude the State or Territory from reserving a larger percentage 
of funds to carry out activities described in paragraphs (b)(1) and (2) of this section.
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(c) Funds expended from each fiscal year’s allotment on quality activities pursuant to paragraph 
(b) of this section: 
(1) Must be in alignment with an assessment of the Lead Agency’s need to carry out such 
services and care as required at § 98.53(a);
(2) Must include measurable indicators of progress in accordance with § 98.53(f); and 
(3) May be provided directly by the Lead Agency or through grants or contracts with local child 
care resource and referral organizations or other appropriate entities.]

(d) Of the aggregate amount of funds expended (i.e., Discretionary, Mandatory, and Federal and 
State share of Matching Funds), no more than five percent may be used for administrative 
activities as described at § 98.5[4]{2}. 

(e) Not less than 70 percent of the Mandatory and [Federal and State share of] Matching Funds 
shall be used to meet the child care needs of families who:
(1) Are receiving assistance under a State program under Part A of title IV of the Social Security 
Act[;]{,}
(2) Are attempting through work activities to transition off such assistance program;, and 
(3) Are at risk of becoming dependent on such assistance program.

[(f) From Discretionary amounts provided for a fiscal year, the Lead Agency shall:
(1) Reserve the minimum amount required under paragraph (b) of this section for quality 
activities, and the funds for administrative costs described at paragraph (d) of this section; and 
(2) From the remainder, use not less than 70 percent to fund direct services (provided by the Lead 
Agency).  

(g) Of the funds remaining after applying the provisions of paragraphs (a) through (f) of this 
section, the Lead Agency shall spend a substantial portion of funds to provide direct child care 
services to low-income families who are working or attending training or education.]

([h]{f}) Pursuant to § 98.16([i]{g})(4), the Plan shall specify how the State will meet the child 
care needs of families described in paragraph (e) of this section.

[Sec. 98.51 Services for children experiencing homelessness. 
Lead Agencies shall expend funds on activities that improve access to quality child care services 
for children experiencing homelessness, including:  
(a) The use of procedures to permit enrollment (after an initial eligibility determination) of 
children experiencing homelessness while required documentation is obtained;   
(1) If, after full documentation is provided, a family experiencing homelessness is found 
ineligible,
(i) The Lead Agency shall pay any amount owed to a child care provider for services provided as 
a result of the initial eligibility determination; and  
(ii) Any CCDF payment made prior to the final eligibility determination shall not be considered 
an error or improper payment under subpart K of this part;
(b) Training and technical assistance for providers and appropriate Lead Agency (or designated 
entity) staff on identifying and serving children experiencing homelessness and their families; and 
(c) Specific outreach to families experiencing homelessness. 

Sec. 98.52 Child care resource and referral system
(a) A Lead Agency may expend funds to establish or support a system of local or regional child 
care resource and referral organizations that is coordinated, to the extent determined appropriate 
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by the Lead Agency, by a statewide public or private nonprofit, community-based or regionally 
based, lead child care resource and referral organization.
(b) If a Lead Agency uses funds as described in paragraph (a) of this section, the local or regional 
child care resource and referral organizations supported shall, at the direction of the Lead 
Agency: 
(1) Provide parents in the State with consumer education information referred to in § 98.33 
(except as otherwise provided in that paragraph), concerning the full range of child care options 
(including faith-based and community-based child care providers), analyzed by provider, 
including child care provided during nontraditional hours and through emergency child care 
centers, in their political subdivisions or regions; 
(2) To the extent practicable, work directly with families who receive assistance under this 
subchapter to offer the families support and assistance, using information described in paragraph
(b)(1) of this section, to make an informed decision about which child care providers they will 
use, in an effort to ensure that the families are enrolling their children in the most appropriate 
child care setting to suit their needs and one that is of high quality (as determined by the Lead 
Agency);
(3) Collect data and provide information on the coordination of services and supports, including 
services under section 619 and part C of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (20 
U.S.C. 1431, et seq.), for children with disabilities (as defined in section 602 of such Act (20 
U.S.C. 1401)); 
(4) Collect data and provide information on the supply of and demand for child care services in 
political subdivisions or regions within the State and submit such information to the State;
(5) Work to establish partnerships with public agencies and private entities, including faith- based
and community-based child care providers, to increase the supply and quality of child care 
services in the State; and
(6) As appropriate, coordinate their activities with the activities of the State Lead Agency and 
local agencies that administer funds made available in accordance with this part.]

Sec. 98.5{1}[3] Activities to improve the quality of child care 
(a) {No less than four percent of the aggregate funds expended by the Lead Agency for a fiscal 
year, and including the amounts expended in the State pursuant to § 98.53(b), shall be expended 
for quality activities. }[The Lead Agency must expend funds from each fiscal year’s allotment on
quality activities pursuant to §§ 98.50(b) and  98.83(g) in accordance with an assessment of need
by the Lead Agency.  Such funds must be used to carry out at least one of the following 
quality]activities to improve the quality of child care services for all children, regardless of CCDF 
receipt, in accordance with paragraph (d)[ of this section:] 
{(1) These activities may include but are not limited to:}[(1) Supporting the training, professional 
development, and postsecondary education of the child care workforce as part of a progression of 
professional development through activities such as those included at § 98.44, in addition to: 
(i) Offering training, professional development, and postsecondary education opportunities for 
child care caregivers, teachers and directors that:  
(A) Relate to the use of scientifically-based, developmentally-appropriate, culturally-appropriate, 
and age-appropriate strategies to promote the social, emotional, physical, and cognitive 
development of children, including those related to nutrition and physical activity, and  
(B) Offer specialized training, professional development, and postsecondary education for 
caregivers, teachers and directors caring for those populations prioritized at § 98.44(b)(2)(iv), and 
children with disabilities;
(ii) Incorporating the effective use of data to guide program improvement and improve 
opportunities for caregivers, teachers and directors to advance on their progression of training, 
professional development, and postsecondary education; 
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(iii) Including effective, age-appropriate behavior management strategies and training, including 
positive behavior interventions and support models for birth to school-age, that promote positive 
social and emotional development and reduce challenging behaviors, including reducing 
suspensions and expulsions of children under age five for such behaviors; 
(iv) Providing training and outreach on engaging parents and families in culturally and 
linguistically appropriate ways to expand their knowledge, skills, and capacity to become 
meaningful partners in supporting their children’s positive development; 
(v) Providing training corresponding to the nutritional and physical activity needs of children to 
promote healthy development; 
(vi) Providing training or professional development for caregivers, teachers and directors
regarding the early neurological development of children; and 
(vii) Connecting child care caregivers, teachers, and directors with available Federal and State 
financial aid that would assist these individuals in pursuing relevant postsecondary education, or 
delivering financial resources directly through programs that provide scholarships and 
compensation improvements for education attainment and retention. 
(2) Improving upon the development or implementation of the early learning and development 
guidelines at § 98.15(a)(9) by providing technical assistance to eligible child care providers in 
order to enhance the cognitive, physical, social, and emotional development and overall well-
being of participating children. 
(3) Developing, implementing, or enhancing a tiered quality rating and improvement system for 
child care providers and services to meet consumer education requirements at § 98.33, which 
may:
(i) Support and assess the quality of child care providers in the State, Territory, or Tribe;
(ii) Build on licensing standards and other regulatory standards for such providers; 
(iii) Be designed to improve the quality of different types of child care providers and services; 
(iv) Describe the safety of child care facilities;
(v) Build the capacity of early childhood programs and communities to promote parents’ and 
families’ understanding of the early childhood system and the ratings of the program in which the 
child is enrolled;
(vi) Provide, to the maximum extent practicable, financial incentives and other supports designed 
to expand the full diversity of child care options and help child care providers improve the quality 
of services; and
(vii) Accommodate a variety of distinctive approaches to early childhood education and care, 
including but not limited to, those practiced in faith-based settings, community-based settings, 
child-centered settings, or similar settings that offer a distinctive approach to early childhood 
development. 
(4) Improving the supply and quality of child care programs and services for infants and toddlers 
through activities, which may include: 
(i) Establishing or expanding high-quality community or neighborhood-based family and child 
development centers, which may serve as resources to child care providers in order to improve 
the quality of early childhood services provided to infants and toddlers from low-income families 
and to help eligible child care providers improve their capacity to offer high-quality, age-
appropriate care to infants and toddlers from low-income families;
(ii) Establishing or expanding the operation of community or neighborhood-based family child
care networks;
(iii) Promoting and expanding child care providers’ ability to provide developmentally 
appropriate services for infants and toddlers through, but not limited to: 
(A) Training and professional development for caregivers, teachers and directors, including 
coaching and technical assistance on this age group’s unique needs from statewide networks of 
qualified infant-toddler specialists; and
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(B) Improved coordination with early intervention specialists who provide services for infants 
and toddlers with disabilities under part C of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (20 
U.S.C. 1431 et seq.);
(iv) If applicable, developing infant and toddler components within the Lead Agency’s quality 
rating and improvement system described in paragraph (a)(3) of this section for child care 
providers for infants and toddlers, or the development of infant and toddler components in the 
child care licensing regulations or early learning and development guidelines; 
(v) Improving the ability of parents to access transparent and easy to understand consumer 
information about high-quality infant and toddler care as described at § 98.33; and
(vi) Carrying out other activities determined by the Lead Agency to improve the quality of infant 
and toddler care provided, and for which there is evidence that the activities will lead to improved 
infant and toddler health and safety, infant and toddler cognitive and physical development, or 
infant and toddler well-being, including providing health and safety training (including training in 
safe sleep practices, first aid, and cardiopulmonary resuscitation for providers and caregivers.
(5) Establishing or expanding a statewide system of child care resource and referral services.
(6) Facilitating compliance with Lead Agency requirements for inspection, monitoring, training, 
and health and safety, and with licensing standards. 
(7) Evaluating and assessing the quality and effectiveness of child care programs and services 
offered, including evaluating how such programs positively impact children. 
(8) Supporting child care providers in the voluntary pursuit of accreditation by a national 
accrediting body with demonstrated, valid, and reliable program standards of high-quality.
(9) Supporting Lead Agency or local efforts to develop or adopt high-quality program standards 
relating to health, mental health, nutrition, physical activity, and physical development. 
(10) Carrying out other activities, including implementing consumer education provisions at § 
98.33, determined by the Lead Agency to improve the quality of child care services provided, and 
for which measurement of outcomes relating to improvement of provider preparedness, child 
safety, child well-being, or entry to kindergarten is possible.]

(b) Pursuant to § 98.16({h}[j]), the Lead Agency shall describe in its Plan the activities it will 
fund under this section. 

(c) Non-Federal expenditures required by § 98.553(c) (i.e., the maintenance-of-effort amount) are 
not subject to the requirement at paragraph (a) of this section. 

[(d) Activities to improve the quality of child care services are not restricted to activities affecting 
children meeting eligibility requirements under § 98.20 or to child care providers of services for 
which assistance is provided under this part. 

(e) Unless expressly authorized by law, targeted funds for quality improvement and other set-
asides that may be included in appropriations law may not be used towards meeting the quality 
expenditure minimum requirement at § 98.50(b).

(f) States shall annually prepare and submit reports, including a quality progress report and 
expenditure report, to the Secretary, which must be made publicly available and shall include: 
(1) An assurance that the State was in compliance with requirements at §98.50(b) in the preceding 
fiscal year and information about the amount of funds reserved for that purpose; 
(2) A description of the activities carried out under this section to comply with §98.50(b); 
(3) The measures the State will use to evaluate its progress in improving the quality of child care 
programs and services in the State, and data on the extent to which the State had met these 
measures; 
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(4) A report describing any changes to State regulations, enforcement mechanisms, or other State 
policies addressing health and safety based on an annual review and assessment of serious child 
injuries and any deaths occurring in child care programs serving children receiving assistance 
under this part, and in other regulated and unregulated child care centers and family child care 
homes, to the extent possible; and
(5) A description of how the Lead Agency responded to complaints submitted through the 
national hotline and website, required in section 658L(b) of the CCDBG Act (42 U.S.C. 
9858j(b)).]

Sec. 98.5[4]{2} Administrative costs
(a) Not more than five percent of the aggregate funds expended by the Lead Agency from each 
fiscal year's allotment, including the amounts expended in the State pursuant to § 98.5{3}[5](b), 
shall be expended for administrative activities. These activities may include but are not limited to:
(1) Salaries and related costs of the staff of the Lead Agency or other agencies engaged in the 
administration and implementation of the program pursuant to § 98.11. Program administration 
and implementation include the following types of activities: 
(i) Planning, developing, and designing the Child Care and Development Fund program; 
(ii) Providing local officials and the public with information about the program, including the 
conduct of public hearings; 
(iii) Preparing the application and Plan; 
(iv) Developing agreements with administering agencies in order to carry out program activities;
(v) Monitoring program activities for compliance with program requirements; 
(vi) Preparing reports and other documents related to the program for submission to the Secretary; 
(vii) Maintaining substantiated complaint files in accordance with the requirements of § 98.32; 
(viii) Coordinating the provision of Child Care and Development Fund services with other 
Federal, State, and local child care, early childhood development programs, and before-and after-
school care programs;
(ix) Coordinating the resolution of audit and monitoring findings; 
(x) Evaluating program results; and 
(xi) Managing or supervising persons with responsibilities described in paragraphs (a)(1)(i) 
through (x) of this section; 
(2) Travel costs incurred for official business in carrying out the program;
(3) Administrative services, including such services as accounting services, performed by 
grantees or subgrantees or under agreements with third parties;
(4) Audit services as required at § 98.65; 
(5) Other costs for goods and services required for the administration of the program, including 
rental or purchase of equipment, utilities, and office supplies; and 
(6) Indirect costs as determined by an indirect cost agreement or cost allocation plan pursuant to § 
98.5{5}[7].

[(b) The following activities do not count towards the five percent limitation on administrative 
expenditures in paragraph (a) of this section:
(1) Establishment and maintenance of computerized child care information systems;
(2) Establishing and operating a certificate program; 
(3) Eligibility determination and re-determination; 
(4) Preparation / participation in judicial hearings;
(5) Child care placement;
(6) Recruitment, licensing, inspection of child care providers; 
(7) Training for Lead Agency or sub-recipient staff on billing and claims processes associated 
with the subsidy program;
(8) Reviews and supervision of child care placements;
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(9) Activities associated with payment rate setting;
(10) Resource and referral services; and
(11) Training for child care staff.]

([c]{b}) The five percent limitation at paragraph (a) of this section applies only to the States and 
Territories. The amount of the limitation at paragraph (a) of this section does not apply to Tribes 
or tribal organizations. 

([d]{c}) Non-Federal expenditures required by § 98.535(c) (i.e., the maintenance-of-effort 
amount) are not subject to the five percent limitation at paragraph (a) of this section.

[(e) If a Lead Agency enters into agreements with sub-recipients for operation of the CCDF 
program, the amount of the contract or grant attributable to administrative activities as described 
in this section shall be counted towards the five percent limit.]

Sec. 98.5[5]{3} Matching [F]{f}und requirements
(a) Federal matching funds are available for expenditures in a State based upon the formula 
specified at § 98.63(a). 

(b) Expenditures in a State under paragraph (a) of this section will be matched at the Federal 
medical assistance rate for the applicable fiscal year for allowable activities, as described in the 
approved State Plan, that meet the goals and purposes of the Act.

(c) In order to receive Federal matching funds for a fiscal year under paragraph (a) of this section: 
(1) States shall also expend an amount of non-Federal funds for child care activities in the State 
that is at least equal to the State's share of expenditures for fiscal year 1994 or 1995 (whichever is 
greater) under sections 402(g) and (i) of the Social Security Act as these sections were in effect 
before October 1, 1995; and 
(2) The expenditures shall be for allowable services or activities, as described in the approved 
State Plan if appropriate, that meet the goals and purposes of the Act.
(3) All Mandatory Funds are obligated in accordance with § 98.60(d)(2)(i). 

(d) The same expenditure may not be used to meet the requirements under both paragraphs (b) 
and (c) of this section in a fiscal year.

(e) An expenditure in the State for purposes of this subpart may be:
(1) Public funds when the funds are: 
(i) Appropriated directly to the Lead Agency specified at § 98.10, or transferred from another 
public agency to that Lead Agency and under its administrative control, or certified by the 
contributing public agency as representing expenditures eligible for Federal match;
(ii) Not used to match other Federal funds; and 
(iii) Not Federal funds, or are Federal funds authorized by Federal law to be used to match other 
Federal funds; or
(2) Donated from private sources when the donated funds: 
(i) Are donated without any restriction that would require their use for a specific individual, 
organization, facility or institution;
(ii) Do not revert to the donor's facility or use; 
(iii) Are not used to match other Federal funds; 
(iv) Shall be certified both by the Lead Agency and by the donor (if funds are donated directly to 
the Lead Agency) or the Lead Agency and the entity designated by the State to receive donated 
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funds pursuant to {§ 98.535}[paragraph ](f) [of this section ](if funds are donated directly to the 
designated entity) as available and representing funds eligible for Federal match; and
(v) Shall be subject to the audit requirements in § 98.65 of these regulations. 

(f) Donated funds need not be transferred to or under the administrative control of the Lead 
Agency in order to qualify as an expenditure eligible to receive Federal match under this 
[sub]section. They may be given to the public or private entities designated by the State to 
implement the child care program in accordance with § 98.11 provided that such entities are 
identified and designated in the State Plan to receive donated funds in accordance with § 
98.16({c}[d])(2).

(g) The following are not counted as an eligible State expenditure under this Part: 
(1) In-kind contributions; and
(2) Family contributions to the cost of care as required by § 98.4{2}[5(k).] 

(h) Public pre-kindergarten (pre-K) expenditures:
(1) May be used to meet the maintenance-of-effort requirement only if the State has not reduced 
its expenditures for full-day/full-year child care services; and
(2) May be eligible for Federal match if the State includes in its Plan, as provided in § 
98.16({q}[w]), a description of the efforts it will undertake to ensure that pre-K programs meet 
the needs of working parents.
(3) In any fiscal year, a State may use public pre-K funds for up to 20% of the funds serving as
maintenance-of-effort under this subsection. In addition, in any fiscal year, a State may use other 
public pre-K funds as expenditures serving as State matching funds under this subsection; such 
public pre-K funds used as State expenditures may not exceed 30% of the amount of a State's 
expenditures required to draw down the State's full allotment of Federal matching funds available 
under this subsection.
(4) If applicable, the CCDF Plan shall reflect the State's intent to use public pre-K funds in excess 
of 10%, but not for more than 20% of its maintenance-of-effort or 30% of its State matching 
funds in a fiscal year. Also, the Plan shall describe how the State will coordinate its pre-K and 
child care services to expand the availability of child care.

(i) Matching funds are subject to the obligation and liquidation requirements at § 98.60(d)(3).

Sec. 98.5[64] Restrictions on the use of funds
(a) General. (1) Funds authorized under section 418 of the Social Security Act and section 658B 
of the Child Care and Development Block Grant Act, and all funds transferred to the Lead 
Agency pursuant to section 404(d) of the Social Security Act, shall be expended consistent with 
these regulations. Funds transferred pursuant to section 404(d) of the Social Security Act shall be 
treated as Discretionary Funds;
(2) Funds shall be expended in accordance with applicable State and local laws, except as 
superseded by § 98.3. 

(b) Construction. (1) For State and local agencies and nonsectarian agencies or organizations, no 
funds shall be expended for the purchase or improvement of land, or for the purchase, 
construction, or permanent improvement of any building or facility. However, funds may be 
expended for minor remodeling, and for upgrading child care facilities to assure that providers 
meet State and local child care standards, including applicable health and safety requirements.
[Improvements or upgrades to a facility which are not specified under the definitions of 
construction or major renovation at § 98.2 may be considered minor remodeling and are, 
therefore, not prohibited.]
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(2) For sectarian agencies or organizations, the prohibitions in paragraph (b)(1) of this section
apply; however, funds may be expended for minor remodeling only if necessary to bring the 
facility into compliance with the health and safety requirements established pursuant to § 98.41. 
(3) Tribes and tribal organizations are subject to the requirements at § 98.84 regarding 
construction and renovation. 

(c) Tuition. Funds may not be expended for students enrolled in grades 1 through 12 for: 
(1) Any service provided to such students during the regular school day; 
(2) Any service for which such students receive academic credit toward graduation; or    
(3) Any instructional services that supplant or duplicate the academic program of any public or 
private school. 

(d) Sectarian purposes and activities. Funds provided under grants or contracts to providers may 
not be expended for any sectarian purpose or activity, including sectarian worship or instruction. 
{Pursuant to § 98.2, a}[A]ssistance provided to parents through certificates is not a grant or 
contract. Funds provided through child care certificates may be expended for sectarian purposes 
or activities, including sectarian worship or instruction when provided as part of the child care 
services.

(e)[ Non-Federal share for other Federal programs. ]The CCDF may not be used as the non-
Federal share for other Federal grant programs[, unless explicitly authorized by statute].

Sec. 98.5[7]{5} Cost allocation 
(a) The Lead Agency and subgrantees shall keep on file cost allocation plans or indirect cost 
agreements, as appropriate, that have been amended to include costs allocated to the CCDF.
(b) Subgrantees that do not already have a negotiated indirect rate with the Federal government 
should prepare and keep on file cost allocation plans or indirect cost agreements, as appropriate.
(c) Approval of the cost allocation plans or indirect cost agreements is not specifically required 
by these regulations, but these plans and agreements are subject to review.

Subpart G--Financial Management

Sec. 98.60 Availability of funds 
(a) The CCDF is available, subject to the availability of appropriations, in accordance with the 
apportionment of funds from the Office of Management and Budget as follows: 
(1) Discretionary Funds are available to States, Territories, and Tribes,
(2) Mandatory and Matching Funds are available to States;
(3) Tribal Mandatory Funds are available to Tribes.

(b) Subject to the availability of appropriations, in accordance with [relevant statutory provisions 
and] the apportionment of funds from the Office of Management and Budget, the Secretary: 
(1) May withhold {no more than one-quarter of one percent}[ a portion] of the CCDF funds made 
available for a fiscal year for the provision of technical assistance[, for research, evaluation, and 
demonstration, and for a national toll-free hotline and website];
(2) Will award the remaining CCDF funds to grantees that have an approved application and 
Plan.

(c) The Secretary may make payments in installments, and in advance or by way of 
reimbursement, with necessary adjustments due to overpayments or underpayments.

(d) The following obligation and liquidation provisions apply to States and Territories: 
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(1) Discretionary Fund allotments shall be obligated in the fiscal year in which funds are awarded 
or in the succeeding fiscal year. Unliquidated obligations as of the end of the succeeding fiscal 
year shall be liquidated within one year.
(2)(i) Mandatory Funds for States requesting Matching Funds per {Sec}.[ § ]98.5{3}[5] shall be 
obligated in the fiscal year in which the funds are granted and are available until expended.
(ii) Mandatory Funds for States that do not request Matching Funds are available until expended.
(3) Both the Federal and non-Federal share of the Matching Fund shall be obligated in the fiscal 
year in which the funds are granted and liquidated no later than the end of the succeeding fiscal 
year.
(4) Except for paragraph (d)(5) of this section, determination of whether funds have been 
obligated and liquidated will be based on: 
(i) State or local law; or,
(ii) If there is no applicable State or local law, the regulation at 45 CFR {92.3}[75.2,
Expenditures and] Obligations {and Outlays (expenditures).} 
(5) Obligations may include subgrants or contracts that require the payment of funds to a third 
party (e.g., subgrantee or contractor). However, the following are not considered third party 
subgrantees or contractors.: 
(i) A local office of the Lead Agency; 
(ii) Another entity at the same level of government as the Lead Agency; or
(iii) A local office of another entity at the same level of government as the Lead Agency.
(6)[ In instances where the Lead Agency issues child care certificates]{For purposes of the 
CCDF}, funds for child care services provided through a child care certificate will be considered 
obligated when a child care certificate is issued to a family in writing that indicates:
(i) The amount of funds that will be paid to a child care provider or family, and 
(ii) The specific length of time covered by the certificate, which is limited to the date established 
for redetermination of the family's eligibility, but shall be no later than the end of the liquidation 
period. 
[(7) In instances where third party agencies issue child care certificates, the obligation of funds 
occurs upon entering into agreement through a subgrant or contract with such agency, rather than 
when the third party issues certificates to a family.]
{(7}8) Any funds not obligated during the obligation period specified in paragraph (d) of this 
section will revert to the Federal government. Any funds not liquidated by the end of the 
applicable liquidation period specified in paragraph (d) of this section will also revert to the 
Federal government.

(e) The following obligation and liquidation provisions apply to Tribal Discretionary and Tribal 
Mandatory Funds: 
(1) Tribal grantees shall obligate all funds by the end of the fiscal year following the fiscal year 
for which the grant is awarded. Any funds not obligated during this period will revert to the 
Federal government.
(2) Obligations that remain unliquidated at the end of the succeeding fiscal year shall be 
liquidated within the next fiscal year. Any tribal funds that remain unliquidated by the end of this 
period will also revert to the Federal government. 

(f) Cash advances shall be limited to the minimum amounts needed and shall be timed to be in 
accord with the actual, immediate cash requirements of the State Lead Agency, its subgrantee or 
contractor in carrying out the purpose of the program in accordance with 31 CFR part 205. 

(g) Funds that are returned (e.g., loan repayments, funds deobligated by cancellation of a child 
care certificate, unused subgrantee funds) as well as program income (e.g., contributions made by 
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families directly to the Lead Agency or subgrantee for the cost of care where the Lead Agency or 
subgrantee has made a full payment to the child care provider) shall,
(1) if received by the Lead Agency during the applicable obligation period, described in 
paragraphs (d) and (e) of this section, be used for activities specified in the Lead Agency's 
approved plan and must be obligated by the end of the obligation period; or 
(2) if received after the end of the applicable obligation period described at paragraphs (d) and (e) 
of this section, be returned to the Federal government. 

(h) Repayment of loans,[ made to child care providers as part of a quality improvement 
activity]pursuant to {Sec.}[§] 98.5{1}[3]{(a)(2)(ii),}, may be made in cash or in services 
provided in-kind. Payment provided in-kind shall be based on fair market value. All loans shall 
be fully repaid.

(i) Lead Agencies shall recover child care payments that are the result of fraud. These payments 
shall be recovered from the party responsible for committing the fraud. 

Sec. 98.61 Allotments from the Discretionary Fund 
(a) To the 50 States, the District of Columbia, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico an amount 
equal to the funds appropriated for the Child Care and Development Block Grant, less amounts 
reserved for technical assistance[, research, and the national hotline and website, pursuant to § 
98.60(b),] and amounts reserved for the Territories and Tribes, pursuant to {Sec. }[§ ]98.60(b) 
and paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section, shall be allotted based upon the formula specified in 
section 658O(b) of the Act[ (42 U.S.C. 9858m(b)).]

(b) For the U.S. Territories of Guam, American Samoa, the Virgin Islands of the United States, 
and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands an amount up to one-half of one percent 
of the amount appropriated for the Child Care and Development Block Grant shall be reserved. 
(1) Funds shall be allotted to these Territories based upon the following factors: 
(i) A Young Child factor--the ratio of the number of children in the Territory under five years of 
age to the number of such children in all Territories; and
(ii) An Allotment Proportion factor--determined by dividing the per capita income of all 
individuals in all the Territories by the per capita income of all individuals in the Territory.
(A) Per capita income shall be:
(1) Equal to the average of the annual per capita incomes for the most recent period of three 
consecutive years for which satisfactory data are available at the time such determination is made; 
and 
(2) Determined every two years.
(B) Per capita income determined, pursuant to paragraph (b)(1)(ii)(A) of this section, will be 
applied in establishing the allotment for the fiscal year for which it is determined and for the 
following fiscal year.(C) If the Allotment Proportion factor determined at paragraph (b)(1)(ii) of 
this section: 
(1) Exceeds 1.2, then the Allotment Proportion factor of the Territory shall be considered to be 
1.2; or 
(2) Is less than 0.8, then the Allotment Proportion factor of the Territory shall be considered to be 
0.8.
(2) The formula used in calculating a Territory's allotment is as follows:
[GRAPHIC] [TIFF OMITTED] 
(ii) For purposes of the formula specified at paragraph (b)(2)(i) of this section, the term “YCF'' 
means the Territory's Young Child factor as defined at paragraph (b)(1)(i) of this section. 
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(iii) For purposes of the formula specified at paragraph (b)(2)(i) of this section, the term “APF'' 
means the Territory's Allotment Proportion factor as defined at paragraph (b)(1)(ii) of this 
section.

(c) For Indian Tribes and tribal organizations, including any Alaskan Native Village or regional 
or village corporation as defined in or established pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims 
Settlement Act (43 U.S.C. 1601 et seq){ an amount up to}[not less than] two percent of the 
amount appropriated for the Child Care and Development Block Grant shall be reserved. 
(1) Except as specified in paragraph (c)(2) of this section, grants to individual tribal grantees will 
be equal to the sum of: 
(i) A base amount as set by the Secretary; and
(ii) An additional amount per Indian child under age 13 (or such similar age as determined by the 
Secretary from the best available data), which is determined by dividing the amount of funds 
available, less amounts set aside for eligible Tribes, pursuant to paragraph  
(c)(1)(i) of this section, by the number of all Indian children living on or near tribal reservations 
or other appropriate area served by the tribal grantee, pursuant to Sec. 98.80(e). 
(2) Grants to Tribes with fewer than 50 Indian children that apply as part of a consortium, 
pursuant to Sec. 98.80(b)(1), are equal to the sum of: 
(i) A portion of the base amount, pursuant to paragraph (c)(1)(i) of this section, that bears the 
same ratio as the number of Indian children in the Tribe living on or near the reservation, or other 
appropriate area served by the tribal grantee, pursuant to 
Sec. 98.80(e), does to 50; and 
(ii) An additional amount per Indian child, pursuant to paragraph (c)(1)(ii) of this section. 
(3) Tribal consortia will receive grants that are equal to the sum of the individual grants of their 
members.

(d) All funds reserved for Territories at paragraph (b) of this section will be allotted to Territories, 
and all funds reserved for Tribes at paragraph (c) of this section will be allotted to tribal grantees. 
Any funds that are returned by the Territories after they have been allotted will revert to the 
Federal government.

(e) For other organizations, up to $2,000,000 may be reserved from the tribal funds reserved at 
paragraph (c) of this section. From this amount the Secretary may award a grant to a Native 
Hawaiian Organization, as defined in section 4009(4) of the Augustus F. Hawkins-Robert T. 
Stafford Elementary and Secondary School Improvement Amendments of 1988 (20 U.S.C. 
4909(4)) and to a private non-profit organization established for the purpose of serving youth who 
are Indians or Native Hawaiians. The Secretary will establish selection criteria and procedures for 
the award of grants under this subsection by notice in the Federal Register.

[(f) Lead Agencies shall expend any funds that may be set-aside for targeted activities pursuant to 
annual appropriations law as directed by the Secretary.]

Sec. 98.62 Allotments from the Mandatory Fund 
(a) Each of the 50 States and the District of Columbia will be allocated from the funds 
appropriated under section 418(a)(3) of the Social Security Act, less the amounts reserved for 
technical assistance pursuant to Sec. 98.60(b)(1) and the amount reserved for Tribes pursuant to 
paragraph (b) of this section, an amount of funds equal to the greater of: 
(1) the Federal share of its child care expenditures under subsections (g) and (i) of section 402 of 
the Social Security Act (as in effect before October 1, 1995) for fiscal year 1994 or 1995 
(whichever is greater); or
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(2) the average of the Federal share of its child care expenditures under the subsections referred to 
in subparagraph (a)(1) of this section for fiscal years 1992 through 1994. 

(b) For Indian Tribes and tribal organizations up to 2 percent of the amount appropriated under 
section 418(a)(3) of the Social Security Act shall be allocated according to the formula at 
paragraph (c) of this section. In Alaska, only the following 13 entities shall receive allocations 
under this subpart, in accordance with the formula at paragraph (c) of this section:
(1) The Metlakatla Indian Community of the Annette Islands Reserve:
(2) Arctic Slope Native Association;
(3) Kawerak, Inc.;
(4) Maniilaq Association;
(5) Association of Village Council Presidents; 
(6) Tanana Chiefs Conference; 
(7) Cook Inlet Tribal Council; 
(8) Bristol Bay Native Association;
(9) Aleutian and Pribilof Islands Association; 
(10) Chugachmuit; 
(11) Tlingit and Haida Central Council; 
(12) Kodiak Area Native Association; and
(13) Copper River Native Association.

(c)(1) Grants to individual Tribes with 50 or more Indian children, and to Tribes with fewer than 
50 Indian children that apply as part of a consortium pursuant to Sec. 98.80(b)(1), will be equal to 
an amount per Indian child under age 13 (or such similar age as determined by the Secretary from 
the best available data), which is determined by dividing the amount of funds available, by the 
number of Indian children in each Tribe's service area pursuant to Sec. 98.80(e). 
(2) Tribal consortia will receive grants that are equal to the sum of the individual grants of their 
members.

Sec. 98.63 Allotments from the Matching Fund
(a) To each of the 50 States and the District of Columbia there is allocated an amount equal to its 
share of the total available under section 418(a)(3) of the Social Security Act[ (42 U.S.C. 
618(a)(3)).] That amount is based on the same ratio as the number of children under age 13 
residing in the State bears to the national total of children under age 13. The number of children 
under 13 is derived from the best data available to the Secretary for the second preceding fiscal 
year.
(b) For purposes of this {sub}section, the amounts available under section 418(a)(3) of the Social 
Security Act excludes the amounts reserved and allocated under Sec. §98.60(b)(1) for technical 
assistance[, research and evaluation, and the national toll-free hotline and website] and under 
{Sec.}[ §] 98.62(a) and (b) for the Mandatory Fund.
(c) Amounts under this subsection are available pursuant to the requirements at {Sec. }[§]
98.5{3}[5](c).

Sec. 98.64 Reallotment and redistribution of funds
(a) According to the provisions of this section State and Tribal Discretionary Funds are subject to 
reallotment, and State Matching Funds are subject to redistribution. State funds are reallotted or 
redistributed only to States as defined for the original allocation. Tribal funds are reallotted only 
to Tribes. Funds granted to the Territories are not subject to reallotment. Any funds granted to the 
Territories that are returned after they have been allotted will revert to the Federal government.
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(b) Any portion of a State's Discretionary Fund allotment that is not required to carry out its Plan, 
in the period for which the allotment is made available, shall be reallotted to other States in 
proportion to the original allotments. For purposes of this paragraph the term ``State'' means the 
50 States, the District of Columbia, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. The other Territories 
and the Tribes may not receive reallotted State Discretionary Funds.
(1) Each year, the State shall report to the Secretary either the dollar amount from the previous 
year's grant that it will be unable to obligate by the end of the obligation period or that all funds 
will be obligated during such time. Such report shall be postmarked by April 1st. 
(2) Based upon the reallotment reports submitted by States, the Secretary will reallot funds.
(i) If the total amount available for reallotment is $25,000 or more, funds will be reallotted to 
States in proportion to each State's allotment for the applicable fiscal year's funds, pursuant to
Sec. 98.61(a). 
(ii) If the amount available for reallotment is less than $25,000, the Secretary will not reallot any 
funds, and such funds will revert to the Federal government. 
(iii) If an individual reallotment amount to a State is less than $500, the Secretary will not issue 
the award, and such funds will revert to the Federal government. 
(3) If a State does not submit a reallotment report by the deadline for report submittal, either: 
(i) The Secretary will determine that the State does not have any funds available for reallotment; 
or 
(ii) In the case of a report postmarked after April 1st, any funds reported to be available for 
reallotment shall revert to the Federal government.
(4) States receiving reallotted funds shall obligate and expend these funds in accordance with Sec. 
98.60. The reallotment of funds does not extend the obligation period or the program period for 
expenditure of such funds.

(c)(1) Any portion of the Matching Fund granted to a State that is not obligated in the period for 
which the grant is made shall be redistributed. Funds, if any, will be redistributed on the request 
of, and only to, those other States that have met the requirements of {Sec.}[ §] 98.5{3}[5](c) in 
the period for which the grant was first made. For purposes of this paragraph [(c)(1),] the term 
``State'' means the 50 States and the District of Columbia. Territorial and tribal grantees may not 
receive redistributed Matching Funds.
(2) Matching Funds allotted to a State under Sec. 98.63(a), but not granted, shall also be 
redistributed in the manner described in paragraph (1) of this section. 
(3) The amount of Matching Funds granted to a State that will be made available for 
redistribution will be based on the State's financial report to ACF for the Child Care and 
Development Fund (ACF-696) and is subject to the monetary limits at paragraph (b)(2) of this 
section.
(4) A State eligible to receive redistributed Matching Funds shall also use the ACF-696 to request 
its share of the redistributed funds, if any. 
(5) A State's share of redistributed Matching Funds is based on the same ratio as the number of 
children under 13 residing in the State to the number of children residing in all States eligible to 
receive and that request the redistributed Matching Funds. 
(6) Redistributed funds are considered part of the grant for the fiscal year in which the 
redistribution occurs.

(d) Any portion of a Tribe's allotment of Discretionary Funds that is not required to carry out its 
Plan, in the period for which the allotment is made available, shall be reallotted to other tribal 
grantees in proportion to their original allotments. States and Territories may not receive 
reallotted tribal funds.
(1) Each year, the Tribe shall report to the Secretary either the dollar amount from the previous 
year's grant that it will be unable to obligate by the end of the obligation period or that all funds 
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will be obligated during such time. Such report shall be postmarked by a deadline established by 
the Secretary.
(2) Based upon the reallotment reports submitted by Tribes, the Secretary will reallot Tribal 
Discretionary Funds among the other Tribes. 
(i) If the total amount available for reallotment is $25,000 or more, funds will be reallotted to 
other tribal grantees in proportion to each Tribe's original allotment for the applicable fiscal year 
pursuant to Sec. 98.62(c). 
(ii) If the total amount available for reallotment is less than $25,000, the Secretary will not reallot 
any funds, and such funds will revert to the Federal government. 
(iii) If an individual reallotment amount to an applicant Tribe is less than $500, the Secretary will 
not issue the award, and such funds will revert to the Federal government.
(3) If a Tribe does not submit a reallotment report by the deadline for report submittal, either:
(i) The Secretary will determine that Tribe does not have any funds available for reallotment; or
(ii) In the case of a report received after the deadline established by the Secretary, any funds 
reported to be available for reallotment shall revert to the Federal government.
(4) Tribes receiving reallotted funds shall obligate and expend these funds in accordance with 
Sec. 98.60. The reallotment of funds does not extend the obligation period or the program period 
for expenditure of such funds.

Sec. 98.65 Audits and financial reporting
(a) Each Lead Agency shall have an audit conducted after the close of each program period in 
accordance with {OMB Circular A-133}[45 CFR part 75 subpart F], and the Single Audit Act 
Amendments of 1996. 
(b) Lead Agencies are responsible for ensuring that subgrantees are audited in accordance with 
appropriate audit requirements.
(c) Not later than 30 days after the completion of the audit, Lead Agencies shall submit a copy of 
their audit report to the legislature of the State or, if applicable, to the Tribal Council(s). Lead 
Agencies shall also submit a copy of their audit report to the HHS Inspector General for Audit 
Services, as well as to their cognizant agency, if applicable.
(d) Any amounts determined through an audit not to have been expended in accordance with 
these statutory or regulatory provisions, or with the Plan, and that are subsequently disallowed by 
the Department shall be repaid to the Federal government, or the Secretary will offset such 
amounts against any other CCDF funds to which the Lead Agency is or may be entitled. 
(e) Lead Agencies shall provide access to appropriate books, documents, papers and records to 
allow the Secretary to verify that CCDF funds have been expended in accordance with the 
statutory and regulatory requirements of the program, and with the Plan. 
(f) The audit required in paragraph (a) of this section shall be conducted by an agency that is 
independent of the State, Territory or Tribe as defined by generally accepted government auditing 
standards issued by the Comptroller General, or a public accountant who meets such independent 
standards.
(g){ The Secretary shall require financial reports as necessary.}[ Lead Agencies shall submit 
financial reports, in a manner specified by ACF, quarterly for each fiscal year until funds are 
expended.
(h) At a minimum, a State or territorial Lead Agency’s quarterly report shall include the 
following information on expenditures under CCDF grant funds, including Discretionary (which 
includes realloted funding and any funds transferred from the TANF block grant), Mandatory, 
and Matching ]F[unds (which includes redistributed funding); and State Matching and 
Maintenance-of-Effort (MOE)] F[unds: 
(1) Child care administration;
(2) Quality activities, including any sub-categories of quality activities as required by ACF; 
(3) Direct services;
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(4) Non-direct services, including:
(i) Establishment and maintenance of computerized child care information systems,
(ii) Certificate program cost / eligibility determination;
(iii) All other non-direct services; and
(5) Such other information as specified by the Secretary.
(i) Tribal Lead Agencies shall submit financial reports annually in a manner specified by ACF.]

Sec. 98.66 Disallowance procedures
(a) Any expenditures not made in accordance with the Act, the implementing regulations, or the 
approved Plan, will be subject to disallowance.
(b) If the Department, as the result of an audit or a review, finds that expenditures should be 
disallowed, the Department will notify the Lead Agency of this decision in writing. 
(c)(1) If the Lead Agency agrees with the finding that amounts were not expended in accordance 
with the Act, these regulations, or the Plan, the Lead Agency shall fulfill the provisions of the 
disallowance notice and repay any amounts improperly expended; or 
(2) The Lead Agency may appeal the finding:
(i) By requesting reconsideration from the Assistant Secretary, pursuant to paragraph (f) of this 
section; or
(ii) By following the procedure in paragraph (d) of this section. 
(d) A Lead Agency may appeal the disallowance decision to the 
Departmental Appeals Board in accordance with 45 CFR part 16. 
(e) The Lead Agency may appeal a disallowance of costs that the 
Department has determined to be unallowable under an award. A grantee may not appeal the 
determination of award amounts or disposition of unobligated balances. 
(f) The Lead Agency's request for reconsideration in (c)(2)(i) of this section shall be postmarked 
no later than 30 days after the receipt of the disallowance notice. A Lead Agency may request an 
extension within the 30-day time frame. The request for reconsideration, pursuant to (c)(2)(i) of 
this section, need not follow any prescribed form, but it shall contain: 
(1) The amount of the disallowance; 
(2) The Lead Agency's reasons for believing that the disallowance was improper; and 
(3) A copy of the disallowance decision issued pursuant to paragraph (b) of this section. 
(g)(1) Upon receipt of a request for reconsideration, pursuant to (c)(2)(i) of this section, the 
Assistant Secretary or the Assistant Secretary's designee will inform the Lead Agency that the 
request is under review.
(2) The Assistant Secretary or the designee will review any material submitted by the Lead 
Agency and any other necessary materials.
(3) If the reconsideration decision is adverse to the Lead Agency's position, the response will 
include a notification of the Lead Agency's right to appeal to the Departmental Appeals Board, 
pursuant to paragraph (d) of this section.
(h) If a Lead Agency refuses to repay amounts after a final decision has been made, the amounts 
will be offset against future payments to the Lead Agency.
(i) The appeals process in this section is not applicable if the disallowance is part of a compliance 
review, pursuant to Sec. 98.90, the findings of which have been appealed by the Lead Agency. 
(j) Disallowances under the CCDF program are subject to interest regulations at 45 CFR part 30. 
Interest will begin to accrue from the date of notification.

Sec. 98.67 Fiscal requirements
(a) Lead Agencies shall expend and account for CCDF funds in accordance with their own laws 
and procedures for expending and accounting for their own funds. 
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(b) Unless otherwise specified in this part, contracts that entail the expenditure of CCDF funds 
shall comply with the laws and procedures generally applicable to expenditures by the contracting 
agency of its own funds. 

(c) Fiscal control and accounting procedures shall be sufficient to permit:
(1) Preparation of reports required by the Secretary under this subpart and under subpart H; and 
(2) The tracing of funds to a level of expenditure adequate to establish that such funds have not 
been used in violation of the provisions of this part. 

[Sec. 98.68 Program integrity
(a) Lead Agencies are required to describe in their Plan effective internal controls that are in place 
to ensure integrity and accountability, while maintaining continuity of services, in the CCDF 
program. These shall include:
(1) Processes to ensure sound fiscal management;
(2) Processes to identify areas of risk; 
(3) Processes to train child care providers and staff of the Lead Agency and other agencies 
engaged in the administration of CCDF about program requirements and integrity; and]
({3}[4])[ Regular evaluation of internal control activities. 

(b) Lead Agencies are required to describe in their Plan the processes that are in place to:
(1) Identify fraud or other program violations, which may include, but are not limited to the 
following: 
(i) Record matching and database linkages;
(ii) Review of attendance and billing records;
(iii) Quality control or quality assurance reviews; and
(iv) Staff training on monitoring and audit processes. 
(2) Investigate and recover fraudulent payments and to impose sanctions on clients or providers in 
response to fraud.

(c) Lead Agencies must describe in their Plan the procedures that are in place for documenting 
and verifying that children receiving assistance under this part meet eligibility criteria at the time 
of eligibility determination and re-determination.  Because a child meeting eligibility 
requirements at the most recent eligibility determination or re-determination is considered eligible 
during the period between re-determinations as described in § 98.21(a)(1):
(1) The Lead Agency shall pay any amount owed to a child care provider for services provided 
for such a child during this period under a payment agreement or authorization for services; and 
(2) Any CCDF payment made for such a child during this period shall not be considered an error 
or improper payment under subpart K of this part due to a change in the family’s circumstances,
as set forth at § 98.21(a).]

Subpart H--Program Reporting Requirements

Sec. 98.70 Reporting requirements
(a) Quarterly Case-level Report--
(1) State and territorial Lead Agencies that receive assistance under the CCDF shall prepare and 
submit to the Department, in a manner specified by the Secretary, a quarterly case-level report of 
monthly family case-level data. Data shall be collected monthly and submitted quarterly. States 
may submit the data monthly if they choose to do so. 
(2) The information shall be reported for the three-month federal fiscal period preceding the 
required report. The first report shall be submitted no later than August 31, 1998, and quarterly 
thereafter. The first report shall include data from the third quarter of FFY 1998 (April 1998 
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through June 1998). States and Territorial Lead Agencies which choose to submit case-level data 
monthly must submit their report for April 1998 no later than July 30, 1998. Following reports 
must be submitted every thirty days thereafter.
(3) State and territorial Lead Agencies choosing to submit data based on a sample shall submit a 
sampling plan to ACF for approval 60 days prior to the submission of the first quarterly report. 
States are not prohibited from submitting case-level data for the entire population receiving 
CCDF services.
(4) Quarterly family case-level reports to the Secretary shall include the information listed in Sec. 
98.71(a).

(b) Annual Report--(1) State and territorial Lead Agencies that receive assistance under CCDF 
shall prepare and submit to the Secretary an annual report. The report shall be submitted, in a 
manner specified by the Secretary, by December 31 of each year and shall cover the most recent 
federal fiscal year (October through September). 
(2) The first annual aggregate report shall be submitted no later than December 31, 1997, and 
every twelve months thereafter.
(3) Biennial reports to Congress by the Secretary shall include the information listed in Sec. 
98.71(b). 

(c) Tribal Annual Report--
(1) Tribal Lead Agencies that receive assistance under CCDF shall prepare and submit to the 
Secretary an annual aggregate report.
(2) The report shall be submitted in the manner specified by the Secretary by December 31 of 
each year and shall cover services for children and families served with CCDF funds during the 
preceding Federal Fiscal Year.
(3) Biennial reports to Congress by the Secretary shall include the information listed in Sec. 
98.71(c).

[(d) State and territorial Lead Agencies shall make the following reports publicly available on a 
website in a timely manner: 
(1) Annual administrative data reports under paragraph (b) of this section; 
(2) Quarterly financial reports under § 98.65(g); and 
(3)  Annual quality progress reports under § 98.53(f).]

Sec. 98.71 Content of reports 
(a) At a minimum, a State or territorial Lead Agency's quarterly case-level report to the 

Secretary, as required in Sec. § 98.70, shall include the following information on services 
provided under CCDF grant funds, including Federal Discretionary (which includes any funds 
transferred from the TANF Block Grant), Mandatory, and Matching Funds; and State Matching 
and Maintenance-of-Effort (MOE) Funds:
(1) The total monthly family income [and family size used] for determining eligibility;
(2) {County}[Zip code] of residence[ of the family and zip code of the location of the child care 
provider]; 
(3) Gender and month/year of birth of children; 
(4) Ethnicity and race of children;
(5) Whether the head of the family is a single parent;
(6) The sources of family income, from employment[ and assistance](including self-
employment), cash or other assistance under the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families 
program under Part A of title IV of the Social Security Act[ (42 U.S.C. 609(a)(7))], cash or other 
assistance under a State program for which State spending is counted toward the maintenance of 
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effort requirement under section 409(a)(7) of the Social Security Act, housing assistance, 
assistance under the Food Stamp Act of 1977; and other assistance programs;
(7) The month/year child care assistance to the family started;
(8) The type(s) of child care in which the child was enrolled (such as family child care, in-home 
care, or center-based child care);
(9) Whether the child care provider {involved} was a relative;
(10) The total monthly child care copayment by the family;
[(11) If applicable, any amount charged by the provider to the family more than the required co-
payment in instances where the provider’s price exceeds the subsidy payment;] 
(1{1}[2]) The total expected dollar amount per month to be received by the provider for each 
child; 
(1{2}[3])
1{3}[4])(

 The total hours per month of such care;
{Social Security Number}[Unique identifier] of the head of the family unit receiving 

child care assistance[, and of the child care provider]; 
(1[45])
[(16)

 Reasons for receiving care; 
Whether the family is experiencing homelessness; 

(17) Whether the parent(s) are in the military service;
(18) Whether the child has a disability; 
(19) Primary language spoken at home; 
(20) Date of the child care provider’s most recent health, safety and fire inspection meeting the 
requirements of § 98.42(b)(2); 
(21) Indicator of the quality of the child care provider; and;]
{(15)}[(22)] Any additional information that the Secretary shall require. 

(b) At a minimum, a State or territorial Lead Agency's annual aggregate report to the Secretary, 
as required in {Sec.}[§] 98.70(b), shall include the following information on services provided 
through all CCDF grant funds, including Federal Discretionary (which includes any funds 
transferred from the TANF Block Grant), Mandatory, and Matching Funds; and State Matching 
and MOE Funds: 
(1) The number of child care providers that received funding under CCDF as separately identified 
based on the types of providers listed in section 658P(5) of the amended Child Care and 
Development Block Grant Act;
(2) The number of children served by payments through certificates or vouchers, contracts or 
grants, and cash under public benefit programs, listed by the primary type of child care services 
provided during the last month of the report period (or the last month of service for those children 
leaving the program before the end of the report period); 
(3) The manner in which consumer education information was provided to parents and the 
number of parents to whom such information was provided; 
(4) The total number (without duplication) of children and families served under CCDF; 
[(5) The number of child fatalities by type of care; ]and
({5}[6]) Any additional information that the Secretary shall require.

(c) {At a minimum, a }[A] Tribal Lead Agency's annual report {to the Secretary}, as required in 
[§] 98.70(c), shall include [such information as the Secretary shall require.  ]{the following 
information on services provided through all CCDF tribal grant awards: 
(1) Unduplicated number of families and children receiving services;

(2) Children served by age;
(3) Children served by reason for care;
(4) Children served by payment method (certificate/voucher or contract/grants); 
(5) Average number of hours of care provided per week; 
(6) Average hourlymonthly amount paid for care; 
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(7) Children served by level of family income; and
(8) Children served by type of child care providers.}

Subpart I--Indian Tribes

Sec. 98.80 General procedures and requirements
An Indian Tribe or tribal organization (as described in Subpart G of these regulations) may be 
awarded grants to plan and carry out programs for the purpose of increasing the availability, 
affordability, and quality of child care and childhood development programs subject to the 
following conditions: 
[(a) ]An Indian Tribe applying for or receiving CCDF funds shall be subject to{ all} the 
requirements under this part[ as specified in this section based on the size of the awarded funds.
The Secretary shall establish thresholds for Tribes’ total CCDF allotments pursuant to §§ 98.61(c) 
and 98.62(b) to be divided into three categories: 
(1) Large allocations, 
(2) Medium allocations; and
(3) Small allocations.] 

(b) An Indian Tribe applying for or receiving CCDF funds shall: 
(1) Have at least 50 children under 13 years of age (or such similar age, as determined by the 
Secretary from the best available data) in order to be eligible to operate a CCDF program. This 
limitation does not preclude an Indian Tribe with fewer than 50 children under 13 years of age 
from participating in a consortium that receives CCDF funds; and 
(2) Demonstrate its current service delivery capability, including skills, personnel, resources, 
community support, and other necessary components to satisfactorily carry out the proposed 
program. 

(c) A consortium representing more than one Indian Tribe may be eligible to receive CCDF funds 
on behalf of a particular Tribe if: 
(1) The consortium adequately demonstrates that each participating Tribe authorizes the 
consortium to receive CCDF funds on behalf of each Tribe or tribal organization in the 
consortium; {and} 
(2) The consortium consists of Tribes that each meet the eligibility requirements for the CCDF 
program as defined in this part, or that would otherwise meet the eligibility requirements if the 
Tribe or tribal organization had at least 50 children under 13 years of age; {and} 
(3) All the participating consortium members are in geographic proximity to one another 
(including operation in a multi-State area) or have an existing consortium arrangement; and
(4) The consortium demonstrates that it has the managerial, technical and administrative staff 
with the ability to administer government funds, manage a CCDF program and comply with the 
provisions of the Act and of this part.

(d) The awarding of a grant under this section shall not affect the eligibility of any Indian child to 
receive CCDF services provided by the State or States in which the Indian Tribe is located.

(e) For purposes of the CCDF, the determination of the number of children in the Tribe, pursuant 
to paragraph (b)(1) of this section, shall include Indian children living on or near reservations, 
with the exception of Tribes in Alaska, California and Oklahoma.

{(f) In determining eligibility for services pursuant to Sec. 98.20(a)(2), a tribal program may use 
either:
(1) 85 percent of the State median income for a family of the same size; or
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(2) 85 percent of the median income for a family of the same size residing in the area served by 
the Tribal Lead Agency.}

Sec. 98.81 Application and Plan procedures
(a) In order to receive CCDF funds, a Tribal Lead Agency shall apply for funds pursuant to § 
98.13, except that the requirement at § 98.13(b)(2) does not apply.

(b)[ Tribal Lead Agencies with large and medium allocations]{ A Tribal Lead Agency }shall 
submit a CCDF Plan, as described at § 98.16, with the following additions and exceptions: 
(1) The Plan shall include the basis for determining family eligibility[.  
(i) If the Tribe’s median income is below a certain level established by the Secretary, then, at the 
Tribe’s option, any Indian child in the Tribe’s service area shall be considered eligible to receive 
CCDF funds, regardless of the family’s income, work, or training status, provided that provision 
for services still goes to those with the highest need. 
(ii) If the Tribe’s median income is above the level established by the Secretary, then a tribal 
program must determine eligibility for services pursuant to § 98.20(a)(2). A tribal program, as 
specified in its Plan, may use either: 
(A) 85 percent of the State median income for a family of the same size; or
(B) 85 percent of the median income for a family of the same size residing in the area served by 
the Tribal Lead Agency.] 
(2) For purposes of determining eligibility, the following terms shall also be defined:  
(i) Indian child; and 
(ii) Indian reservation or tribal service area.
(3) The Tribal Lead Agency shall also assure that:
(i) The applicant shall coordinate, to the maximum extent feasible, with the Lead Agency in the 
State in which the applicant shall carry out CCDF programs or activities, pursuant to § 98.82; and
(ii) In the case of an applicant located in a State other than Alaska, California, or Oklahoma, 
CCDF programs and activities shall be carried out on an Indian reservation for the benefit of 
Indian children, pursuant to § 98.83(b). 
(4) The Plan shall include any information, as prescribed by the Secretary, necessary for 
determining the number of children in accordance with §§ 98.61(c), 98.62(c), and 98.80(b)(1).
[(5) The Plan shall include a description of the Tribe’s payment rates, how they are established,
and how they support quality including, where applicable, cultural and linguistic 
appropriateness.]
{ (5) Plans for those Tribes specified at Sec. 98.83(f) (i.e., Tribes with small grants) are not 
subject to the requirements in § 98.16(g)(2) or § 98.16(k) unless the Tribe chooses to include such 
services, and, therefore, the associated requirements, in its program.}
[(6) The Plan is not subject to the following requirements:
(i) The early learning and developmental guidelines requirement at § 98.15(a)(9); 
(ii) The certification to develop the CCDF Plan in consultation with the State Advisory Council at 
§ 98.15(b)(1);
(iii) The licensing requirements applicable to child care services at § 98.15(b)(6) and § 98.16(u); 
(iv) The identification of the public or private entities designated to receive private funds at § 
98.16(d)(2); 
(v) A definition of very low income at § 98.16(g)(8); 
(vi) A description at § 98.16 (i)(4) of how the Lead Agency will meet the needs of certain 
families specified at § 98.50(e); 
(vii) The description of the market rate survey or alternative methodology at § 98.16(r);  
(viii) The description relating to Matching Funds at § 98.16(w); and
(ix) The description of how the Lead Agency prioritizes increasing access to high-quality child 
care in areas with high concentration of poverty at § 98.16(y).]
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{(6) The Plan is not subject to requirements in § 98.16(f)(8) or § 98.16(g)(4).}
(7) In its initial Plan, an Indian Tribe shall describe its current service delivery capability pursuant 
to § 98.80(b)(2).
(8) A consortium shall also provide the following: 
(i) A list of participating or constituent members, including demonstrations from these members 
pursuant to § 98.80(c)(1);
(ii) A description of how the consortium is coordinating services on behalf of its members, 
pursuant to § 98.83(c)(1); and 
(iii) As part of its initial Plan, the additional information required at § 98.80(c)(4).
[(9) Plans for Tribal Lead Agencies with medium allocations are not subject to the following 
requirements unless the Tribe chooses to include such services, and, therefore, the associated 
requirements, in its program: 
(i) The assurance at § 98.15(a)(2) regarding options for services; 
(ii) A description of any limits established for the provision of in-home care at § 98.16(i)(2), or
(iii) A description of the child care certificate payment system(s) at § 98.16(q).

(c) Tribal Lead Agencies with small allocations shall submit an abbreviated CCDF Plan, as 
described by the Secretary.]

{(ec) When initially applying under paragraph (a) of this section, a Tribal Lead Agency shall 
include a Plan that meets the provisions of this part and shall be for a two-year period, pursuant to 
§ Sec. 98.17(a).}

Sec. 98.82 Coordination 
Tribal applicants shall coordinate [the development of the Plan and the provision of services, to 
the extent practicable, ]as required by §§ 98.12 and 98.14 and: 
(a) To the maximum extent feasible, with the Lead Agency in the State or States in which the 
applicant will carry out the CCDF program; and 
(b) With other Federal, State, local, and tribal child care and childhood development programs.

Sec. 98.83 Requirements for tribal programs
(a) The grantee shall designate an agency, department, or unit to act as the Tribal Lead Agency to 
administer the CCDF program. 

(b) With the exception of Alaska, California, and Oklahoma, programs and activities[ for the 
benefit of Indian children] shall be carried out on[ or near] an Indian reservation[.] {for the 
benefit of Indian children.} 

(c) In the case of a tribal grantee that is a consortium:
(1) A brief description of the direct child care services funded by CCDF for each of their 
participating Tribes shall be provided by the consortium in their [three-]{two-}year CCDF Plan; 
and 
(2) Variations in CCDF programs or requirements and in child care licensing, regulatory and 
health and safety requirements shall be specified in written agreements between the consortium 
and the Tribe.
(3) If a Tribe elects to participate in a consortium arrangement to receive one part of the CCDF 
(e.g., Discretionary Funds), it may not join another consortium or apply as a direct grantee to 
receive the other part of the CCDF (e.g. Tribal Mandatory Funds). 
(4) If a Tribe relinquishes its membership in a consortium at any time during the fiscal year, 
CCDF funds awarded on behalf of the member Tribe will remain with the tribal consortium to 
provide direct child care services to other consortium members for that fiscal year.
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(d)[(1)] Tribal Lead Agencies shall not be subject to{ the requirements at §§ 98.41(a)(1)(i); 
98.44(a), 98.50(e), 98.52(a), 98.53 and 98.63.:} 
[(i) The requirement to produce a consumer education website at § 98.33(a). Tribal Lead 
Agencies still must collect and disseminate the provider-specific consumer education information 
described at § 98.33(a) through (d), but may do so using methods other than a website; 
(ii)
(iii)

The requirement to have licensing applicable to child care services at § 98.40; 
The requirement for a training and professional development framework at § 98.44(a); 

(iv) The market rate survey or alternative methodology described at § 98.45(b)(2) and the related 
requirements at § 98.45(c), (d), (e), and (f); 
(v) The requirement that Lead Agencies shall give priority for services to children of families 
with very low family income at § 98.46(a)(1); 
(vi) The requirement that Lead Agencies shall prioritize increasing access to high- quality child 
care in areas with significant concentrations of poverty and unemployment at § 98.46(b);
(vii) The requirements about Mandatory and Matching Funds at § 98.50(e); 
(viii) The requirement to complete the quality progress report at § 98.53(f); 
(ix) The requirement that Lead Agencies shall expend no more than five percent from each year’s 
allotment on administrative costs at § 98.54(a); and 
(x) The Matching fund requirements at §§ 98.55 and 98.63. 
(2) Tribal Lead Agencies with large, medium, and small allocations shall be subject to the 
provision at § 98.42(b)(2) to require inspections of child care providers and facilities, unless a 
Tribal Lead Agency describes an alternative monitoring approach in its Plan and provides 
adequate justification for the approach. 
(3) Tribal Lead Agencies with large, medium, and small allocations shall be subject to the 
requirements at § 98.43 to conduct comprehensive criminal background checks, unless the Tribal 
Lead Agency describes an alternative background check approach in its Plan and provides 
adequate justification for the approach.] 
({f}[e]) {Tribal Lead Agencies whose total CCDF allotment pursuant to Sec. Sec. 98.61(c) and 
98.62(b) is less than an amount established by the Secretary}[Tribal Lead Agencies with medium 
and small allocations] shall not be subject to {the following requirements:
the(1) The assurance at Sec. 98.15(a)(2);  
(2) The} requirement for certificates at § 98.30(a) and (d)[.]{; and
(3) The requirements for quality expenditures at § 98.51(a).}

[(f) Tribal Lead Agencies with small allocations must spend their CCDF funds in alignment with 
the goals and purposes described in § 98.1. These Tribes shall have flexibility in how they spend 
their CCDF funds and shall be subject to the following requirements: 
(1) The health and safety requirements described in § 98.41; 
(2) The monitoring requirements at §§ 98.42 and 98.83(d)(2); and  
(3) The background checks requirements described in §§ 98.43 and 98.83(d)(3); 
(4) The requirements to spend funds on activities to improve the quality of child care described in 
§§  98.83(g), and 98.53;
(5) The use of funds requirements at § 98.56 and cost allocation requirement at §98.57; 
(6) The financial management requirements at subpart G of this part that are applicable to Tribes; 
(7) The reporting requirements at subpart H of this part that are applicable to Tribes; 
(8) The eligibility definitions at § 98.81(b)(2); 
(9) The 15 percent limitation on administrative activities at § 98.83(i); 
(10) The monitoring, non-compliance, and complaint provisions at subpart J of this part; and 
(11) Any other requirement established by the Secretary.

(g) Of the aggregate amount of funds expended (i.e., Discretionary and Mandatory Funds), 
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(1) For Tribal Lead Agencies with large, medium, and small allocations, no less than four percent 
in fiscal years 2017, seven percent in fiscal years 2018 and 2019, eight percent in fiscal years 
2020 and 2021, and nine percent in fiscal year 2022 and each succeeding fiscal year shall be used 
for activities designed to improve the quality of child care services and increase parental options 
for, and access to, high-quality child care as described at § 98.53; and  
(2) For Tribal Lead Agencies with large and medium allocations, no less than three percent in 
fiscal year 2019 and each succeeding fiscal year shall be used to carry out activities at §
98.53(a)(4) as such activities relate to the quality of care for infants and toddlers. 
(3) Nothing in this section shall preclude the Tribal Lead Agency from reserving a larger 
percentage of funds to carry out activities described in paragraphs (g)(1) and (2) of this section.]

({e}[h]) The base amount of any tribal grant is not subject to the administrative cost limitation at 
paragraph ({g}[i]) of this section[, the direct services requirement at § 98.50(f)(2),] or the quality 
expenditure requirement at § 98.5{1}[3](a). The base amount may be expended for any costs 
consistent with the purposes and requirements of the CCDF.

({g}[i]) Not more than 15 percent of the aggregate CCDF funds expended by the Tribal Lead 
Agency from each fiscal year's (including amounts used for construction and renovation in 
accordance with § 98.84, but not including the base amount provided under {§
98.83}[paragraph]({e}[h]) [of this section]) shall be expended for administrative activities. 
Amounts used for construction and major renovation in accordance with § 98.84 are not 
considered administrative costs.

({h}[j])(1) CCDF funds are available for costs incurred by the Tribal Lead Agency only after the 
funds are made available by Congress for Federal obligation unless costs are incurred for 
planning activities related to the submission of an initial CCDF Plan. 
(2) Federal obligation of funds for planning costs, pursuant to paragraph ({h}[i])(1) of this section
is subject to the actual availability of the appropriation.

Sec. 98.84 Construction and renovation of child care facilities
(a) Upon requesting and receiving approval from the Secretary, Tribal Lead Agencies may use 
amounts provided under §§ 98.61(c) and 98.62(b) to make payments for construction or major 
renovation of child care facilities (including paying the cost of amortizing the principal and 
paying interest on loans). 

(b) To be approved by the Secretary, a request shall be made in accordance with uniform 
procedures established by program instruction and, in addition, shall demonstrate that:
(1) Adequate facilities are not otherwise available to enable the Tribal Lead Agency to carry out 
child care programs;
(2) The lack of such facilities will inhibit the operation of child care programs in the future; and
(3) The use of funds for construction or major renovation will not result in a decrease in the level 
of child care services provided by the Tribal Lead Agency as compared to the level of services 
provided by the Tribal Lead Agency in the preceding fiscal year.[ The Secretary shall waive this 
requirement if:
(i) The Secretary determines that the decrease in the level of child care services provided by the 
Indian tribe or tribal organization is temporary; and
(ii) The Indian tribe or tribal organization submits to the Secretary a plan that demonstrates that 
after the date on which the construction or renovation is completed: 
(A) The level of direct child care services will increase; or
(B)  The quality of child care services will improve.]
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(c)(1) Tribal Lead Agency may use CCDF funds for reasonable and necessary planning costs 
associated with assessing the need for construction or renovation or for preparing a request, in 
accordance with the uniform procedures established by program instruction, to spend CCDF 
funds on construction or major renovation. 
(2) A Tribal Lead Agency may only use CCDF funds to pay for the costs of an architect, 
engineer, or other consultant for a project that is subsequently approved by the Secretary. If the 
project later fails to gain the Secretary's approval, the Tribal Lead Agency must pay for the 
architectural, engineering or consultant costs using non-CCDF funds. 

(d) Tribal Lead Agencies that receive approval from the Secretary to use CCDF funds for 
construction or major renovation shall comply with the following: 
(1) Federal share requirements and use of property requirements at 45 CFR{ 92.317}[5.318]; 
(2) Transfer and disposition of property requirements at 45 CFR {92.31(c)}[75.318(c)]; 
(3) Title requirements at 45 CFR{ 92.31(a)}[75.318(a)]; 
(4) Cost principles and allowable cost requirements at [4]{5 CFR 92.22}[ subpart E of this part]; 
(5) Program income requirements at 45 CFR{ 92.25}[75.307]; 
(6) Procurement procedures at 45 CFR{ 92.36; }[75.326 through 75.335] and;
(7) Any additional requirements established by program instruction, including requirements 
concerning: 
(i) The recording of a Notice of Federal Interest in the property; 
(ii) Rights and responsibilities in the event of a grantee's default on a mortgage;
(iii) Insurance and maintenance;
(iv) Submission of plans, specifications, inspection reports, and other legal documents; and 
(v) Modular units. 

(e) In lieu of obligation and liquidation requirements at § 98.60(e), Tribal Lead Agencies shall 
liquidate CCDF funds used for construction or major renovation by the end of the second fiscal 
year following the fiscal year for which the grant is awarded.

(f) Tribal Lead Agencies may expend funds, without requesting approval pursuant to paragraph 
(a) of this section, for minor renovation.

(g) A new tribal grantee (i.e., one that did not receive CCDF funds the preceding fiscal year) may 
spend no more than an amount equivalent to its Tribal Mandatory allocation on construction and 
renovation. A new tribal grantee must spend an amount equivalent to its Discretionary allocation 
on activities other than construction or renovation (i.e., direct services, quality activities, or 
administrative costs).

(h) A construction or renovation project that requires and receives approval by the Secretary must 
include as part of the construction and renovation costs: 
(1) Planning costs as allowed at § 98.84(c); 
(2) Labor, materials and services necessary for the functioning of the facility; and
(3) Initial equipment for the facility. Equipment means items which are tangible, nonexpendable 
personal property having a useful life of more than five years.

Subpart J--Monitoring, Non-compliance and Complaints

Sec. 98.90 Monitoring
(a) The Secretary will monitor programs funded under the CCDF for compliance with:
(1) The Act;
(2) The provisions of this part; and
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(3) The provisions and requirements set forth in the CCDF Plan approved under Sec. 98.18; 

(b) If a review or investigation reveals evidence that the Lead Agency, or an entity providing 
services under contract or agreement with the Lead Agency, has failed to substantially comply 
with the Plan or with one or more provisions of the Act or implementing regulations, the 
Secretary will issue a preliminary notice to the Lead Agency of possible non-compliance. The 
Secretary shall consider comments received from the Lead Agency within 60 days (or such longer 
period as may be agreed upon between the Lead Agency and the Secretary). 

(c) Pursuant to an investigation conducted under paragraph (a) of this section, a Lead Agency 
shall make appropriate books, documents, papers, manuals, instructions, and records available to 
the Secretary, or any duly authorized representatives, for examination or copying on or off the 
premises of the appropriate entity, including subgrantees and contractors, upon reasonable 
request. 

(d)(1) Lead Agencies and subgrantees shall retain all CCDF records, as specified in paragraph (c) 
of this section, and any other records of Lead Agencies and subgrantees that are needed to 
substantiate compliance with CCDF requirements, for the period of time specified in paragraph 
(e) of this section. 
(2) Lead Agencies and subgrantees shall provide through an appropriate provision in their 
contracts that their contractors will retain and permit access to any books, documents, papers, and 
records of the contractor that are directly pertinent to that specific contract.

(e) Length of retention period. (1) Except as provided in paragraph (e)(2) of this section, records 
specified in paragraph (c) of this section shall be retained for three years from the day the Lead 
Agency or subgrantee submits the Financial Reports required by the Secretary, pursuant to Sec. 
98.65(g), for the program period. 
(2) If any litigation, claim, negotiation, audit, disallowance action, or other action involving the 
records has been started before the expiration of the three-year retention period, the records shall 
be retained until completion of the action and resolution of all issues that arise from it, or until the 
end of the regular three-year period, whichever is later.

Sec. 98.91 Non-compliance
(a) If after reasonable notice to a Lead Agency, pursuant to Sec. 98.90 or Sec. 98.93, a final 
determination is made that: 
(1) There has been a failure by the Lead Agency, or by an entity providing services under contract 
or agreement with the Lead Agency, to comply substantially with any provision or requirement 
set forth in the Plan approved under Sec. 98.16; or
(2) If in the operation of any program for which funding is provided under the CCDF, there is a 
failure by the Lead Agency, or by an entity providing services under contract or agreement with 
the Lead Agency, to comply substantially with any provision of the Act or this part, the Secretary 
will provide to the Lead Agency a written notice of a finding of non-compliance. This notice will 
be issued within 60 days of the preliminary notification in Sec. 98.90(b), or within 60 days of the 
receipt of additional comments from the Lead Agency, whichever is later, and will provide the 
opportunity for a hearing, pursuant to part 99. 
(b) The notice in paragraph (a) of this section will include all relevant findings, as well as any 
penalties or sanctions to be applied, pursuant to Sec. 98.92.
(c) Issues subject to review at the hearing include the finding of non-compliance, as well as any 
penalties or sanctions to be imposed pursuant to Sec. 98.92. 

Sec. 98.92 Penalties and sanctions
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(a) Upon a final determination that the Lead Agency has failed to substantially comply with the 
Act, the implementing regulations, or the Plan, one of the following penalties will be applied: 
(1) The Secretary will disallow {the}[any] improperly expended funds; 
(2) An amount equal to or less than the improperly expended funds will be deducted from the 
administrative portion of the State allotment for the following fiscal year; or
(3) A combination of the above options will be applied. 
(b) In addition to imposing the penalties described in paragraph (a) of this section, the Secretary 
may impose other appropriate sanctions, including:
(1) Disqualification of the Lead Agency from the receipt of further funding under the CCDF; or 
(2)(i) A penalty of not more than four percent of the funds allotted under Sec. 98.61 (i.e., the 
Discretionary Funds) for a Fiscal Year shall be withheld if the Secretary determines that the Lead 
Agency has failed to implement a provision of the Act, these regulations, or the Plan required 
under Sec. 98.16; 
(ii) This penalty will be withheld no earlier than the second full quarter following the quarter in 
which the Lead Agency was notified of the proposed penalty; 
(iii) This penalty will not be applied if the Lead Agency corrects the failure or violation before 
the penalty is to be applied or if it submits a plan for corrective action that is acceptable to the 
Secretary; or
(iv) The Lead Agency may show cause to the Secretary why the amount of the penalty, if applied, 
should be reduced.
[(3)(i) A penalty of five percent of the funds allotted under § 98.61 (i.e., the Discretionary Funds) 
for a Fiscal Year shall be withheld if the Secretary determines that the Lead Agency has failed to 
give priority for service in accordance with § 98.46(a);
(ii) This penalty will be withheld no earlier than the first full Fiscal Year following the 
determination to apply the penalty; 
(iii) This penalty will not be applied if the Lead Agency corrects its failure to comply and amends 
its CCDF Plan within six months of being notified of the failure; and
(iv) The Secretary may waive a penalty for one year in the event of extraordinary circumstances, 
such as a natural disaster. 
(4) (i) A penalty of five percent of the funds allotted under § 98.61 (i.e., the Discretionary Funds) 
for a Fiscal Year shall be withheld for any Fiscal Year that the Secretary determines that the 
State. Territory or Tribe has failed to comply substantially with the criminal background check 
requirements at § 98.43; 
(ii) This penalty will be withheld no earlier than the first full Fiscal Year following the 
determination to apply the penalty; and 
(iii) This penalty will not be applied if the State, Territory or Tribe corrects the failure before the
penalty is to be applied or if it submits a plan for corrective action that is acceptable to the 
Secretary. ] 
(c) If a Lead Agency is subject to additional sanctions as provided under paragraph (b) of this 
section, specific identification of any additional sanctions being imposed will be provided in the 
notice provided pursuant to Sec. 98.91. 
(d) Nothing in this section, or in Sec. 98.90 or Sec. 98.91, will preclude the Lead Agency and the 
Department from informally resolving a possible compliance issue without following all of the 
steps described in Sec. Sec. 98.90, 98.91 and 98.92. Penalties and/or sanctions, as described in 
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section, may nevertheless be applied, even though the issue is 
resolved informally.
(e) It is at the Secretary's sole discretion to choose the penalty to be imposed under paragraphs (a) 
and (b) of this section. 

Sec. 98.93 Complaints 
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(a) This section applies to any complaint (other than a complaint alleging violation of the 
nondiscrimination provisions) that a Lead Agency has failed to use its allotment in accordance 
with the terms of the Act, the implementing regulations, or the Plan. The Secretary is not required 
to consider a complaint unless it is submitted as required by this section. Complaints with respect 
to discrimination should be referred to the Office of Civil Rights of the Department. 
(b) Complaints with respect to the CCDF shall be submitted in writing to the Assistant Secretary 
for Children and Families{, 370 L'Enfant Promenade, SW., Washington, DC 20447.} The 
complaint shall identify the provision of the Plan, the Act, or this part that was allegedly violated, 
specify the basis for alleging the violation(s), and include all relevant information known to the 
person submitting it. 
(c) The Department shall promptly furnish a copy of any complaint to the affected Lead Agency. 
Any comments received from the Lead Agency within 60 days (or such longer period as may be 
agreed upon between the Lead Agency and Department) shall be considered by the Department in 
responding to the complaint. The Department will conduct an investigation of complaints, where 
appropriate. 
(d) The Department will provide a written response to complaints within 180 days after receipt. If 
a final resolution cannot be provided at that time, the response will state the reasons why 
additional time is necessary.
(e) Complaints that are not satisfactorily resolved through communication with the Lead Agency 
will be pursued through the process described in Sec. 98.90. 

Subpart K--Error Rate Reporting
Source: 72 FR 50898, Sept. 5, 2007, unless otherwise noted. 

Sec. 98.100 Error Rate Report
(a) Applicability--The requirements of this subpart apply to the fifty States, the District of 
Columbia and Puerto Rico.
(b) Generally--States, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico shall calculate, prepare and 
submit to the Department, a report of errors occurring in the administration of CCDF grant funds, 
at times and in a manner specified by the Secretary in instructions. States, the 
District of Columbia and Puerto Rico must use this report to calculate their error rates, which is 
defined as the percentage of cases with an error (expressed as the total number of cases with an 
error compared to the total number of cases); the percentage of cases with an improper payment 
(expressed as the total number of cases with an improper payment compared to the total number 
of cases); the percentage of improper payments (expressed as the total amount of improper 
payments in the sample compared to the total dollar amount of payments made in the sample); the 
average amount of improper payment; and the estimated annual amount of improper payments. 
The report also will provide strategies for reducing their error rates and allow States, the District 
of Columbia and Puerto Rico to set target error rates for the next cycle.
(c) Error Defined--For purposes of this subpart, an ``error'' shall mean any violation or 
misapplication of statutory, contractual, administrative, or other legally applicable requirements 
governing the administration of CCDF grant funds, regardless of whether such violation results in 
an improper payment. 
(d) Improper Payment Defined--For purposes of this subpart, “improper payment.'' 
(1) Means any payment of CCDF grant funds that should not have been made or that was made in 
an incorrect amount (including overpayments and underpayments) under statutory, contractual, 
administrative, or other legally applicable requirements governing the administration of CCDF 
grant funds; and 
(2) Includes any payment of CCDF grant funds to an ineligible recipient, any payment of CCDF 
grant funds for an ineligible service, any duplicate payment of CCDF grant funds and payments 
of CCDF grant funds for services not received.[ Because a child meeting eligibility requirements 
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at the most recent eligibility determination or re-determination is considered eligible between re-
determinations as described in § 98.21(a)(1), any payment for such a child shall not be considered 
an error or improper payment due to a change in the family’s circumstances, as set forth at § 
98.21(a) and (b).] 
(e) Costs of Preparing the Error Rate Report--Provided the error rate calculations and reports 
focus on client eligibility, expenses incurred by the States, the District of Columbia and Puerto 
Rico in complying with this rule, including preparation of required reports, shall be considered a 
cost of direct service related to eligibility determination and therefore is not subject to the five 
percent limitation on CCDF administrative costs pursuant to {Section} [§] 98.5{2}[4](a).

Sec. 98.101 Case Review Methodology 
(a) Case Reviews and Sampling--In preparing the error reports required by this subpart, States, 
the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico shall conduct comprehensive reviews of case records 
using a methodology established by the Secretary. For purposes of the case reviews, States, the 
District of Columbia and Puerto Rico shall select a random sample of case records which is 
estimated to achieve the calculation of an estimated annual amount of improper payments with a 
90 percent confidence interval of <plus-minus<ls-thn eq>5.0 percent. 
(b) Methodology and Forms--States, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico must prepare and 
submit forms issued by the Secretary, following the accompanying instructions setting forth the 
methodology to be used in conducting case reviews and calculating the error rates. 
(c) Reporting Frequency and Cycle--States, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico shall 
conduct case reviews and submit error rate reports to the Department according to a staggered 
three-year cycle established by the Secretary such that each State, the District of Columbia, and 
Puerto Rico will be selected once, and only once, in every three years. 
(d) Access to Federal Staff--States, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico must provide access 
to Federal staff to participate and provide oversight in case reviews and error rate calculations, 
including access to forms related to determining error rates.
(e) Record Retention--Records pertinent to the case reviews and submission of error rate reports 
shall be retained for a period of five years from the date of submission of the applicable error rate 
report or, if the error rate report was revised, from the date of submission of the revision. Records 
must be made available to Federal staff upon request.

Sec. 98.102 Content of Error Rate Reports 
(a) Baseline Submission Report--At a minimum, States, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico 
shall submit an initial error rate report to the Department, as required in Sec. 98.100, which 
includes the following information on errors and resulting improper payments occurring in the 
administration of CCDF grant funds, including Federal Discretionary Funds (which includes any 
funds transferred from the TANF Block Grant), Mandatory and Matching Funds and State 
Matching and Maintenance-of-Effort (MOE Funds): 
(1) Percentage of cases with an error (regardless of whether such error resulted in an over or 
under payment), expressed as the total number of cases in the sample with an error compared to 
the total number of cases in the sample;
(2) Percentage of cases with an improper payment (both over and under payments), expressed as 
the total number of cases in the sample with an improper payment compared to the total number 
of cases in the sample;
(3) Percentage of improper payments (both over and under payments), expressed as the total 
dollar amount of improper payments in the sample compared to the total dollar amount of 
payments made in the sample;
(4) Average amount of improper payments (gross over and under payments, divided by the total 
number of cases in the sample that had an improper payment (both over and under payments)); 
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(5) Estimated annual amount of improper payments (which is a projection of the results from the 
sample to the universe of cases statewide during the 12-month review period) calculated by 
multiplying the percentage of improper payments by the total dollar amount of child care 
payments that the State, the District of Columbia or Puerto Rico paid during the 12-month review 
period{;} 
(6) For each category of data listed above, targets for errors and improper payments in the next 
reporting cycle;
(7) Summary of methodology used to arrive at estimate, including fieldwork preparation, sample 
generation, record review and error rate computation processes; 
(8) Discussion of the causes of improper payments identified and actions that will be taken to 
correct those causes in order to reduce the error rates;
(9) Description of the information systems and other infrastructure that assist the State, the 
District of Columbia and Puerto Rico in identifying and reducing improper payments, or if the 
State, the District of Columbia or Puerto Rico does not have these tools, a description of actions 
that will be taken to acquire the necessary information systems and other infrastructure; and
(10) Such other information as specified by the Secretary.

(b) Standard Report--At a minimum, the State, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico shall 
submit an error rate report to the Department, as required in Sec. 98.100, made subsequent to the 
baseline submission report as set forth in Sec. 98.102(a) which includes the following information 
on errors and resulting improper payments occurring in the administration of CCDF grant funds, 
including Federal Discretionary Funds (which includes any funds transferred from the TANF 
Block Grant), Mandatory and Matching Funds and State Matching and Maintenance-of-Effort 
(MOE Funds):
(1) All the information reported in the baseline submission, as set forth in Sec. 98.102(a), updated 
for the current cycle;
(2) For each category of data listed in Sec. 98.102(a)(1) through (5), States, the District of 
Columbia and Puerto Rico must include data and targets from the prior cycle in addition to data 
from the current cycle and targets for the next cycle;
(3) Description of whether the State, the District of Columbia or Puerto Rico met error rate 
targets set in the prior cycle and, if not, an explanation of why not; 
(4) Discussion of the causes of improper payments identified in the prior cycle and actions that 
were taken to correct those causes, in addition to a discussion on the causes of improper payments 
identified in the current cycle and actions that will be taken to correct those causes in order to 
reduce the error rates; and
(5) Such other information as specified by the Secretary.

[(c) Any Lead Agency with an improper payment rate that exceeds a threshold established by the 
Secretary must submit to the Assistant Secretary for approval a comprehensive corrective action 
plan, as well as subsequent reports describing progress in implementing the plan. 
(1) The corrective action plan must be submitted within 60 days of the deadline for submitting the 
Lead Agency’s standard error rate report required by paragraph (b) of this section.
(2) The corrective action plan must include the following:  
(i) Identification of a senior accountable official;  
(ii) Milestones that clearly identify actions to be taken to reduce improper payments and the 
individual responsible for completing each action;  
(iii) A timeline for completing each action within 1 year of the Assistant Secretary’s approval of 
the plan, and for reducing the improper payment rate below the threshold established by the 
Secretary; and 
(iv) Targets for future improper payment rates. 
(3) Subsequent progress reports must be submitted as requested by the Assistant Secretary.  
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(4) Failure to carry out actions described in the approved corrective action plan will be grounds 
for a penalty or sanction under § 98.92.] 
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APPENDIX C

SDA SFY18 with Baseline SFY19 with Baseline

SDA1 $695,209.18 $702,197.64

SDA2 $611,280.63 $617,425.42

SDA3 $1,320,545.66 $1,333,820.20

SDA4 $984,831.47 $994,731.30

SDA5 $570,692.24 $576,429.01

SDA6 $1,361,134.06 $1,374,816.60

SDA7 $466,813.46 $471,506.02

SDA8 $773,634.22 $781,411.03

SDA9 $1,273,077.88 $1,285,875.25

SDA10 $530,791.78 $536,127.47

SDA11 $506,025.98 $511,112.71

SDA12 $455,806.44 $460,388.35

TOTAL $9,549,843.00 $9,645,841.00

70% Providers

20% Family

10% Community

The funding shall be spent in the following way:



SDA1 SDA2 SDA3 SDA4 SDA5 SDA6

# of training for SchoolAge

Child Care Resource and Referral Servic

CCR&R  and Early Care Education 

Needs Assessment (A.1.a) 

# of needs assessment conducted 

Professional Development 

# of general in-service training 

# of specialized training 

# of training for adminstrators 

# of total staff trained

# of training for Preschool

# of TA hours for increase rating

# of training for MixedAge

# of Child Development Associate 

Provide Technical Assistance and 

# of hours of general technical 

# of hours processes of SUTQ 

# of hours for age specifics and 

Provide Services to Increase 

# of increased Star rated 

# of coordination hours for 

# of TA hours for initial rating

# of coordination hours for 

# of counseling sessions provided 

# of targeted training for intial 

# of targeted training for 

# of targeted training for increase 

# of professional development 

# of professional development 

# of providers actually trained 

Facilitate the Increase in 

# of hours spent on resources & 

# of hours spent on resources & 

# of refined searches on The Ohio 

Educational materials 

# of stakeholders for system 

Cancelled Classes

# of classes cancelled

Increase the Knowledge and 

# of reports issued to 

# of data collection events 

# of community outreach 

# of workgroups/initiatives 

# of outreach services made to 



SDA7 SDA8 SDA9 SDA10 SDA11 SDA12 Total

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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0
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0

0

0

0
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